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To 

No. 6672 

THE HoN'sLE PRIME MINISTER, 
H1s HIGHNEss' GOVERNMENT 

jAMMU & KASHMIR. 

jAMMU. 

Dated 13th March, 1939. 

Sir, 
I have the honour to submit herewith the Report of the 

Educational Reorganization Committee appointed under Govern
ment Notification dated 27th June 1938 and to commend its 
proposals and recommendations to the consideration of the 
Government. 

The Report attempts to deal with the two inter-related 
aspects of the problem of educational reconstruction in the 
Stai:e, the expansion of educational facilities and the consolida
tion of the existing facilities. Rapid expansion of educational 
facilities is imperatively called for because of the alarmingly low 
percentaee of literacy in the State, and the magnitude of the problem 
of providing education for a population of about 40 lakhs of people. 
The forces that are shaping modern life, not only in the State 
and in India but all over the world, are so quick and insistent 
iri their demands that no enlightened administration can afford 
to remain content with the leisurely pace of advance which 
appeared to be reasonable even ten years ago. It is equally 
important, in the opinion of the Committee, to think out ways 
and means for improving the efficiency and social significance 
of the existing educational system, to eliminate its wastage and 
stagnation, and to bring it into vital union with the socio-economic 
as well as the cultural life of the people. It has, therefore, 
made certain far-reaching recommendations in this behalf with 
the object of overhauling and reconstructing the existing system 
of primary and secondary schools. The Committee is convinced 
that His Highness the Maharaja Bahadur's solicitude for the 
good of his subjects and your keen personal interest in all 
that pertains to the welfare of the State augur well for the 
success of the scheme which it has drawn up. 

The Committee is conscious of the fact that the various 
schemes and proposals which it has drawn up involve consi
derably increased expenditure on Education. But, while it has 
taken care to avoid all extravagant •>r unnecess<~ry schemes, 
the mere question of the cost has not deterred it from making 
proposals which it considers essential in the interests of a better 
and more effective system of education. It has drawn up a 
plan extending over l 0 years in the first instance, followed up 
by a further pl<:ln of 15 years, with the object of providing a 
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system of universal, free, a~d. in d~e course, coml?uisory educa
tion all over the State, and 1t IS allXIoUs that ed ucabonal develop
ment in future should follow a consistent, well-organised and 
coherent policy, unaffected by administrative or personal changes. 
We feel convinced that, if the scheme fulfils the objectives that 
we have in view, its benefits will be reflected in the general 
improvement of civic life and the production of a more enlightened, 
more efficient, more co-operative, and better trained generation 
of men and women. We have no doubt that, as the scheme 
commends itself to the appreciation of the Government and the 
public by its results, necessary funds will be forthcoming for 
this great work of national reconstruction. 

May I take this opportunity to place on record our 
thanks to you and the Hon'bie the Home Minister whose keen 
and continuous personal interest in the work of the Committee 
has been a source of strength and inspiration to all the members 
of the Committee. I should also like to express my personal 
thanks to Dr. Zakir Hussain whose presence on the Committee 
has been of invaluable help throughout, to Mr. Nand Lal Kitroo, 
the Secretary to the Committee, who did a great deal of valuable 
work in collecting necessary data and material for the Committee, 
to the President of the Praia Sabha for lending me the services 
of Mr. G.D. Malhotra, the senior Stenographer of the Praja 
Sabha who carried out his , duties efficiently during the first 
session of the Committee, and to the many ladies and gentle
men who helped the Committee by sending their suggestions or 
giving oral evidence. 

l have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 
K. G. Saiyidain, 

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION, 
Hrs HIGHNES5' CovERNMENT 

Jammu and Kashmir. 



INTRODUCTION. 

The Educational Re-organization Committee was ap
pointed by His Highness' Government of Jammu and Kashmir 
under Government order No. ED.B. 517/38 dated 27th June 
1938 for the reorganisation of the existing system of Primary 
and Secondary Education in the State. The Director of 
Education, Mr. K. G. Saiyidain, was appointed the Chairman 
of the Committee with the following gentlemen as members:-

!. Dr. Zakir Hussain, Principal, Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi. 
2. Mr Eric Tyndale Biscoe, Principal, C.M.S. SchoolSrinagar 
3. Mr. Mohammad lshaq, Inspector of Schools, Kashmir. 
4. Mr R. C. Mehdiratta, Inspector of Schools, Jammu. 
5. Mr. Nand La! Kitroo, Headmaster S.P. High School, 

Srinagar, (Secretary.) 
The following Government notification gives the Terms 

of Reference for the work of the Committee: -
In view of the urgent need for a new orientation 

of educational policy and a reorganization of the existing edu
cational system in the State, the Government have appointed 
an Educational Reorganisation Committee consisting of the 
Director of Education as Chairman and the marginally noted 
gentlemen as members. to examine the suitability and adequacy 
of the present system of Primary anJ Secondary education 
and to make recommendations foT bringing it into more vital 
touch with the needs of the people of the State and the ideals 
of the good life, and to awaken a keener and healthier civic 
and social sense. ' 

I. To make a brief but comprehensive survey of the 
present position of Primary and Secondary education in the 
State with special reference to the following points:-

a. the adequacy of the existing facilities for the 
educational needs of the people, 

b. the method of recruitment,. qualifications and 
_, status of teachers, 
c. the facilities available for the training of teachers, 

and the maintenance and improvement of their 
professional efficiency during their period of 
service. · 

d. the existing 'curricula and methods ir: schools, 
e. the relation of the school to the social and 

cultural life of the community as a whole and 
the pursuits and occupations of the people. 

f. the facilities available for games, physical edu
cation, scouting and other extra-mural and 
extra-curric1,1lar activities. 

g. existing machinery for "continuation education" 
of students when they pass out of the schools, 



h. does the State get full value for the money 
spent on education? 

2. To recommend to the Govemmen! ways ~n~ me":ns 
for bringing education into closer to~ch with the exiSting so~;ao
economic conditions so as to make I! mo:e useful ~nd practical 
as well as improve its quality and, m this connection, to con
sider the following points:-

a. the length of the Primary and Secon?ary school 
courses and of the period of schoolmg, 

b. the C\Verhauling of the courses of instruc!ion in 
accordance with the objects laid down m the 

c. 
d, 

preamble, 
the medium of instruction, 
the introduction of Compulsory 
Education, 

Primary 

e. the correlation of the present academic edu
cation with the teaching of crafts, and ways and 
means of doing it, 

f. the diversification of courses at the secondary 
stage so as to provide for different types of 
students, to reduce the pressure on clerical 
services. and help to place national economy 
on a more rational basis, 

g. the improvement of the professional efficiency of 
teachers, both trained and untrained, and provision 
of craft courses for them, 

h the feasibility of utilising private effort and non-offi
cial agencies in the development of education, 
particularly with regard to Adult Education, 

I. ways and means of making th~ school a living 
cenrre of social work and service. 

The Chairman published and circulated copies of the 
Terms of Reference among educationists, public men and such 
other ~odies and gentlemen as were likely to make helpful 
suggesbons on any of the items included in the Terms of 
Refere?ce. A wide publicity to the questions before the 
Committee was also given through the Press. It is a matter 
of . gratification to the Committee that a large number. of 
lac!ies and gentlemen, belonging to different walks of life, 
evmced keen intere~t in the problems relating to education 
before the Committee, and sent their memoranda, thus 
del?lonstrating the fact that the question of educational reorgani
sation had been exercising the minds of thoughtful people and 
that ~ey welcomed this move of the Government to bring the 
educabonal system of the State into line with the present 
needs a~d conditions of the people. The Press, both local 
and o~ts1de the State, al~o welcomed the appointment of the 
Comiiilttee and the propo~al to reorganize the existing system 



of education in the State. In appendix A, we give the names 
of the ladies and gentlemen who, in response to the Commit
tee's request, sent in their memoranda. 

The Committee held its first session from the 7th to 
25th of July 1938, and considered the various questions arising
out of the Terms of Reference. It examined the report of the 
W ardha Education Committee with the benefit of the presence, 
on the Committee, of its Chairman, Dr. Zakir Hussain, and 
considered the memoranda received, as well as the statistical 
data prepared by the Secretary. It had also the benefit of the 
oral evidence furnished on certain points by the following ladies 
and gentlemen who were expressly requested to attend the 
Committee for the purpose :- . 

1. K. B. Thakur Aga Syed Husain, Ex-Minister and State 
Counsellor 

2. Mr. M. G. Kotibhaskar, Director of Industries. 
3. Mr. M. R. Fotedar, Director of Agriculture. 
4. Miss Shaw; Officiating Chief lnspectress of Girls Schools. 
5. Miss Mallinson, Principal, C.M.S. Girls school. Srinagar. 
6. Mr: Shiv Narayan Fotedar, M. L.A. 
7. Mr. Mohammad Afzal Beg M. L.A. 
8. Mr. Ahmad Yar, M. L. A. 
9. Mr. Amar Nath Kak, M. L.A. 

The Director of Industries, the Director of Agriculture 
and the Chiellnspectress of Schools promised to prepare notes 
for the Committee on some of the questions relating to Primary 
and Secondary education which were specially connected with 
their Departments. 

The Committee appointed two sub-committees for the 
purpose of drawing up a suitable syllabus for "basic" schools. 
In this connection the Committee referred to these sub-commit
tees the syllabus prepared by the Wardha Educati~n Committee, 
the draft syllabus prepared by Messrs Nand La! Kitroo and 
Dina Nath Dhar, the suggestions made in the various memo
randa received., as well as the present syllabus .in use in 
schools of the State. They were given the following instruc
tions in the light of which they were requested to draw up 
their draft syllabuses :- , . 

I. In preparing the syllabus it should be presumed that 
about half the time during the teaching hours would be given tq 
academic teaching and hall the time to craft work, provided 
that any oral teaching or expressional work that is integrally 
related to the cralt would he done during the time given to 
craft teaching. 

2. The idea underlying the new syllabus should be 
that the teaching of the various subjects is to be related to 
three centres namely, the child's physical environment, the 
child's social environment and the child's craft activities. 
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3. In working out the detailed contents, special 
attention should be paid to the local environment - namely, 
important and interesting facts connected with the history, 
the geography, the arts and crafts and scenic beauty of the State. 

The personnel ol the sub-committees was fixed as lo\lows:-
1. Mathematics and General Science sub-committee·-

1. Mr. R. C. Pandita, P.W. College, Jammu. 
2. Mr. Fazle Haque, S. P. College, Srinagar. 
3. Mr. Nand Lal Kitroo, Convener. 

II. Social Studies and Lmguages sub-committee. 
1. Mr. L.D. Suri, P. W. College, Jammu. 
2. Mr. G.A. Mukhtar, Assistant lnspt>ctor of Schools. 
3. Mr. Vishi Nath Dhar, I I master, S.P.High school. 
4. Mr. Ghulam Rasul, Convener. 
The sub-committees were empowered to co-opt members 

and call for suggestions at their own discretion. They were 
directed to submit their syllabuses by the end of August 1938 
which they accordingly did. 

· The Chairman later appointed another sub-committee 
lor drawing up a syllabus for the Training institutions which 
it was proposed to start in October next in order to train 
teachers for conducting the. work of the new basic schools 
according to the scheme to be drawn up by the Committee. 
The following were appointed members of the sub-committee 

Mr. L.D. Suri. 
Mr. Fazle Haque. 
Mr. G A. Mukhtar. 
Mr. Nand Lal Kitroo, Convener. 
The Committee adjourned on the 25th of July to 

meet again in September next. The Chairman and the Secre· 
tary were authorised in the . meantime to collect certain necessary 
data and material, to prepare the draft of the report, and take 
such other action as they might consider necessary in connec· 
tion with the work of the Committee. 

In view of the fact that the Commit•ee could not 
meet earlier than Septem~er next to consider the draft report 
and decide some outstanding points, it was proposed that an 
interim report should be submitted to the Government. This 
was considered necessary because the Government had, in the 
meantime, to discuss the budget for the next year; and it was 
essential that it should have the opportunity to scrutinize the 
financial implications of such proposals as were intended to be 
introduced during the coming year. ·Otherwise, it would not 
have been possible to inaugur&te the scheme in 199).Q6. 

The interim report forms appendix B of the report. 
It will be seen from its perusal that in connection with each 
proposal, the objectives aimed at and the machinerv needed 
for their realization have been explained briefly. A. financial 
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statement shpwing the immediate financial effects accompanies 
each scheme. These schemes outlined only such of the propo· 
sals as were intended to be introduced immediately in order 
to ensure the right beginning and form a proper background 
for the development of the new scheme of effective mass 
education envisaged in the report. 

The covering note to the interim report shows briefly the 
integral relationship of each of these schemes to the general 
scheme of educational re-organization. A special and somewhat 
more detailed interim report which was later prepared, at the 
instance of the Government for submission to the Praja Sabha and 
printed, is included as appendix C. 

The Committee held its second session irom the 3rd to the 
9th of October 1938. It was unfortunately deprived of the help 
of Dr. Zakir Hussain, who was unable to attend on account of a 
serious eye operation. We were, however, fortunate in being able 
to co-opt on the Committee. Mr. Syed Tajammul Hus;an•, Vice 
Principal of the Aligarh Training College, who was in Srinagar at 
the time in connection with the Special Refresher Course conducted 
by the Department for the training of teachers and inspecting 
officers. The Committee also coopted Miss. S. W. Shaw, Officia
ting Chief lnspectress of Schools, in order to have the benefit of her 
views on the special problems of girls' education ~hich were 
discussed at this session. Mr. Eric T yndale Biscoe was also 
unable to attend on account of illness but he deputed Mr. N. N. 
Fotedar, Headmaste-r, Hadow Memorial School, to attend the 
Committee on his behalf. The draft report which was discussed 
and oassed at this session was, however, shown to Mr. Biscoe 
and .he agreed with it and appended his signature to it. The 
chairman availed himself of the opportunity of a visit to Delhi to 
discuss the report with Dr. Zakir Hussain who also agreed with 
it and authorized his signature being appended to it. Thus the 
report now presented is a unanimous report in which the commit
tee has discussed not only the technical aspects of educational 
reconstruction and the reorganisation of the administrative machin
ery of the Education Department, but also faced the other more 
imoortant and vital issue which was included in the Terms of 
R~lerence-namely, how to bring education into closer touch with 
the existing socio-economic conditions in the State and inspire 
it with a new ideology which will strengthen the people's civic 
sense and inculcate in them the ideals of the good life. The 
Committee hopes that, if its proposals and recommendations are 
carried out in the right spirit, education will, in due course, become 

0 The members of the Committee wish to place on record their 
deep sense of loss and sorrow at the sudden death of their valued collea· 
gue Mr. Taiammui-Hussain last December. His abihty and personal 
character had won their high esteem during tins short period of 
collaboration. 
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the most powerful instrument for giving a new and healthy 
orientation to the character and outlook of the people, and improve 
their practical and social efficiency very·considerably. 

The Committee are, however, anxious to make it clear 
that while they consider the general principles underlying their 
recommendations to be of fundamental importance and ahsolutely 
essential£ or the right orientation oi the educational policy, some 
of their detailed and specific proposals should be regarded as 
tentative in the sense that they are liable to modification in the 
light of. experience and the practical administrative needs of the 
Department of Education. 



PART I. 

SURVEY OF EXISTING EDUCATIONAL 

CONDITIONS. 
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In order to form a correct idea of the educational problem 
as it exists at present in the State of Jammu and Kashmir, it is 
necessary to examine the scope of the existing ~ducational 
facilitieS with reference to the extt!nt and the population of the 
State. 

EXISTING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
The area oi the Jammu and Kashmir State, excluding the 

Frontier llaqa is about 70,000 sq. miles, i.e. it has a bigger area 
than any other Indian State. The population as recorded 
in the census of 1931 was about 36 lacs. Allowing forthe normal 
increase of one percent per annum, the population in 1938 may be 
put at 38! lacs. There is one factor relating to the population 
which complicates the educational problem considerably-namely, 
that the population is most unevenly distributed over this large area, 
some parts being quite thickly populated, while others are most 
sparsely populated. making the provision of schooling facilities a 
very difficult problem. The average density for the whole State 
is only about 55 per !SQ. mile. An idea of varied distribution 
will be conveyed by the fact that while in the Kashmir Province, 
it is 197, in Jammu Province it is I 54, and in the Distnct of 
Ladakh it is only 5. . 

The table below indicates the kind and number of differ
ent grades of institutions in the State. 

For boy~. For girls. 
Colleges 2 
High Schools \Government) 1 5 2 
High Schools (Aided) ... 7 
Middle Schools (Government) 85 22 
Middle Schools (Aided) 1 I 12 
Primary Schools (Government)... 886 I 08 
Primary Schools (Aided) 25 10 
Pathshalas 59 4 
Maktabs I 02 4 

In interpreting the educational achievement and scope of 
these institutes it is necessary to bear certain points in mind. 
Firstly, the institutions classed as Maktabs and Pathshalas often 
do not provide education of what is generally called the "Primarv" 
standard and they cannot, therefore, strictly speakina, be class~d 
among institutions which are engaged in promoting ;eal literacy. 
Thus, it is clear that there are only about 900 boys' primarv schools 
and less .than 150 girls' primary schools in the State, But many 
of the mul.d\e schools and some of the hiah schools also contain 
primary ~lasses. The total number ol ins~itutions giving education 
of the pnmary standard may, therefore, be put approximately at 
I 000 lor boys and 150 lor girls. Speaking in terms of averaoes 
and w~th reler~nce to the area &nd the ~opulation that they se~e, 
th~se f1gures g1ve an average of one boys primary school for 70 sq. 
m1les ol area and for 3850 of population. In case of girls, it works 
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out at one girls' primary school for 467 sq. miles of area and for 
25670 of population. In 1931 the census report listed over 851)0 
towns and villages in the State and the number must have increased 
stnce. As in most of the larger towns there are a number of 
primary schools we can safely deduce the fact that proportionately 
there are fewer schools in villages. But even if this consideration 
is ignored, it works out to an average of one boys' school for 
every K or 9 villages and one girls' school for 57 villages-a 
state of affairs which is obviously unsatisfactory. To this depress
ing picture must be added the further alarming detail that most 
of the primary schools fail to keep a large majority of their 
pupils for the full five years and that, even in the case of those 
who are able to complete the full course of primary schooling, 
it is extremely doubtful if permanent literacy is achieved. We 
mention this to give some idea of the magnitude ol the problem to 
be tackled Reference might be made here, in passing, to the 
position of girls' education in the State, although we shall deal with 
it later in a separate chapter. 

The table below gives the number of Government 
schools for girls in the difierent parts of the State, and, consi
dering that this is the existing provision for the education of 
a female population of about 20 lacs, the figures tell their 
own tale. Figures for boys' schools are also given lor purposes 
of comparison. 

INSTITUTIONS. 
Arts Colleges (Boys) 

-do- (Girls) 

jAMMU. KASHMIR. FRoNTIER. ToTAL. 
I I 2 

High Schools (Boys) I 0 5 15 
-do (Girls) I I 2 

Middle Schools <Boys) 47 35 3 85 . 
-do- !Girls I · II I I 22 

Primary Schools !Boys) 408 385 45 838 
-do- (Girls I 78 66 144 

This incidentally shows that at present there are no 
facilities available in the Frontier District for the Secondary 
education, either for boys or for girls. F ronrier students desiring 
to obtain High school education have to come all the way 
tc Kashmir for the purpose. It may, however, be poiuted out 
that the Government has considerately provided certain scholar
ships for such students. It will also be seen from this tab), 
that there is not a single institute, Primary or Secondary, in the Frontier 
dis/riel /or the education of girls. The urgency as well as the 
immensity of the ta~k offers a bracmg challenge to the adminis
tration of the State and we trust and believe that the authorities 
are prepared to accept this challenge, and inaugurate a wide
spread scheme of effec;:.ive and suitable education lor the people. 

CONGESTION IN SCHOOLS. 
lnspite of the obvious inadequacy of educational 
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facilities in the State described in the preceding section, it is 
undeniable that the number of students at all stages of 
education has been steadily increasing during the last two 
decades. This will be amply borne out by the following 
table giving the number of boys in the Primary, Middle and 
High Departments during the last five years. 

Year:- Primary Deptt: Middle Deptt: High Deptt: 
1991 40974 8617 3351 
1992 42423 8991 3419 
1993 44161 H 170 3595 
1994 43849 11163 3754 
1995 45730 11080 4067 

But unfortunately this increase in the number of 
students, which in its~U is a matter of gratification, has resulted 
in undesirable congestion in many schools-particularly so in 
the big cities and in the secondary schools-because there 
has not been a corresponding increase either in the number of 
schools or in the buildings and equipment of the existing 
schools. We find the Education Department faced with an 
educational situation of great difficulty - i.e. that schools are 
insufficient in number, poorly furnished and equipped, over
crowded with unmanageable classes, and often staffed with 
inadequate, and some times ill-qualified, teachers. These factors 
cannot but adversely affect the efficiency of the teaching 
imparted and the general physical and mental health both of 
teachers and students. In order to form a first hand idea of 
this diHiculty the Committee paid a visit to the S. P. High 
Scho9l, Srinagar, which has an enrolment of 1250 students in 
its five classes from class 6th to class I Oth. Some of the 
sections contained as many as 80 boys, all crowded together 
in rooms whose area was not more than about 400 sq. ft. 
We were given to understand that this school showed the 
worst form of congestion, but over-crowding in other schools, 
though not as marked as here, was sufficiently serious to demand 
immediate attention. It is obvious that, under such conditions, 
education can at best be but mass instruction and the intimate 
contact of teachers and pupils, which is the essence of the 
educative process, and the development of extracurricular and 
social activities. become unthinkable. 

EXISTING SYS1EM OF EDUCATION. 
In order to bring into clear perspective our propo

sals for reorganization of the system of primary and secondary 
education, it will be helpful to give a brief idea of the present 
system. and its different grades and stages preceding college 
education. 

I. The foundation of the system i~ the Primary school 
where children receive their education for the first five years 
of their school life - for which the permissive age for admis-
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ston IS 5. In actual practice, except in the lowns, boys seek 
admission at the age of 6 or more. The subjects taught are 
language l Urdu l Arithmetic and Geography. Elementary hygiene 
and outline history of the State have been recently added to 
the curriculum. In order to attract Muslim boys to schools, 
provision is made for the teaching of Dinyat (Theology) from 
the third class upwards. Hindu boys can read Hindi instead, 
and provision for Dinyat and Hindi teaching is made as occa
sion arises and funds permit by the appointment of Urdu 
'teachers (formerly known as Arabic teachers) and Hindi teachers 
in Primary schools. The teaching of English is at present. 
started from the 5th cla&s. 

2. Ne"t comes the Middle school which generally provides 
teaching upto class VIII. But there is also an intermediate 
grade of school called the Lower Middle school which gives 
education lor only one or two years after the primary stage. 
Most of the Middle schools also have primary classes attached 
to them. From this anamolous position of the Middle school, 
it will be seen that it has no defined status in the educational 
system and is neither providing real secondary education nor 
primary education to its students. It is often the result of haphazardly 
adding one, two or three classes to the primary school. in order 
to meet the insistent demand of a locality lor ''higher'' education. 
It is not a definite stage and does not correspond to any special 
need of national life. 

The following subjects are taught at the middle stage. 
( a ) English ( b ) Mathematics which includes, besides Arith
metic, practical Geometry and very elementary knowledge of 
Algebra ( c ) History of lndia and Geography of the world 
( d) Urdu. These are the four compulsory subjects and in addition 
to these, students have to take two elective subjects out of the 
following (a ) Science ( b ) Agriculture ( in the few places 
where provision for teaching it exists ) ( c ) Ora wing and 
(d) Classics ( Persian, Sanskrit or Arabic ). 

3. The last two classes in the school stage constitute the 
Upper Secondary or the High Department. These High schools 
also, as previously pointed out, include not only the middle 
dasses but sometimes the primary chsses also. The courses 
of study and the curriculum in this department are determined 
by the Punjab University to which the High schools of the 
State are alfiliated for the M. S. L. C. examination. 

At this stage, students are required to study five subjects, 
namely (a) English tbl Mathematics t c) History of 
India, History of England and Geography, and two electivl': 
subjects out of the following: Classics, Physical science, Physiology 
and Hygiene, Drawing, Language, Agriculture. No High school 
in the State has provision for the teaching of Agriculture 
for the University Examination. 
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This brief survey of the· educ~tional system in respect of 
boys' education holds good, with some modifications, for girls' 
education as well. At the primary stage, the syllabus for both 
boys and girls is very much alike. At the middle stage, some 
needle work and subjects relating to Domestic: Economy find 
a halting recognition in girls' schools. But it is open to girl 
candidates, if they like, to take only those subjects which are 
prescribed for boys. 

We shail later make our recommendations about the 
simplification and rationalization of this system which involves' 
considerable overlapping. But it will be obvious from the above 
summary of the existing situation that the various grades of 
schools are not clearly marked off from one another, with the 
result that their specific objectives are not clearly defined, there 
is indiscrimmate passing from one to another, and it is not 
possible to give due heed to the grouping of boys in accord
ance with physiological requirements and psychological ages. 
It is, therefore, necessary to draw up a scheme of edu.:ational 
organisation which will mark off the primary and secondary 
stages of t>ducation distinctly, define the scope and objectives 
of each, and ensure that each · stage is complete in itself and 
not merely a preliminary training for the next. 

FlNAINCE. 
The present education budget amounts to 20! lacs of 

rupees out of a total income of abuut 2! crores. Education 
thus gets a little more than 8 percent of the total income of 
the State, which cannot be considered to be an adequate 
percentage, even though it does not compare verv unfavourably 
with the expenditure on education in some of the States and 
Indian Provinces as indicated in' the following figures: 

Percentage of expenditure on Education relative to 
revenue in other Provinces and States. 

Mysore 1933-34 19·5 "/o 
Baroda 1931-32 14· I "/ .. 
U.P. 1933-34 1i· I "/o 
Panjab 1933-34 12'6 "/o 
Bengal . 1933-34 10·7 "{o 

The table g1ven bdow however shows that, during the 
last I 4 years, the grants lor education have almost doubled 
and that the. department has been expanding its scope 0 1 
activities stead1ly. 

YEAR. 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 & 1984 (first half ) 
1984-8'> 
1985-86 

Budget for Education 
11 ,36,936. 
II ,49,703. 
II ,72,753. 
12,22,753. 
12~22,690. 
I 3,45,453. 
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YEAR. Budget for Education. 
1986-87 15,17,924. 
1987-88 15,04,322. 
1988-89 15,65.439. 
1989-90 15,15,169. 
1990-91 17 ,21,000. 
1991-92 16,37 ,000. 
1992-93 17 ,63,000. 
1993-94 18,93,000. 
1994-95 20,51,897. 

Out of the expenditure on Education about 16t lacs is 
spent on boys' education and about 3t lacs for girls education. 

The following table shows the distribution of the budget 
among the various heads :-

Boys. 
Direction Rs. 23,800 
Inspection ., 76,100 
Arts colleges , 2,38,(!00 
Technical education , 82,500 

Rs. .. 
Girls. 

13,566. 
9,934. 

High schools , 3,48,361 Rs. 56,500. 
Middle schools , 3,59,888 , 1,25,917. 
Primary schools ., 5,01,088 , I ,29,499. 

The following figures indicate the percentage of the educa
tional budget spent under each head for the education of boys and 
girls :-

Boys. Girls. 
Direction I · 5 °{o 5 • 5 °{o 
Inspection 4 · 6 °/o 2 • 9 °/o 
Arts colleges 15 · 0 °{o 0/o 
Technical education 5 · 0 °/o •f. 
High schools 21 · 2 °/o 16 · 6 °/o 
Middle schools 22 · 0 "/. 37 · 0 •fo 
Primary schools 30 · 7 "/. 38 · 0 "/. 

The new educational scheme recommended by the 
Committee elsewhere, would of course involve much higher 
expenditure. But we have not the least doubt that the St&.te 
would be willing, in fact eager, to incur this increased expenditure 
when it realises the far - reaching beneficial effects of a proper 
education on the life, the mental and moral outlook, and the 
eHiciency of its citizens. 

LITERACY. 
In the Census of 1931, 123, 386, persons were returned 

as literate out of a total population of 36,00,000. Of these 
73008 were in Jammu Province, 45,571 in Kashmir Province 
arid only 4807 in the Frontier District. During the ten years 
period from 1921 to 1931, Jammu Province showed a rise in 
literacy of 95 "/. over the figures of 1921, Kashmir of 45 "/. 
and the Frontier of 41 "/.. Of the total number of literates 
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114,807 were males out of the total male population of 
19,38,338 and 9,038 were females out of the total female 
population of 17,07,905. The percentage of literacy among 
males thus works out at S · 8 and among females at a little 
over · S "/.. These ligures tell their own tale and it seems 
unnecessary to comment on them beyond pointing out that if 
the present rate of progress were maintained it will take about 
300 years to make the whole population literate. This 
startling calculation lends irresistible support to the recommen
dation that we have made in our Report for accelerating the 
pace of educational expansion very considerably and for arresting 
the present stagnation and waste. 

Since 1931 there has certainly been a somewhat more 
rapid expansion of education and, due to various political and 
other causes, public conscience has also been quickened and 
people have come to realize the value of education more 
urgently than ever before. This is evidenced by the fact that 
the department is constantly receiving applications from rural 
as well as urban areas for the opening of new schools. In 
1930, in some cities and towns, compulsory primary education 
was introduced for the lirst time in the State. This fact 
combined with the growing interest taken by the parents in 
the education of their children, has resulted in increasing the 
percentage of literacy during the last eight years since the last 
census was taken, but exact figures of this increase will not 
be available till the next census. But it is obvious from the 
figures given above that the present position of literacy even 
amongst the males, to say nothing of females- compares un
favourably with that in British Indian Provinces and m<1ny 
educationally advanced Indian States as the following table 
will show. Strenuous eflorts and the adoption of special 
emergency measures are, therefore, needed to remedy the 
educational backwardness of the masses in the state. 
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Table showing comparative percentage o£ literacy 

in some States and Provinces. 

(according to the census of 1931 ). 

ci .; ci ,.,,; " 
.; 

-;.g .; "'" .g ,; .... .!! .; ..... .. ~ =!l "" ~ .. - ~ .,- 1l .. --.. ~ ~= .. .. ~ .. c;.! .. ~= o- " " ~= ~~ "" 1--6. ~ e6. ~ 

~ -u -c. " ~ .::s t ·- ~ "o ;3 ~ ~ ...l~ ::E~ ... ~£ ~ ~ 
'----v----' '-----..,..-----" '----v----' 

Travancore. 

5095973 1217924 23•98 2565073 866313 33"38 2530900 351611 13"89 

Mysore. 

6557302 5.94526 8"16. 3353963 505219 15"63 3203839 89307 2'78 

Hyderabad. 

14436148 595633 4'12 7370010 527594 7'15 . 7068138 68039 '96 

Baroda. 

2079931 434734 20•92 1074298 355067 33'51 1005.633 79667 7'92);. 

United Provi.;_ce: 
j. 

49614833 2309858 4"65 26063177 2091059 8'23 ~551656 218299 "92 

Punjab. 

28490857 1421942 4"99 15561194 1258742 8'88 12929663 163200 1"26 

Bombay. 

26271784 2269459 8•63 13761507 1968062 14'31 12510277 301397 2'41 

Jarnrnu & Kashrnir. 

3646243 123885 3'39 1938338 114807 5•92 1707905 9078 "53 
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It should be remembered in this connection that this 
position is greately aggravated by the constant lapse into illiteracy 
which is taking place almost as a normal consequence of the 
present defective education. . Even th?se who_ cm:nplete the 
primary school course often. fa1l to acqu1re effective hter~cy-to 
say nothing of the large majority that suffer from stagnatiOn and 
never go beyond the second or third class. Then, . these students 
live in villages and towns where there are no mducements or 
facilities for private study or continuation education and whe~e 
reading and writing are not a normal feature cf people s 
daily life at all. The result IS that, within a few years, even 
the primary passed student becomes incapable for reading any
thing useful intelligently and of writing even ordinary every day 
letters. The literacy test for purposes of the census is so very 
elementary, and sometimes almost illusory, that we are inclined 
to regard the figures quoted above-5·8 "{.for males and ·5 •1. for 
females-as exaggerated and as providing no reliable index of 
the actual number of people who have attained the reading and 
writing ability to any satisfactory standard. In making our re
commendations we have taken this difficult situation into full 
consideration ancl suggested proposals which aim not only at 
a more rapid expansion oi educational facilities but at conserving 
and consolidating the educational results obtained through the 
schools. · 

COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
In this connection, reference may be made to the scheme 

of compulsory education which was inaugurated in the state 
about 8 years ago with th~ object of extending the scope of 
educational activity and arresting wastage, and we may note 
how lar it has been successful. 

Compulsory education for boys was introduced in 
Baisakh 1987 for the first time in the cities of Srinagar and 
Jammu and was later extended to the town areas of Sopore and 
Baramulla in Kashmir Province and Mirpur and Udhampur 
in Jammu Province. The necessary legislation was embodied 
in Regulation L. 14 and L. 15 of 1986. . 

These Regulations provided for the creation of attend
ance committees composed mainly of non- officials. The members 
of these committees were eltpected to popularise education 
among t!te m~sses hr. their persm1al influence and persuade 
pare!lts m the1r _Jocal!bes ,to take advantage of the facilities 
proVIded for th~1r children s education, and thus minimize the 
need for adoptmg penal measures. We have however found 
~m inquir~ that these attendance committees have been f~nction
mg on!y m .a perfunctory way and have not done anything 
appreciable m the way of propaganda or pursuasion within 
their own sphere of influence. 

Srinagar, with its population of nearly two lacs 
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presented a difficult problem for the organisers of compulsory 
education. But the appointment of a whole time attendance 
officer has been a considerable help in the working of the 
scheme. The attendance officer is ex-officio secretary of the 
two attendance committees and is expected to supervise and 
help the teachers in attracting boys of their respective locali
ties to school. He has also to file cases in the court against 
defaulting parents whose prosecution is authorised by the 
attendance committees. 

The Government has made generous proVISIOn , for 
the supply of free books for children in Government compul
sory schools. These books were at first supplied rather in
discriminately, but the steady rise in the number of boys 
attending schools has made it necessary to exercise discrimi
nation in the matter. This supply of free books has induced 
many of the poorer parents to take advantage of the school
ing facilities readily which they would otherwise have been 
reluctant to do. 

TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 
The only institution at present for the training of 

teachers in the State is the Government Normal school at 
Udhampur. It admits 40 teachers to the j. V. class ,and 10 
teacher to the S. V. class every year. Post-graduate training 
for teachers of high schools is, at present arranged for by 
deputing about ten graduates annually to certain training 
colleges in British India, usually the training colleges affiliated 
to the Aligarh Muslim University and the Benares Hindu 
University. 

This small number of teachers that can- be trained 
under such limitations is obviously inadequate for the needs 
of an expanding educational system, The following facts will 
make this position clear. Even at the present modest rate 
of expansion of the department, ahout SO new posts of primary 
school teachers are created every year. This number, however, 
does not include the special posts of Urdu and Hindi teachers. 
Moreover. additional vacancies are caused by the death or 
retirement of teachers already in service. Further, among the 
teachers actually working _in primary schools about two- thirds 
are untrained and have, therefore, no, idea of educational 
methods or developments except what the most intelligent of 
them might gain through their personal study and experience. 

It should also be borne in mind that there are no 
facilities in the State for the training of teachers of aided 
institutions, who are at present greatly handicapped by the 
absence of such facilities. If the Education Department is 
anxious to improve the general quality of education in the 
state it should be as much concerned about the efficiency of 
private schools as about state schools and it should make 
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arrangements lor training their teachers also. 
The need of adequate provi~ion lor trammg the un

trained teachers in service as well as those that are to be 
employed- and their number will obviously be much larger 
because of the adoption of a more Iibera! scheme of educa· 
tiona! expansion -is therefore self-evident. It is not merely ~he 
quantitative inadequacy of t~e present arrangements .whtch 
has struck us in this connection but also the poor quahty of 
the training given to the teachers admitted. The Normal school 
is housed in a ramshackle building which might have seen better 
days, but in its present condition is entirely unsuitable for ~se 
as a Training school. It has very little of educational equtp
ment and appliances, no uptodate books on educational theory 
and methods, or on school subjects, arid no arrangement for 
any practical work or crafts except a little agriculture. Its 
syllabus and courses, which were recently revised, are not suHi
cieontly rich and significant to provide ·any inspiration, stimulus, 
or guidance for teachers and we have been informed that some 
time back there was hardly any syllabus at all to direct th<: 
work of the school. It is natural, therefore, that working under 
these depressing conditions and without the guidance of a pm
perly qualified and enthusiastic staff with upto date knowledge 
of educational theory and practice, education all over the State 
has fallen into a ·rut. Even where trained teachers may be working 
in· schools, they are deprived alike of expert knowledge 
'and of any inspiring ideal or ideology. Individual enthusiasm and 
competence on the part of headmaster or an inspecting officer 
l?ay, here. and there, kindle a spark of promise but it cannot 
hghten the genera). gloom. We are, therefore, strongly convinced 
.that, far and a way, the most important problem in educational 
reorganization is the improvement of the quality and the 
efficiency of the teaching personnel which may be adequately 
equipped, both humanly and professionally, to become the 
pioneers of the educational crusade that we have in view. 
Thi:1 question is, therefore, naturally bound up also with the 
method of teachers' recruitment, their salaries and prospects, 
and other terms and conditions of service. 

GRADES AND SALARIES OF TEACHERS 
We have carefully eoxamined the grades and salaries 

of the emp!oyees of th~ Education department, because this 
lact~r. elr:erctSes :'1. constderable influence in determining the 
qu?'hltcatlons, elltctency, social status ol teachers and inspecting 
olhcers, and olten their general attitude towards their work. 
It ma_y be re~retta~le, from an ideal point of view, that 
pecumar! conStde.rattons should affect this important social 
and national servtce. But, living as we are in a social order 
based on. t?e money economy, this is no cause for surprise. 
On exammmg the background of the present position in this 
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respect, we find that the scale of salaries m the Education 
department, as it obtains at present, was fixed about 30 
years ago. under a diffe!ent set of conditions. With the change 
in the economic situation and the increase in the cost of 
living, the salaries in ether departments of the State have been 
revised, and in many cases, the prospects of the employees 
have been bettered. In the Education department also, the 
college professors, who were initially in the same grade as the 
headmasters, were given a better grade and placed in the time 
scale about 12 years ago. In the case of the teachers, however, 
there has been no revision or increment of salaries and, 
barring two or three grades at the bottom, no time scale has 
so far been introduced. This has naturally resulted in creating 
an anomalous situation. A gazetted officer in the school 
department who is usually a trained B. A. or M. A. may get 
only Rs. 150/· and not rise to the next higher grade for 
years. On the other hand, a non-gazetted superintendent of 
an office, for whom no special qualifications are prescribed, starts 
on Rs. 150/- and goes on rising by annual increment to Rs. 240/-. 
A trained matriculate teacher is placed in the grade of 20-1 t-35 
but a fresh, inexperienced matriculate employed as a clerk gets . 
Rs 25-2-55 and sometimes Rs. 30-3-75, thus leading to the curious 

· but entirely untenable assumption that an office clerk does more 
important or more strenuous work than a teacher and deserves 
to be better paid. The same anomaly persists in the higher grades 
also. We give below the existing grades with a view to show the 
present position, and the overlapping and anomaly which it 
involves. 

I. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

I 0. 

II. 

I 2. 

Present grade. Total Number of Posts. 

Inspector of Schools 200-20-550 

Headmasters and Assistant Inspectors 250-288 

3 

3 

3 -do- -do-

-do- -do-

-do- -do-

Teachers. 

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do· 

-do-

188-250 
188 

156 

156 

135-5-156 

135 

115 

109 

102 

96 

13 

7 

8 

7 
33 

4 
8 
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Pre:~enf grade. Total Nu_mber of Posts. 

13. Teachers. 82 42 

14. -do- ,,, 75 4 

15. -do- 75-5-100 't' 

16. -do- 69' I I 

17. ·do· q2 5 

18. -do- 61) 8 

i9, -do- 56'' 50 
. ,, 

50" .. ']f 
20. -do-

' ' 44 137 21. -do- !'f~ 
ILl, 

40 !J7 n. 1 ,, ''"·do-

23. ._, -do- 36 60 

24. -do- 30 -219 

25. -do- 20-1 t-35 1007 

26.' ,·, -do- 20-1-ZS 522 

2i. -do- 15-1-20 72 

A study of 'these salaries reveals several facts which 
deserve consideration. The salaries in the lowest grades, which 
account for the largest number of teachers of primary schools, are 
too low to permit any peace of mind to teachers who have 
often to support large families. It is possible that a teacher may 
put in 30 years of loyal and efficient service and never rise 
above the maximum ol th.e !irst grade i.e. Rs. 20/- or perhaps the 
second i.e. Rs. 25/-. Under these circumstances it is u-nderstand
able- if not pardonal:>le-that the teachers should be thinking of 
taking as many tuitions as possible and, in other more or less 
questionable ways, supplementing their scanty income. Secondly, 
with the increase in the number of matriculates and middle passes, 
even in the lowest grade which was orginally meant for "unqualiiied" 
teachers, matriculates and middle passes are recruited, with the 
result that teachers with similar qualifications· draw unequal 
salaries. 01 course, th.is position persists throughout the service
as in other departments-and people with almost identical 
qualifications draw very different salaries merely as a result of 
chance or luck. But there is very little justification for such dis
parity in the lower grades where the problem is that of providing 
for them at least the bare minimum essential for livelihood and 
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a certain measure of cultural amenities like_purchase ~ books or 
newspapers, and education of children and dependants, and the 
hope of some provision for old age. 

Thirdly, the absence of time scale promotions is not only 
a constant source of grievance of teachers but it also effects their 
efficiency adversely. When they work year after year without 
any promotion or improvement of their prospects and have to wait 
for the inexorable process of time to create vacancies in the next 
higher grade, and to carry them to the top of their grb.de, they 
are apt-consciously or unconsciously-to lose interest. The 
question of time scale throughout the service, which we anderstand, 
is under the consideration of the Government, will go a long way 
to redress their ligitimate grievances. Fourthly, there are far 
too many grades which are difficult to justify on any rational 
basis and which often do not correspond to any differences in 
educationat qualifications. Taking all these lactors into account 
we have made our recommendations elsewhere for making the 
grades more rational and equitable. 

QUALIFICATIONS AND RECRUITMENT OF TEACHERS. 
Reference might also be made to the qualifications and 

procedure prescribed for the recruitment of teachers. The minimum 
qualification prescribed for teachers of primary schools is passing 
the middle examination, though in the lowest grade of Rs. 15-1-20 
"unqualified" people-Maulvis, Pandits, Primary school passed 
even-have also been recruited in the past. But this qualification 
"middle passed" is rather a vague fluid term because there is no 
uniform public examination at the end of cla~s VIII and the 
headmasters of all high and middle schools are authorised to 
conduct their own examinations and to issue their own certificates. 
In principle this is a good thing because it allows for the possi
bility of adapting the examination to the teaching, and local and 
psychological requirements of the boys. External examinations, 
covering a wide area and conforming to a rigid pattern, are open 
to grave objections. But the success of such internal examinations 
depends on the teachers and headmasters conducting them being 
acquainted with the proper technique of examinations, and possess
ing a due sense of their responsibility. We are not satisfied 
however, that these essential conditions are fulfilled in most of the 
schools in the State. The present situation naturally lends 
itself to abuse in cases where the headmasters have no clear 
notions of what may be regarded as correct and desirable 
standards. In case of the headmasters of middle schools, we 
must take into consideration the additional factor that, when they 
promote a boy from 8th class and send him out of their schools, 
they have no further responsibility on his account. It is not to 
be wondered, then, that certain headmasters are not able to 
resist the temptation of showing a high pass percentage from 
their school and thereby acquiring cheap credit before the parents 
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of their boys and the general public. The result of this situation 
is that many candidates who have "passed" the 8th class are 
very far from having attained the minimum standard of know~ed~e 
and mental training which may be expected, and must be msiS· 
ted upon, in the case. of a teacher. That is why . at present 
there is increasing tendency on the part of the education depart
ment to employ matriculates who can be expected, comparatively 
speaking, to possess bt"tter qualifications and educational effi
ciency. In the case of middle and high schools, undergraduates, 
graduates, M.A's or trained graduates are recruited for teaching 
the upper classes. 

There is, at present, no clear, well defined procedure 
governing the recruitment of teachers. Vacancies of a temporary 
nature are usually filled up by the Inspecting officers under 
whom they occur, subject to the formal confirmation of the 
Director of Education. But these selections, by the very nature 
of the circumstances, have to be made somewhat haphazardly 
out of any candidates who may be immediately available for 
the purpose, or might have come within the knowledge of the 
appointing authority. Permanent vacancies have to be adver
tised as they occur, but this often means that ~very individual 
vacancy that occurs is advertised, and it brings numerous 
applications out of which the selection of one candidate superior 
to all the others, is a matter of remote possibility. Morever 
there are no standard application forms to facilitate selection. 
Personal interview is not always possible and no attempt has 
been made to define, in general terms, what qualities, academic 
and personal, are to be required in candidates, with the result 
that far too much latitude is given to personal idiosyncracy or 
extraneous considerations. Hence there is a general feeling 
that the· teaching personnel is of inferior quality and unequal to 
its great task. If our proposed scheme of educational recons
truction is to be successful, we must raise the qua \ilications of 
teachers, improve their status and prospects, devise a more 
ellective technique of selection, and do all we can to strengthen 
their sense of personai worthfulness. We have made our 
rc.commendation on all these scores in the second part of our 
report. 

INSPECTIONAL AGENCY 
The present . inspection staff consists of one provincial 

l!lspector for each provmce, one special Inspector of Muslim Educa
tion ~or. the whole State, and five Assistant Inspectors under each 
provmc1all?spector. There are, in addition, two Assitant District 
Inspectors m the Jammu Province who are in charge of the 
primary. schools in smaller areas. under the general control of 
!he Ass1tant Inspector concerned. This staff has proved entirely 
madequate because of the growing number of institutions of 
all grades, the difficulties of communication which make quick 
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travel impossible in the greater part of the State, the long 
distances separating scho<lls, the rigour of climatic conditions 
in some areas which make touring difficult, and even impossible, 
in certain seasons, and finally, th" inadequacy of the office 
establishment at each divisional headquarters, necessitating 
considerable, personal attention on the part of the officers to 
work of a routine nature at the sacrifice of their more impor
tant duty of supervision and guidance, and attending to the 
improvement of the teachers' professional efficiency. As far 
back as 19 16 Sir. Henry Sharp had recommended in his report the 
appointment of 10 Asstt: or District Inspectors when the number 
of schools of all kinds was only 367. But now that the number 
has risen to 1275, the total number of inspecting officers 
remains only I 0. It is, therefore, obvious that effective super
vision and guidance of the work of teachers, most of whom are 
untrained, becomes difficult if not impossible. Each Asstt: 
Inspector has only two clerks under him which, considering 
the large amount of accounts, administration and office routine 
work to be done, is totally inadequate clerical assistance. This 
hampers him in his touring work and also holds up quick 
despatch of business which is often a great hardship on the 
poor village teachers. Th~ same difficulty has also been 
experienced in the Direction office where the ministerial 
establishment is quite insufficient for the amount of work that 
the office ho.s to undertake in this direction. This work will 
be greatly increased if, and when, the proposal to transfer 
the direction of girls' education and technical education to 
this office is carried out and the new schemes of educationdl 
reorganization are taken in hand. Since this committee started 
functioning, the direction office has been engaged in several 
important new schemes and has worked under unprecedented 
pressure and we feel strongly the need to relieve this pressure 
in the interest of more efficient and better organized work. 



Part II. 

EDUCATIONAL REORGANIZATION. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

_ . The foregoing survey of existing conditions, and the present 
and future educational needs of the State enable us to visualize 
the lines along which a reorganization of the educational system 
should be attempted. There are some points which stand out 
fairly clearly as a result of this survey and before we make our 
suggestions and recommendations about the various aspects of the 
educational situ~tion, it seems necessary to crystallize conclusions. 

In the first place, it is obvious rhat the present rate of 
educational expansion is too slow and, if the state is to solve 
the tremendous problem ' of mass ignorance and illiteracy 
within a reasonable time, the pace of educational progress should 
be considerably accelerated. Secondly the present system of 
primary education invokes a great deal of stagnation and waste 
and a large majority of the boys at school-where there is no 
compulsion-do not continue their studies long enough to achieve 
permanent_ literacy._ 1 hirdly there are no arrangements whatever 
to ensure, or even to offer the possibility, that literates living in 
towns and villages will be able to continue their edueation after 
school or even attain the narrower objective of occasionally 
reading easy books or newspapers. ·Hence a very considerable 
lapse into illiteracy is constantly going on. This means that the 
educational system on the whole, is wm king with fractional efficiency 
and, if we calculate the cumulative effect of the stagnation, 
waste, inefficient teaching in primary schools and lapse into 
illiteracy, we can safely conclude that the Government is not 
getting full value for the money spent on education. True, these 
regrettable phenomena of wastage and lapse into illiteracy are 
not confined to this state but are widespread all over India. But 
we cannot regard this as an excuse or a consolation and we 
are ol opinion that the State should attempt to deal with this 
obstinate problem in an intelligent and systematic manner _as 
other States and Provinces are now trying to do. We consider that 
any additional funds which are spent on education with the object 
of consolidating and conserving the fruits of existing educational 
effort will not only result in extending educational facilities but will 
enable the State to get more value out ol the present expenditure 
and, in this sense, this expenditure may really be regarded as 
leading to the elimination ol waste and eHectin;: much-needed 
economy. Fourthly, the present academic and professional quali
fications of teachers are generally unsatisfactory and the conditions 
of their service as to pay and prospects also tend to militate against 
the improvement ol their efficiency and the development 
of any inspiring id-eology of service and national reconstruction. 
In the fifth place, the courses in schools are narrow, academic, out 
of touch with the needs and problems of people's every day life, and 
unrelated to their practical occupations like crafts and agriculture. 



Education, therefore, tends to be rather superficial, lacking roots 
in the life and psychology of the people, and the ~chools have 
failed to get a strong hold on their loyalty and aff~ct1o?. f"_in~Uy, 
1he .supervision staff provided . f_or the. schools_ IS msuff1c1ent 
in numbers and lacks the requ1s1te dencal assiStance to cope 
with its heavy work satisfactorily. Apart from many <;>ther 
questions of principle or detail, th~ sch_eme of educaho?al 
reorganization should deal satisfactorily with_ these outstandmg 
issues if it is to pave the way for educational reform and 
progress. We propose in the following chapters to deal with 
these and other related issues. 

CHAPTER I. 
PRIMARY OR BASIC EDUCATION. 

In the first place we strongly feel, as we have already 
pointed out, that the present four or five years of primary education, 
which is the limit beyond which the majority of the student 
population, especially in the rural areas, does not go, is much 
too short a period even lor the attainment of mere literacy. :'vl:ost 
of the boys, who complete the primary stage of education 
relapse, as we have pointed out, into illiteracy. Among other 
'{easons, this unfortunate situation is primarily due to the fact that 
·primary education, often ineffectively imparted, is not carried on 
long enough to give the children reasonable- grounding even in 
·(eading, writing and arithmetic. Under the adverse conditions 
.prevailing in the counttyside, such as the insufficiency of teachers, 
·the irregularity of students, the uneducative home environment 
.and insufficient superv1sion, a course even of live years cannot 
be ell'.pected to yield permanent results. We therefore feel that 
the full course of "basic" education i e. the essential minimum 
of education required for every citizen to equip him for his lundd
mental needs and duties, should extend over a period of seven 
years. This seven years' education should, in due course, be made 
-obligatory on every citizen, with the object of giving him the 
necessary knowledge, ~kills and attitudes required lor inte\lioent 
citizenship. Whether he completes these seven years in o full 
fledged b~sic school or attends a secondary s·chool for part 
of the t1m~-as we shall suggest later in the·- case of certain 
students-:attendance for seven years should be compulsory for 
every ch1ld. T_his extension oi the. present length of the primary 
.scho~l. course 1s nece~sary not only in view of the changed 
·con?1ttons of modern hfe which require better and more thorough 
eq~npment on the part of the citizen; it is also necessary if the 
gams of the present five years' education are to be conserved. 
In m<?st <?f the western countries, primary education actually comes 
to. th1s, 1f not a longer. period and in India also, a proposal to 
th1s effect made by Dr. Zakir Hussain committee has been endorsed 
by many provinci~l governments and by the Central Advisory 
Board of Education of che Government of India. On grounds 
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of economy, a shorter period of primary schooling has been 
tried in this country for many decades but the results achieved 
have not justified the scheme and the economy has turned out 
to be a false economy. A lengthening of period is recommended 
not only to ensure permanent literacy but also with the object 
of keeping children, during the critical and formative period of 
their early adolescence, undet educative influences and developing 
some of their valuable.social and civic attitudes which can not 
be cultivated earlier. This will also ensure that our primary or 
basic education is regarded as a definite stage o( education on the 
completion of which the student may be considered to be duly 
qualified for the discharge of his common duties of citizenship and 
for entering certain occupations and services. The present position 
makes the primary school merely a stepping stone to the secondary 
school and thus tends to sacrifice the interests of the majority of 
students-particularly of the rural areas-to the interests of the small 
minority which is likely to go on to secondary and higher education. 
All the students are educated as if they were meant to pass the 
matriculation examination and then go on to colleges or to enter 
cleric'll services. In order to check this tendency, we have later 
recomm-ended a revision and overhauling of the content of education 
in schools and we contemplate a regrading of stages so that primary 
(or basic) schools will have a full seven years course, complete in 
itself, directed to providing for the masses of people the education 
suited to their needs an education that will make them practically 
..fficient, adjusted to their environment, socially conscious and 
cooperative in their general attitude, and, of course, permanently 
and effectively literate. This should be followed, as we discuss 
in greater detail later, by secondary education covering three 
to six years according to the nature of vocational bias provided 
in the school concerr.ed. Of course, it will not be possible 
immediately to establish full seven years' basic schools everywhere. 
In some villages, financial . or other considerations e.g. lack of 
teachers, may only permit schools which, for the present, have 
five classes only. But it is necessary to define our ultimate 
objective clearly so that education may be oriented in that direction. 

In laying down our scheme for the expansion of primary 
education in the State at a reasonable pace, we are at the outset 
faced with the question of finance. While it is obvious that any 
scheme, which is worth consideration, would involve considerably 
greater expenditure, we have to compare the respective claims of 
primary and secondary education within the increased budget 
that may be sanctioned for the department. An examination 
of the budget figures given in part I of this report indicates that at 
present less than 30 •f. of the total expenditure is spent on primary 
education which is the educalton of the masses, and since that 
education is, for a variety of reasous, the most urgent prob
lem before the State, we are anxious that in all schemes 
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of educational expansion and development, pnonty should be 
given to what we hav~ called basic education. .~e have no 
desire however to restnct or cut down the facilitieS at present 
available for s~condary or higher education because we realize 
that intellectual leadership must inevitably come from those 
who have had the advantage of such education. If fact, if 
financial considerations did not set rigid limits to our imagina
tion and wishes, we should have liked to recommend, in 
response to public demand, considerable increase in the facilities 
for secondary and higher education. As it is, however, we feel 
that, for the present, so far as secondary and higher education 
is concerned, any additional funds that may be available lor 
the purpose should be spent mainly on improving the efficiency 
and reducing the handicaps under which the present institu
tions suffer rather than in adding to their numbers, except 
where the need for such facilities may be really urgent in 
the opinion of the department e. g. in places like Shopian 
Kargil, Reasi, Ranbirsinghpura, Kotli. We, therefore, recommend 
that in future more money should be spent on the extension 
of facilities for basic education in- rural areas, and extra grants 
available for secondary education should be mainly used in 
removing congestion and_ providing better and more efficient 
conditions of work in the existing institutions. 

' The Committee has considered very carefully the impor
tant question of the expansion of educational facilities, particularly 
with reference to the urgent need for liquidating illiteracy as 
soon as reasonably possible and to the availability of funds 
lor the purpose. It examined the recommendation made in 
this connection by Sir Henry Sharp as far b<tck as 19l6· 
namely, that during the next ten years educational facilities 
should be increased at such a rate that every village with 
a population .of over 500 may be provided with a primary 
schooL According to the last Census Report there are about 
2000 villages and towns with a population of over 500. Now if each 
vi~lage which. is at present without a school is to be p~ovided 
w1th one durmg the next I 0 years, it will be necessary to 
open I 000 schools during this period. T akin a all these facts 
into account, the Committee is of the opinio; that the present 
rate of educational expansion is utterly inadequate and it will 
take the. State abo.ut forty to fifty years to provide schools 
for all v1lla~es havmg a population of over 500 ! During these 
days of qu1ck changes when science and international contacts 
have accelerate~ tr~mendously the tempo of life, forty years is 
too long a penod m the life time of a nation and the State 
ca':'no! afford to -:va~t so long for the fullilme~t of its laudable 
obJective of esta~hshi!"~ the machinery for abolishing illiteracy 
fro~ among~t. It~ Citizens. For, this illiteracy is not only 
a fnghtful ev1l m 1tse!f, but also stands in the way of -almost 
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all other social, political and economic advance. In a recently 
published report on "The problems of Industry in the East" 
Director Butler of the International La hour office of the League 
of Nations has made a searching analysis of the causes responsi
ble for the low standard of efficiency in Indian workers generally 
and he has come to the conclusion that poverty, iU-health and 
illiteracy are the main factors responsible lor this deplorable 
situation. Not only that, but he has further made out the significant 
point that ill-health is mainly the accompaniment of poverty 
and that illiteracy is largely the cause both of poverty and iU-health 
and has, from that point of view, put in a strong plea for the 
expansion of primary education in the country. "Without a 
foundation of general education among the masses, the training 
of higher personnel will be expensive and difficult, while the 
efficiency of the rank and file must remain at an unduly low 
ebb. Apart from the lack of operative skill, lack of education 
is at the root of bribery and indebtedness, of antagonisms 
occasioned by religion and caste, and of the lack of capacity 
to form coherent trade unions". This authoritative advocacy of a 
fairly well known truth lends weight to our contention that the State 
must, from various points of view, adopt immediately a far- sighted 
policy of rapid educational expansion and establish within the 
next I 0 years a network of primary schools all over the State. 

The Committee is, therefore, of opinion that within the 
next ten years all villages with a population of more than 500 
should be provided with a school, and during the next 15 years 
villages with a population of 200 persons or more should also 
be provided schooling facilities. The Committee, therefore, suggests 
that I 00 "basic" schools should be opened every, year so that the 
objective aimed at may be realized. This plan, it may again 
be affirmed, is not ambiti•>us in as much as Sir Henry Sharp had 
as pointed out above, made identical recommendation more than, 
twenty years ago, and, since then, so much water has flown unde~ 
the bridge, that, if we could, we .would have liked to recommend 
a more rapid pace of expansion. With · a view to expanding 
educational facilities in the State we have considered the existing 
situation and other relevant factors about the important towns 
in the State. In Jammu and Srinagar there are adequate 
schooling facilities and the scheme of compulsory education has 
been in operation for a number of years. So far as these 
cities are concerned, we would only recommend, as an immediate 
necessity, the starting of one well-staffed and equipped basic 
school in each city, so that it may serve as a practising and 
demonstration centre for the Provincial T rp.ining schools as 
well as a model school to demonstrate the possibilities of the 
extension of the new scheme to other educational centres. 

Sopore is already a compulsory education area and there 
is no need to add to the number of schools. An attempt 
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should, however, be made gradua~ly . to tra.nsform the sc~ools in 
Sopore into basic schools, a begmmng bemg mad': Wit~ ~he 
existing middle school. Mirpur and B?'~amulla are. m a sim~lar 
situation and offer favourable opportumbes for the mauguration 
of the scheme of basic education through the gradual transfor-
mation of existing middle schools. . 

In the chapter dealing with compulsory education, we 
have made out a case for increasing educational facilities in 
the towns of Anantnag, Shopian and Muzaffarabad in Kashmir, 
and Kathua Reasi and Bhimber in Jammu with the object of 
making ed~cation compul~ory. The middle schools in these 
towns should be gradually transformed into the new type of 
schools. 

These suggestions are, however, made tentatively and .with 
a view to pointing out certain important centres where educational 
advance is' obviously called for. But in order to draw up a 
detailed plan of educational expansion, based on full knowledge 
of relevant particulars, we suggest that the education department 
should undertake, in collaboration with other departments concerned 
an educational survey of the State which would place at the 
disposal oi the department a picture of such important facts about 
different regions and localities as population, occupations, means 
ol .:omm)lnication, existing educational facilities, thus enabling the 
department to determine in what places schools should be opened 
every year in order of- tht;ir urge<icy and importance. This work 
should be entrusted to the Asstt. Inspectors of schools m each 
division, who should work under the general instructions of the 
de,partment and secure the co-operation of teachers and employees 
of the revenue and other departments for the purpose. 

When these new schools are started and compulsion is 
introduced in certain suggested towns, it may be difficult to provide, 
or even rent, suitable new buildings to accommodate all the children 
under instruction. We suggest as a measure of ecotromy that 
sheds may be ccnstructed in the vicinity of the available school 
buildings where half the children may do their craft work while 
the other half carry on their ordinary academic work in the school 
building. In this way the construction of sheds will not only 
make craft work possible but enable double the number of children 
to get enrolled in the schools. 

B~t . it is nece~sary also to. undertake a programme of 
school butldmgs extendmg over a penod ol years in order aradually 
to provide adequate and suitable accommodation lor all sch~ols. The 
present school buildings, as we have pointed out in the first part 
ol the Report, are very ins~flicient and unsatisfactory. The pri
mary ~c~ools ar': housed either m the rented buildings, or rent
free butldmgs, whtc~ are even worse, and generally in a quite unsatis
~a~tory state of repatrs. In the opinion of the committee, therefore, 
It IS necessary gradually to provide for all schools suitable buildings 
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constructed by the Government. At present the Government is 
spending about Rs. 20,000/- a year on the payment of rent 
for the~e buildings, in towns and villages. If the suggested 
programme of school buildings is carried out, the state will ultimately 
be able to save the expenditure of this amount on rent, and as 
such, this may be looked upon as a good proposition from the 
business point of view also. From the educational point of view 
the advantages of properly housed schools are too obvious to be 
detailed. But we would ·earnestly suggest that, pending the cons
truction of all the school buildings, the present practice of housing 
schools in awful ''rent free" buildings should be given up and, 
except where the village is prepared to construct a building specifi
cally for its school according to the departmental plan, rent should 
be paid for all primary school buildings in order to be able to insist 
on certain minimum standards of accommodation and repair. 

We are particularly anxious that the new basic schools 
recommended in our Report should be started under educationally 
sound conditions and as they will be concerned with academic 
as well as social education, with book teaching as well as craft 
instruction, it is essential' for their success that they should be 
housed in , suitable buildings and situated in healthy, environ· 
ment. We are, therefore, of opinion that the new schools to be 
opened should, as a general rule, be housed in suitable .buildings 
specially constructed for the purpose. We suggest that the ,depart
ment sh6uld have two or three standard plans of economic but 
commodious 'school buildings prepared, and the government 
should sanction funds for the construction of I 00 buildings every 
year. But, as these buildings will be ultimately required to house 
seven class schools, it is not necessary to construct the entire build
ing in the first year. The plan should be so made that it would 
be possible to constr-uct half the building in the first year and the 
other half alter two or three years when the number of classes 
has increased in due course. The funds could be provided 
according to this plan and it would be possible in this way within 
20 years to house all primary schools in suitable buildings construc
ted for the purpose. 

To surri up our position about primary (basic) education, 
we consider the present four or five years' course of schooling 
to be entirely inadequate and inefiective, and are of opinion that 
the minimum period during which eHective basic education can 
be imoarted is seven vears. We also recommended that, as we 
have ~rgued elsewher~;~the age for the commencement of regular 
schooling should be seven years, but the age of 6 may be made 
permisSive for boys who would like to enter school earlier. But, 
because we have suggesfed 7 as the age at which formal education 
should begin, it should not be presumed that we are not conscious 
of the great educational significance of the period of infancy, which, 
in many ways determines the character and temperament of 
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individuals. We realize that it is extremely desirable to provide suit
able education for chiidren between 5 and 7 years of age. But 
neither the schools of the general type that we have rec~mmended 
nor the existing schools are likely to be of much use for th1s purpose, 
and the problem ol. education for this period requires to be 
tackled separately when funds permit, as many other civilised 
countries have done. It is worthwhile therefore, to explore 
the possibility of . providing, wherever possible, suitable infant 
education in schools specially established for the purpose by 
the state or in private schools generously subsidised through 
special grants-in-aid. But the department of education should 
mainly concentrate its resources and energies on making these 
seven years basic schools real educative centres of mass 
education, and enriching their curriculum and activities so that 
they provide for their pupils necessary knowledge -as well as 
skills and social attitudes necessary for the successful functioning 
of a co-operative community. . 

· It is obvious, however, that these seven year schools 
cannot start full-fledged in new centres but will have to start 
from the bottom. What we would recommend is that the 
department should adopt a twofold policy in order to achieve 
this objective. It should gradually transform all existing middle 
schools into basic schools and raise all five class schools to 
seven · class basic schools by adding two more classes to them 
and introducing the new scheme of studies in them. Secondly, 
the I 00 basic schools to be opened every year should, as a 
rule, start with two classes in the first instance, and go on 
adding one class each year for the next five years till they 
attain the status of full seven year basic schools. The number 
of primary schools which are to be raised every year to seven 
class sc~oo~! under our first proposal, will depend largely on 
the availab1hty of funds but we think that a scheme should 
be dra~~ up ":'hich would enable the department to transform 
the ex1shng pnmary schools into seven year schools during 
the next ten years. The -education survey which we have re
~ommen?ed else~here in our report will help the department 
m drawmg up ~hiS schem~. But while pressing the claims of 
ste~dy and rapid expansiOn, we also consider it necessary to 
pomt out that haphazard, ill-planned expansion is not free 
~ro~ dangers. In the development of the educational system, 
It IS as necessary" to consolidate what has been done as to 
~xpand facilities farther afield. It is with this conviction that, 
1i our pr~posals, we haye. given equal attention to the question 
0 dexpansJon apd to pomtlng out how the present stagnation 
an Y"aste should_ .be arrested and schooling made more 
effective. The pohcy of development, as we visualize it, would 
~hllref~re requ1re c_areful an~ proportionate attention to the 
o owmg meaHures m connectlon w1th mass education. 
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A more vigorous policy of educational expansiOn, 
particularly in the rural areas. 
A better, more effective, longer and more realistic 
type of education in the existing schools and those 
that ~ay . be opened in pursuance of the policy 
of expansiOn. 
In order to achieve the preceding objective the 
training of a better personnel of teachers ~hose 
academic, human and professional equipment will 
be richer and more thorough than it is at present. 
A well-organized campaign of adult education 
which should aim at imparting literacy as well as 
useful knowledge. 
The organization of a library service, particularly 
in rural areas, in order to minimize the chances of 
a lapse into illiteracy which is all too common at 
present, and to raise the general standard of people's 
knowledge and interests. 
A more generous provision of facilities for female 
education. 
We shall work out in the following chapters our 
proposals for the all-sided development and improve
ment of education in the State. 

CHAPTER II. 
Extension of Compulsory Education 

We have carefully considered the question of extending 
the scope of compulsory education in the State and also 
consulted various witnesses on this point. We are of the 
opinion that the experiment which has been tried on a limited 
scale so far, has justified itsell by the results achieved, and 
the public reaction to the measure has been, on the whole, 
encouraging. We are, therefore, of opinion that an extension 
of compulsion to other suitable areas will be quite opportune. 
We were greatly strengthened in this· view of. ours by the 
opinions expressed by most of the ladies and gentlemen ·who 
were good enough to send us their memoranda. and by the 
evidence of those witnesses whom we had invited to the 
meetings of the committee. They were practically all unanimous 
that compulsory education should be introduced, that the 
public will, on the whole, welcome it, especially because the 
reorganized educational scheme, which will have a vocational 
bias and be more realistic, will appeal to people's sympathy 
and understanding more easily. They were also convinced 
that we need anticipate no serious opposition to the proposal. 
It is necessary however to examine this proposal not only in 
principle but also with reference to the question of funds 
available for the pur!JOSe and the existence of conditions con
ducive to its success. After considering this question in all its 
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bearings, financial and administrative, we ~re of OPII?Ion that it 
will not be advisable to introduce compulsion too quickly so as 
to make the position unwieldy, and supervision and organization, 
which are essential to its success, difficult and ineHective. It would 
be better if compulsion is first extended to such new towns where 
education has already made considerable headway and a majoritx 
of students are already on roll, thus requiring the opening- of only 
a few schools more to accommodate all the children of school 
going age. : ., 

· In view of thes consideratipns, therefore, we suggest the 
immediate extension of compulsion 'to the following towns· where 
compactness of area and population would ensure better and more 
effective supervision and control, and where education has already 
made more headway. . 

Kashmir Province :- Anantnag, Shopian, Muzaffarabad. 
Jammu Province :- Kathua, Reasi and Bhimber. 

' The problem of compulsion in rural areas is much more 
diflicult because the population is scattered, and distances invol
ved are very considerable and communications difficult. l t will 
o( course, be necessary to face these di!ficulties sooner or later, 
but we would advise 'a certain amount of caution and a period 
of preliminary preparation before compulsion is introduced in rural 
areas. We anticipate that, as more towns are brought under the 
scheme of compulsion, the adjoining villages will gradually become 
more familiar with the idea and the response to compulsion, when 
introduced, will be better. Moreover, before we can multiply 
schools as fast as the need may arise, it would be necessary to 
make arrangements lor the proper training of a sufficient nu!I\ber 
of teachers. In fact the provision of better teachers, and conse
quently better education, will be the most persuasive way of attrac
ting people to the idea of compulsory schooling. Bnt there is 
another approach to compulsion which, we believe, can be tried 
wi!h advantage in village schools. l n villages where schools 
eXIst or. where they may be opened in future, it may, for the present, 
be optional lor parents to send their children to school, but once 
they have been admitted, it should be obligatory on them to 
keep the children at school till the end of the basic course. So 
long as the basic schools are not in existence this period of compul
s~ry attendance should be taken as five years. Such a measure 
will help to prevent . the tremendous wastage caused at present 
by the pre~ature withdrawal of boys from schools,. which, we 
have seen, IS a common feature in the city as well as the village 
schools .of the present day. Nec;essary legislation will have to 
be provtded for the purpose and, if the law is enforced. it will 
have a very ~eneficial eHect on the progress of literacy. 
f A q~estlon of great ~ignific~mce, _connected with the proble~ 

0 compuls1on- and o! P':lmary ( basic) education generally-Is 
that of the age at wh1ch 1t should begin and the period for which 
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it .sho;ld be enforced. During the last year, this has been 
discussed at great length all over India by various committees 
and education 'departments and certain facts have been forced 
on the attention of all educational administrators. One of them 
is the amazing hut undeniable fact that the prevalent four 
years' schooling in most provinces has proved to be only a: 
little better than no schooling at all. During this short. period 
it is doubtful if permanent literacy can be attained by a 
pupil o.f average ability, but fairly certain that, in the majority 
of cases there will be a lapse into illiteracy, particularly in 
rural areas, where there are hardly any facilities for continua
tion education or any library service. It is also fairly obvious 
that. as we have already pointed out, in a four years' course, 
which does not go beyond the age of about 11, it is impossible, 
psychologically speaking, to train the child in those social 
and civic altitudes, and even to impart to him that knowledge 
of social issues and problems, which are essential for intelli
gent and cooperative citizenship in a modern community. For 
these reasons, it is largely a waste of time and money· and 
energy to educate children for about four or five years and then 
let them out of schools semi-literates, half-baked in their 
ideas and ill-adapted to their practical and social environment. 
If the State is to derive any advantage from the money spent 
on. education, it is necessary to extend the period of education 
sufficiently to ensure that the students sent out from primary 
schools have acquired the basic minimum of knowledge, atti
tudes and skills required for the effective discharge of their 
duties in everyday life. 

The present period of compulsion in the State covers 
the age period of six to eleven but, if. a boy passes .the 4th 
dass examination earlier, he can leave school earlier: There 
is no compulsion whatever beyond class IV. We are definitely 
of opinion that this period is inadequate and that, as recom
mended· by the Wardha Education Cemmittee and accepted 
by many educational organizations and committees in India, 
the period of basic education should commence from the age 
of 7 a.nd continue to the· age of 14 i. e. it should cover a 
period of seven years. It is not n"cessary to enter into all 
the. psychological and sociological reasons which have led us 
to this conclusion.· It should be sufficient to remark that' we 
do not believe that effective and permanent literacy can be 
imparted, or useful social knowledge and civic training given 
to children in a shorter period of time. It is only during the 
early years of adolescence, between the ages of. 12 and 14 
say, that the child's social and civic consciousness begins to 
quicken and many of the social problems surrounding him 
"swim into his ken '•. To force these on his attention at an 
earlier stage would be useless, if not possibly harmful; to leave 
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him ignorant of, or indifferent- to them would m.e~n that his 
education is woefully incomplete; Hence ~ur defm1te proposal 
that the period of primary ( basl6) educatlon should _gradu~lly 
be extended to 7 years and children be kept at school dunng 
the critical and formative period of early adolescence. A word 
may be said about the reasons which have led us .to sug~est 
7 as the proper age lor the application ?f compulsion. S_mce 
our purpose is to keep the boys at school t1.ll they have attau;ed 
the age of 14, which is necessary for s~ctal and psyc~olog1cal 
reasons, it becomes necessary to start a httle later than IS usual 
at present. 011 enquiry, we have found that, as a matter of fact 
in villages, children generally start th~ir sc~ooling at. about . 7, 
while in cities and towns the age at wh1ch the1r educatiOn begms 
is 6. In view of the existing situation, we are of opinion that 
compulsion should be applied at the age of 7 but there- should 
be no b<.tr to children of 6 being admitted to schools if they desire 
to do so. There is another reason why we suggest 7 as the 
normal age lor beginning school attendance. The period before 
7, say between the ages of 5 and 7 has its own special character
istics and requires educational arrangements of a Spf'cial kind
Something akin to the Kindergartens or Nursery schools or Mon
tessori schools. Since it is not possible for the State at present 
to provide such schools for all the children of school-going age, 
it is better to start at 7 and organise schools suitable for the 7 • 14 
age group. -This will have the further advantage of f'nabling child
ren to· acquire better mastery over their craft work which we 
propose to introduce in schools and which it would be difficult 
for them to achieve at an earlier age. 

CHAPTER Ill. 
TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

The first step in inaugurating this far-reaching and radical 
reconstruction of the educational system is the provision of more 
adequate and better facilities for the training of teachers, for the 
quality of teachers available for this work will inevitablv deter
mine the succt;ss or failure of our schemes. They are' literally 
basic ~o the entll"e programme. By their enthusiasm, intelligence, 
devotion and personality they may work it with a success that w11l 
amaze all sceptics; if they are dull, apathetic, morally and intellec
tually unsuitable or ill equipped for this work, the whole pro
gram~e may co.me to naught. That is why we are most anxious 
, t~at, m the selection as well as the training of teachers, neither 
time nor money should be spared and first rate training schools 
be. opened. for the purpose without delay. We are not at all 
sat~she~ With t~e existing arrang .. ment for the training of teachers 
wh1ch IS both msullicient and lacks inspiration. From what we 
have. been able to judge of the working of the training school 
at ~dhampur we ~re c~mvinced that it cannot serve the purpose 
wh1ch we have m Vlew. We would, _therefore, recommend, 
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gene~ally speaking, that. training facilities should ~e very consider
ably mcreased by openmg at least two large training schools in 
Jammu and Kashmir. their staff should be strengthened and 
improved, their curriculum should be overhauled and a longer 
period of training prescribed for the future generations of teachers. 
It is only when these conditions have been fulfilled that we can 
expect to s~cur~ teachers who would understand and appreciate 
the underlymg Ideas of our echeme and possess the requisite 
skill and knowledge to put them into practice. We discuss below 
our detailed schemes for the reorganization of teachers' training 
m the State. 

TRAINING OF PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. 
We have already recommended, as part of our ten years' 

programme of educational development, the opening of one 
hundred basic schools every year. Basing our estimate on the 
desirability of staffing all our schools, present and future, with 
trained teachers within this period of ten years, we recommend 
the opening of two training institutions, one in Jammu and the other 
in Kashmir Province, each adequately equipped to train 
about 100 teachers every year. The present Normal school at 
Udhampur should be shifted to a more central and convenient 
centre and remodelled in order to serve the needs of the new 
scheme of education. In view of the varying climatic and other 
conditions of the two provinces and the need to adapt training 
in agriculture and crafts to these conditions, we suggest that 
one training institution be located ' in each province and, in 
order to give them the benefit of stimulating intellectual contacts, 
we are of opinion that they should be located in or near the cities 
of Jammu and Srinagar, provided the requisite amount of land 
for agriculture is available and the teachers are kept in touch 
with the rural environment also. 

Each of the10e institutions should, in the first instance, admit 
I 00 students every year so that in the two training schools it should 
he possible to train all the teachers required lor the basic schools as 
well as mal•e adequate provision for ·untrained teachers in State 
and aided schools. When the scheme is in full swing, it will 
be necessary to open other training schools. or to increase the 
number admitted to these schools for wh1ch the departme!!t 
should foresee the need in due course. 

T ~achers in service and, if necessary, some promising out
siders should be carefully selected for admission . to the tra.ining 
schools, preference being given to ~hose who. have some ~xpenence 
of teaching, and know some bas1c craft likely to be mtrodu~ed 
in the schools,· -or any other craft, since -the general practical 
training acquired by them is likelr t<?. prove- us~ful- and, above 
all, show special keenness and su1tab1hty for th1s new type of 
educational work. . . . . . 

In order to provide suitable staff for the trammg mstJtutlons 
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recommended above, it is necessary to organize, as soon as possi
ble a short. intensive course for the training of teachers for the 
pr~posed training schools and the practising basic schools to be 
attached to them as recommended below. . 

Each - training institution should have a de~onstrat10n 
school attached to it where instruction should be g1ven as far 
as possible according to the new technique of teaching and the 
new syllabus recommended by the Committee. These schools 
will serve as centres of experiment where teachers and the 
members of the training staff will experimentally build up the 
teaching material and keep a record of their observations and 
experiences for future guidance. The staff of these schools should 
be selected with special care as indicated with reference to the 
teachers of training schools in a preceding paragraph. 

The cost of the two reorganised training schools is given 
in appendix C. 

We recommend that the teachers deputed for training 
should be paid their full emoluments during training and not 3/4th 
of their salary, as is the case at present, so that they should not 
look 'upon this period as one of intolerable hardship. At present 
they get less than their full salary and have actually to spend 
more because of the additional expenses incurred during training, 
which is an almost unbearable hardship for poorly paid teachers. 

The present curriculum of the normal school is too narrow 
in scope to serve the r.eeds of the schools of the future. We· 
suggest that this curriculum should be overhauled and modernised 
in response to the demand of the changed and changing social 
and ecorlomic life of the people. It should be enriched and made 
more realistic by the inclusion of craft courses which we propose 
to make an important item iri our basic schools. 

The sub-committee appointed by us has· drawn up a 
!!Yllabus for the teachers' training course. 

REFRESHER CouRsE. 
It- is not enough, however, to train the untrained teachers.' 

We consider it equally important to· keep alive the professional 
knowledge and enthusiasm of the trained teachers ·as well as un
traine? . teachers who h~ve not had the benefit of any profession
al tram~ng. Teachers, hke other professional workers, are ·apt to 
lll;g behmd .th_e new developments in educational theory and tech
mque and It IS one of the primary duties of the deoartment to 
~ring t?em into living touch with newer trends of thought in educa
tu~nal!deolo~y and methods, and these courses should be organized 
With ~at obJect. We suggest that they should be of 4 weeks'· 
duration and the Asstt. Inspectors should be directed and guided 
t~ ~~nduct such courses for the primary school teachers of their 
d!V!Slons~ preferably during the vacation time. 1 he Headmasters 
and semor teachers of local high and middle schools who may 
be competent for the purpose should co-operate with them and 
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divide up the work amongst themselves. The department should 
prepare an outline scheme with helpful suggestions and references 
for such courses and make them available for the Asstt. Inspectors. 
The Director of Education. as well as the Inspectors of schools 
should, whenever possible, assist in conducting these courses and 
adopt measures likely. to add to their appeal and value, and encou
rage teachers to ava1l themselves of the chance to· the fullest. It 
would be well to invite other beneficent departments of the State 
like the Medical and Rural Development Departments to depute 
their field staff to discuss with the teachers at these courses prob
lems connected with their own departments, so as to give them 
an insight into the problems of village life with which they will 
have to deal as community workers. There is a large area which 
may be looked upon as the common frontier between education 
and other social services and the teachers' interests in the problems 
belonging to this field should be quickened. 

We propose that each of the ten Asstt. Inspectors should, 
annually conduct a refresher course for about 35 teachers, thus 
"refreshing" altogether about 350 teachers every year. If our 
scheme is followed rightly, it is to be expect~d that in four years' time, 
all the teachers of primary schools will get through these refresher 
courses. Their cost, compared to the advaotages likely to accrue 
from them, will be negligible and we should like to stress Oil all 
educational officers the importance of equipping themselves 
adequately for this work. The Director of Education might well 
convene a conference of all the inspecting officers and explain the 
lines on which these courses are to be conducted. We would 
further suggest that, in assessing annually the quality of work done 
by the inspe~tin~ officers, special riotice should be taken of the 
success or otherwise with which these courses are conducted by 
them. Throu.gh these· courses, it will not only be possible to 
improve the general effiCiency and knowledge of the teachers 
but they could also be prepared, in a general way, to understand 
and appreciate the lines along which it is proposed to reorganize 
the educational system, thus paving the way to its ultimate trans
formation. Appendix D gives an idea of the cost of this proposal. 

In the work of the training institutions as well as 
refresher courses, care should be taken to emphasise the point 
that teachers are to be prepared for village service and village 
leadership and their training should include not only a knowledge 
of methods of teaching and other technical aspects of their 
professional work but also a general acquaintance with the prob
lems of community .Jife and the ideals of community service so 
that they may become actiV'e workers for the reconstruction of 
life in villages which is far and away the most important problem 
facing national workers in all fields. As the training will be 
mostly given during the vacation, no substitute teachers would be-
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cases iri the Jammu province and Muzaffarabad tahsiL It IS 
equally necessary to have refresher courses for the teachers of 
Middle and High schools. These could be con_~ll:cted conven
iently in the training institutions wh~re the fac1ht1es wou~d be 
available and their trained and specially selected sta!f wsll be 
competent to, carry on .this war~ efficien\ly. The~e are altogether 
90 graduate te!lchers iP: the ~erv1~e of the Education Depa~tment 
who have not received any trainmg. lf 20 teachers are g1ven a 
chance to attend the refresher cqurse at each training school 
every year, , it will be possible to put all the teachers through 
these- courses in 3 years. The cost of these refresher courses 
is given in appendix E. : . . 

The teachers of aided schools should also be ehg1ble lor 
ad~ission to the refresher comses without the payment of. any 
fees, but the institutions deputing them should be required to 
contribute towards their travelling and other expenses. 

· . TRAINING oF VILLAGE WoRKERs. · 
· ·The Committee recommends tl:l.at;as part o{ the Secondary 
educ~tion system to be developed in acco~dance with the proposals, 
special classes should be attached to the training schools, or 
othern'ise organized, where students who have Hmshed their middle 
school or basic school courses may be trained as Patwaris; 
Lamberdars, Forest Guards and Rural Development Officials. This 
course should be; of one year's duration and its object should be 
to provide suitable· t~ainirig to these, officials and , prepare them 
f,or ·village ser\ii,ce and 'village leadership· in their special fields. Their' 
training shol!ld include not only a knowledge of the special work 
assp1cia'ted with- ,their jobs but a)so a general acquaintance with 
the· problems of community life in villages and it should stress the 
ideal of community ser':ice so that they may u1timately work together 
for rhe improvement of cdnditions in villages. Students tak.ng 
qp :this 'course should live in ·the hostel and receive training in 
agnculture at:Jd some crafts also. The syllabus' should be ·worked 
out cooperatively by the various departmerlts concerned'. '', 
·, TRAIN!NC OF SECONJ:?ARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. 
·' There are no la·ciliti('S in the State at present for the trainin<>" 
ol- graduates for secondary schools. A small number about 10 
ea~h.Ye<~r, is deputed to training colleges outside the Sta·;e for B. T. 
trammg and proportionate cost has to be paid by the State to the 1 
colleges for ~hem. There is no possibility whatevllr· of the ~ided 
schools. ~ettmg any of theiJ:_graduate teachers trained.anywh_~r~. In 
the op101on of the Committee, therefore, the possibility df start
ing a Training College lor graduates should be explored, and, 
as so~n as funds permit, such a - college should be opened 
tc;> tram the requ~site number ol teachers every year. We 
?IVe an . approximate idea of the cost of the scheme 
m appendtx E. 
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CHAPTER· IV. 
. - TEACHERs' QuALIFicATIONS. . . 

· ·. The minimum ·qualification- prescribed at present for the 
recruttment of teachers in Primary schools is passing the middle 
examination. But as t~ese examinations are conduct.,:d ·by the 
headmasters of schools, no uniformity of standard is possible 
and therdore such teachers; though possessing the same certificate 
11re. <>f very unequal m~rit and sometimes include those who have 
gone up from· class to class by the 'grace of concession promo
tions; . E,ven in the case. of those who have properly passed th~ 
8th· -cla;>s examination, their mental equipment and maturity is 
often .too meagre to ju:;tify their employment as teachers where they 
pave to deai with diflicult and manifold human problems. . If a 
teacher. were merely concerned with the teaching of 3 R'~-as 
is . unfortunately often the case at present-'an average middle 
passed teacher might possibly muddle through. But if' htC> is to be_ 
a sympathetic and unden;tanding guide for large numbers of grow
ing -children, it is ol:>viously unjust to, put these immatur~ crudely 
educ::ated young men incharge of the education· of children. We 
are, therefore . of opinion that, both on· the academic and human 
side, the problem of teaching ·and -training teachers should be 
carefully considered by the department of education and- methods 
should be devised to secure the services of better- qualified and 
more suitable recruits for the teaching profession, for the entire 
success of our schemes of educational reorganizati_on depends on, 
improving the quality of its teaching personnel. We, therefore, 
recommend that, as a first step towards the objective,_ the minimum. 
qualification for employment as a teacher should be enhanced and 
only those candidates should he recruited in the general line who_ 
are at least matriculate. During the last ten years. secondary 
education has progressed rapidly_ and the x:equisite number of 
matriculates-in fact. a much larger number-is available. We do 
not anticipate that the change proposed will adversely effect any 
community, so.far as representation in the education department 
is concerned. The only exceptions we suggest for the present 
are :- ( a ) candidates of the Frontier illaqa, where education is 
generally very backward and no .facilities exist. ,for secondary 
education at all, and ( b ) H arijans, who have still much leeway to 
make up in education and need special facilities and encouragement, 
including the recruitment of teachers belonging to the commnnity. 
In the case of these two classes, middle pass may for the present, 
continue to be the requisite qualification for service in the education 
department. But in other cases also it should be open to the 
de_partment, in exception~! cases, to employ those who have passed 
the vernacular final or the middle examination if they show out
standing capacity and personal qualities for educational work. 

When the basic schools and the diversified secondary schools 
which we have recommended -in our scheme of reorganization 
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have become established in due course, we are of opinion that the 
teachers lor basic schools should be drawn from t?e tea~h.ers 
training secondary schools ~here !hey should, recetve tramm.g 
for three years alter completmg the!J' 7 years course of baste 
education. The matriculation qualification which we suggest 
as a provisional measure will not then be necessary. We are 
of the opinion that the 3 years' training will be ?f great ~elp 
in equipping and orienting the teachers for th~n pr~fess10n, 
since it will make it possible to plan and orgamze their work 
more leisurely and adequately and develop not only knowledge 
and skill but also the requisite mental and emotional attitudes. 

We have also given earnest thought to the question of 
the recruitment of teachers in the higher grades and promotion 
of teachers from one grade to another. In connection with the 
recruitment of teachers for primary schools, we commend the 
following points to the consideration of the Education Department. 

I. It should be a necessary condition for all matriculate 
teachers to be employed that, as part of their matric exami
nation they should also have passed in the vernacular ( Urdu, 
Hindi or Gurmukhi) provided that this rule may be relaxed 
in the case- of candidates who have taken the Drawing and 
Science combination in the M$.LC. c_oxamination. We make 
this recommendation because we consider an adequate knowledge 
of vernacular language to be essential for teachers and are 
convinced that children's education in schools suffers badly 
because ol the teachers'- defective and iii-assimilated knowledge 
of Urdu which is their medium of instruction. 

2. In the case of special Urdu. Hindi and Gurmukhi 
teachers the following two categories of candidates should be 
eligible lor employment:-

1 i ) Matriculates with the qualifications laid down above. 
(ii) Candidates who have passed the wrnacular linal 

or proficiency examinations in Urdu Arabic Persian 
Hindi, Gurmukhi or Sanskrit ~rovided ' that i~ 
each case the candidate should have passed in his 
vernacular also and should be competent to teach 
other school subjects. We are definitely of opinion 
that these special teachers should not be looked 
upon m~~ely as teachers of languagc_os but should 
~e quahhed. ~'? take part eliectively in the general 
h!e a_nd actlvttles o.! the school. Educational consi
d~rah?ns as well as reasons of economy- support: 
th1s v1ew: We recommend that the seniority oi th;l 
gen~ral hne ~eachers and these teachers of specia~ 
subJects should be combined. 

~· dW e recommend that, in selecting teachers for employ~ 
ment t e. ep~rtment should · take into consideration not onl 
the candidates academic record- ·and qualifications but also th 
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and, above z.ll, their soc1al attitudes and ideals. IE schools 
maintain the right kind of personal · records of their students 
this work of proper selection will be greatly facilitated. ' 

In order to prescribe a reasonable and just procedure 
of recruitment and facilitate the work of selection we make 
the following recommendations :· 

The Department should draw up a standardised appli· 
cation form for service in the department in which the candi
dates should fill in all the necessary and relevant particulars 
about themselves which would help the department in assessing 
the due worth of candidates. Applications which are now sub
mitted are replete with accounts of itrelevant and unnecessary 
personal circumstances and often give no idea whatever of the 
candidates' suitability. Secondly the approximate number of posts 
likely to fall vacant in the course of the year,-by death, retirement, 
cre<ttion of new posts or other causes -should be estimated and 
advertised enbloc and, from the candidates who apply, a careful 
selection should be made for the available posts. A few more 
candidates may be Included in the list so that they may be recruited 
in order of merit for any casual vacancies that .may occur in the 
course of the year. This will economise the time of educational 
officers and also discourage the practice of submitting uncalleo for 
applications throughout the year. ; 

Candidates should apply on the printed forms, referred to 
above, through the· Asstt. Inspector of Division to which they 
belong. These applications should be forwarded by the Asstt. 
inspector of schools with his remarks which should, so far as possi
ble, be made alter personally interviewing the candidates. 
The Inspector of Schools should carefully consider the lists receiv· 
ed from all the divisions and then make his consolidated 
recommendations to the Dir<'ctor of Education:.for appointment. 
It would be advisable for the Director of Education also to inter
view the candidates finally selected before the final orders of 
appointment; are passed, as no precautions can be too much in a 
matter of such crucial importance. We would make the further 
suggestion that in the course of their tours, alt the educational 
officers concerned should be on the lookout for suitable candidates 
and keep their names on record to be considered at the time of 
annual selection.· 

GRADES AND SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
We feel strongly that the position of. the teacher as an 

important instrument in the task of nation-building deserves to be 
better recognised than it is at present. From the monetary point 
of view, his services should be assessed as at least equal in value 
to those of other servants of the state possessing similar qualifica
tions and, apart from pecuniary considerations. it is the business of 
society to give him the status and the prestige which the nature 
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of his work deserves. We · are firmly convinced that the sensi
!iveness of a people to cultural values ~an be adequately measured 
in terms of the degree of esteem in which they hold their teachers 
~nd m~n ofJe.arning;. But ta)t.i~g into consideration existing condi: 
tions of modern life; we suggest the following grades for teachers 
and oHicers of the education department as we con'ilider them 
to be absolutely necessary in the interest, both of efficiency and 
justice. . · · · 

. PRESENT . GRADES. . . PROPOSED GRADES. 

-15-1 ~20-l 
zo.ns 20-1 t-35 .. 
2Q-IPS 

30/-Conso-) 
· lidated I 

36J- Cons 1 

36)~ Cons } 

. 44/- .Cons l 
'sof: Con~ J 

56/- Cons) 

.6ft~ Cons l _ 
69J- CoM f, 

. 75f- Coris I} 
82/- Cons 

I 
'96{- Cons] 

102}- Cons) 
I 

103(~ Cons j' 

I05f- Cons . 
c ~ 
135/- Cons I 

I3S-5- \56 
f 

156/- Cons j 
156/- Cons) 

1~8/,- Cons,~ Gazetted. 
208/- J 

35-2-55. 

55-3-100 . 

100-5-150. 

150-:15-300. 

200-50-20-550 ( lnsp~ctors o( Schools ) 300-25.600. 
We are definitely of 0 i · h h 

be brought on a time seal b ~ n!on ht at t e whole service should 
e · aslS so t at the departml!nt will have 
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a body· of contented work~rs w~10 have the assurance that good, 
honest and s~eady work w1ll entitle them to a small yearly incre
ment and reheve them to some extent from the "financial.embar
rass~ent which always accompanies fixed income set against 
growmg expenses. For the average teacher-who neither is nor 
can. be ~xpected to be o~livious of all. self interest and fired by 
an 1rres1shble urge to serv1ce and seU-1mprovement-there ·is no 
incentive at present to do the very best of which he is capable. We 
are driven to stress this: point strongly for another reason also. 
The new scheme of education that we. envisage. in this repoit is 
going to throw a much greater responsibility on the teachers and 
demand from them a greater ' devotion' to their' war k and better· 
equipment for it. Thus we 'hope that. 'the teachers- will play a 
dominant role in all schemes of rural reconstruction· and 
become _centres ·of inspiration for the life of the village commu
nity. They; will have to discharge multifarious duties in the fonn 
of health propaganda. adult education, conducting of village· 
libraries, organising of crusades for better J and' clt:"aner living, for 
more effective methods of. 'agriculture and other crafts, and for a 
keener civic, .and .social sense. This strenuous responsibility. will 
be 'shouldered mainly by the low paid·.teachers in ·primary' 
schools and it is obvious that they will do all this better and 
more efficiently if they are placed above the margin of want and 
enjoy at least the barest minimum necessary for civilised existence. 

In the matter of. promotions in the time-scale, we are of 
opinion that teachers should get .their annual increments automati
cally if their work is satisfactory; but for purposes of promotions 
from one grade to another the criterion should be •not merely the. 
mechanical seniority of the candidates, but .also the quality of 
work done by them so that it should be possible for · a teacher 
who is junior in service but has done work of outstanding merit, 
to be promoted to a higher grade. Such recognition is necessa~y 
if specially good work is to be encouraged. amongst th.e teachers. 
The, department should, draw up detailed rules. regulating the 
respective proportion of direct recruitment and promotions. 
· We therefore recommend that the following rules sho.uld 
generally govern the futu.re recruitment and promotion of teacher~ 1 

in the various grades. :-:-:c > \ ;'·,. , ·' , • • • • 

I. lntermediates. _ t'ramed. malnculates., __ tramed m1ddle. 
passed teacherS:. ( in cer~ain cu$eS- already ·specified) and, later, 
those whq have compkted the seve? y~a:s' basic co.~rse ·and t~err. 
undergone the ,full cpurse: of _3 years tramm~, should . be recr~1ted 
in the grade of' 20= 1$,~5 provided that the mter~ed1a~es are gtve.n. 
a st<trt of Rs. 29/~. Those._ who do good ":ork m th:s grade w11l 
be eligible for promotion to the next grade 1. e. Rs. 3J-2-55 . ~hen. 
there are vacancies available .in it. · . 

2. Trained intermediates and graduates sh~uld be recr~tted 
in the grade 0 £ Rs. 35-£~55 pr5>vided that the gr'!duates are g1ven 
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a higher start of Rs. 43/- within that _grade. T eac:hers in this grade 
who do good wor-k will be eligible for promotion to the next 
grade i.e. Rs. 55-3-100. . . 

3 M As and trained graduates should be recruited m the 
grade of Rs.S5-3~100 and those ~hodogood work wil~ be eligible 
lor promotion to the next grade 1. e. I 00-5-150, prov1~e~ th_at a 
start of Rs. 60/- may be given to those who have had a d1stmgmshed 
record at the University and the Training College.. . 

4. Recruitment to the grade Rs. 150-3UO, wh1ch IS gazett~d 
service will be made by selection partly through direct recruit
ment ~nd partly from teachers already in the service of the 
department. This grade is generally to be given t~ _the Head
masters of the High schools, Headmasters of the Trammg schools 
and the Asstt. Inspectors of schools. 

5 There are many cases of teachers in the service of the 
department who have passed higher examinations but on account 
of their position in the seniority list they cannot be promoted to 
higher grade while outsiders having similar qualiiications and 
lacking teaching experience are eligible to that grade. We re
commend that in order to obviate this injustice the department should 
frame rules for facilitating their promotion to higher grades which 
is essential in the interest ol educational efficiency. 

6. Teachers in all grades should be appointed on one 
year's probation in the first instance and at the completion of that 
period a report should be submitted by the officer concerned to 
the competent authority recommending confirmation. A teacher 
will be considered to have been permanently appointed only after 
the confirmation order has been passed. 

We suggest that the department should work out the 
details of these general recomme11dations. . 

Since we made the above recommendations, the new grades 
for gazetted employees of all departments have been published. 
We were glad to lind that the principle of placing all posts 
on a time-scale has been recognized but ·We were profoundly 
disappointed to see that, comparatively speaking, the salaries and 
grades of employees in the education department had been re
trenched far more drastically than those of almost any other 
d~J?artment. Sue~ a scheme is likely to lend supporc to the sus
piCion that educational work is not assessed at its proper worth, 
that the Headmasters, ·Assistant Inspectors and Lecturers of 
colleges are considered to be inferior to T ehsildars Customs 
Inspectors, office Superintendents, and of about the sa~e status 
as Veterinary Inspectors who have been given this grade. 

We consider ~hat this assumption is fraught with dangerous 
consequences and wtll have a most adverse effect on the quality 
of future r':cruitment .. as zhere will be a natural tendency for 
alm~st ~11 htghly quahhed and outstanding candidates to seek 
serv1ce m other departments and only enter the education service 
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as .a l~st resort.. We. strongly uq~e the Govel'nm~~t_ tp, take this 
J?Omt- mto conSideration and review th~ prese_nt- situation in the 
light of our remarks- and: redress the- gri?van~~-s of_ thi.s~ -body of 
national workers. We also suggest: that m; the r~vision of salaries 
of' non-gazetted posts, thi.'l point should be ~;aref.~lly, borne iri. mind 
a?d the grades that we have p(oposed a!! th~ mipimum ~~sentials 
should be accepted. A repitition oJ the policy adopted with refer· 
ence to the gazetted posts will hit th_e lower paiq ~mp!oyee~--9~ 
the department even harder and jlravely. imperil the success of 
our entire scheme of educational reconstruction. . · · ' - v 

We are, however, fully conscious -that. the !Jler-e raisin<> .of 
the salaries will not improve the status and prQfe!?si_o~<1-f ef!{ci;ncy 
of teachers. It is necessary to adopt other qt~asure~ also in order 
to develop in th~m professional. and personal sel~ -~espect , ~pd 
make them consctous of the digmty and wortbfulness gf their wo1k. 
ln order to foster a sense of self-respect am_opg teach~rs, it is 
essential, for instance, that officers of the Educ'1ttion -Department, 
as ~ell as those of other departments of th~ State, ~hould in 
their dealings with teachers, show them_ the- co~rte.sy due .to 
people who are engaged in significant ,and cr~cial work of natj~n!ll 
teconstruction. Likewise, it is -the duty of teacher~ to, t~ke ~ zp,qre 
-active part in activities of a beneficent Qatur~ th'1\t may be of 
value to the village community and therebY gradually ~ssume 
-the position of ·educational and cultural leadership in the village. 
They must remember that social .recognition is not a .gift ,but an 
achievement, it must be won by showing great personal integrity 
·and giving devoted service to the cause of the social and education
·al uplift of the people 

The Inspecting officers should utilize the occassion of ~heir 
·visits -to schools, or when they attend teachers' ,monthly meetings, 
'to ·inculcate in them the -ideal of self-respect, service and profess
·ional efficiency. We also rf'commend that the depart.ment should 
'occasionally issue helpful and inspiring bulletins and other educa
'tional literature that , will keep their ,interest alive and 
·bring • them in _ touch with new development in ~ucational 
ideas and practice. At present, working as they . mostly 
are in out-of-the•way places, they are apl to become back .numbers 

·very quickly because they.haveno educational!itera~ure or quicken· 
"ing cultural contacts of any kind. The re~;mnmendations that 
·we have made elsewhere about the sta~ting of an educ<~.tional 
· journal by the department · is also likely to be of great .help 
«in this direction. 

-CHAPTERV. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

In our survey of, secondary educatiqn in the State, Vie 
have seen that, _although the facilities for -it are _not ade~uate 

, for the total needs of the -State, and, ·in course of . time,- constder
able expansion will be needed,. ·these· facilities are not inadeq!l~te 
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rdatively to those for··primary education. ·But q_m~lit~tively· the 
present position with regard to secondayy education lS • far from 
satisfactory. As we have already pmnted out, ~ere Is ~great 
deal of congestion in- the second~r~ schools, particularly m the 
schools at Srinagar, Jammu and M1:pur, and they are n<?t properly 
housed or staffed or equipped . w1th necessary matenals, books 
and educational appliances. It would apl?ear that these scho?ls 
were established as high schools or were ra1sed to the stahls o_f h1gh 
schools in response to public demand. or pressure, w1thout; 
being adequately provided with ~ _th~ requisite~ essential f~r
the proper organizatio,n of such r~st1tuhons. _- ThiS, however •. IS 

a- serious handicap -'in the developmeat of secondary education 
~hieh lias been described as ·'Educaticm fodeadership" and .where 
it, is impet-a,tii'e--: tOo,~revidE; ~onditions o~ _wor~ which c:wi~ evoke 
tB·e· besHn 'tliose'1 !itu&nts~wh6!. are .deemed suitable for ·thts stage 
of education:•l l:t' is['therefote')' -essential to tackle. this: problem ~·f 
congestion-' ~r!d?Linsuflicient equipment- in order to · give the 
present :Lschdoli!- a l reasonable chance of functioning siiccess
flilly. ~We- are~ of opinion that the department should, without 
d-day;set reasonable li~tscto- the sO:e .of each section in a high 
school. 'The· maXimum' 'rillmber permissible in ·a section .for the 
prese~f-m.~y· ~~_!i~~d a~ '49i ;but· <the- ?ltimate. ;aim ,s~oulq. be to 
prescnbecl.'a· maximum' of. 30•in_a·: seotlon. · W1th a VIeW .to make 
this ·iqllnedia'tely practicable., ·th'e accommodation. in ..schools should 
b~ ·extended wherever necessary and the. staff ·strengthened with 
'as''little delay· as possible;. --- ,_ -," ·u -.; •. . -"' : . . 
·- - We---suggest that'•the.:uepartment. should.. work . out -the 
detailed implications of this recommendation and • the Government 
'shoulcf take: steps to provide- -the extra: iaccommodation ··and' staff 
•needed -'t0 implement "·the· pr0posal.• Likewise the-' question .of 
-equipment- neetled . for -- these schools ' should be ~<Uefully 
;examined· 'imd ''I>ro0siqn inade" accordingly;. We are specially 
·concerned--about the paucity: of: ;suitable.:books. in ·schools and 
: particul~rly -stress the need ·of ·equipping them with reasonable 
:Jibrary · 'faj::ilities without which- th-ey -cannot. fulfil one of their 
)mist important· functions. .- n c • : - _ _ • .. 

, ·'One of the:w~ys in which·.cong-estion in Gov~rnment sch~~js 
_-may be pa~tiall~. reli~v~ i~ by enc-o~raging the growth ~nd develop
·. ~ent of a1de~ ms!JtutJons and th1s can.: be .done by .liberalizing 
:·ru~es_ govermng" gremts-in-aid t~c: private institutions, ·lt was 
-represe_nted to us that. the present rules- wez:e ·not sufficiently _ en
couragmg for the growth <;>f private effort in education but we.were 
not able to. examine th~ · questio~-in, 'detail. But this encourage
ment of pnvate effort m education· IS also necessary for another 
reason: · ~f the· _Government _is 'd~t~rn:ined. to push forward the 
pro~ram.me of pnmary educatu:m, lt"w1ll -not have enough funds 

_at liS d1spo~a~ :for the . f~rther exF.nsion of secondary education, 
the respons1b1lity for wh1ch must, Jn a greater measure, be borne 
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by private individuals and educational assocratlons which is now 
a fairly general tendency in British 1 ndia also. ' 
We recommend therefore, that the grant-in-aid rules should be 
so liberalised· that private effort in behalf of secondary education 
may be forthcoming in a larger measure than at present. A 
committee on which the management of existing aided schools 
may also_be _represented should be set up to go into the question 
·of grant-m-ard rules and recommend changes that might make them 
more elastic and liberal. It is only thus that private bodies can be 
encouraged to take upon themselves a greater share of the respon
sibility for secondary education and thus release more funds for 
the extension of basic education in rural areas. 

This, however, is only one side of the picture-namely, 
how the present type of secondary schools can be made more 
dficient. But a more important and difficult problem which has 
to be faced in connection with the reorganization of secondary 
education is that of relating it more intelligently and closely to 
the vocational life and needs of the people. As we have already 
seen the, existing system of secondary schools suffers from the fact 
of their being of a single uniform type, i. e. the purely literary or 
academic type. .There is no diversity, either in the contents 
of education or in the objectives of teaching-all prepare indiscri
minately for the matriculation examination which it is the ambi
tion of every etudent to pass, not because it would make him 
a better or more efficient citizen or equip him for any kind of 
vocational work, but because it holds out the hope (more often 
than not a false hope) of entering Government service. lf they 
can afford it, they try to go on to the college, irrespective of 
their aptitudes and suitability for higher education. This process 
of aimless drift from one stage of education to another has been 
facilitated by the generous policy of the Government which. p~o
vides education practically free in the schools for a large ma)onty 
of students. Tuition fee in.the middle and high departments 
is charged only in Srinagar, Jammu and Mirpur towns, but 
parents with income below Rs. 25/- are exempted from the pay
ment of fees, The table below shows the total number of boys 
in each high school in these three towns and the number of 
boys actually paying fees. 

SCHOOL. 

S. f'. High school Srinagar. 
Covt. High school Srinagar. 
H. S. 1-ligh school Srinagar. 
S. R. High school Jammu. 
H. S. High school Jammu. 
Govt. High school Mirpur. 

Total. 

Total No. of 
boys. 
1237 
913 
466 
869 
313 
624 

4422 

No. of fee-paying 
boys. 
328 
150 
48 

549 
117 
272 

1464 
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It will .thus appear that only about 33 g/o, ~f the boys pay 
fees. The rate of fee varies with .the parents . mcome and the 
:highest fee which a -boy in the I Oth class pays IS Rs. 2/8/- p. m • 
.the lowest .being 41 Of- per month. ' . . 

We ·do not however wish ,to suggest that th~ ex1stmg 
facilities in the way of free education -should be restncted. lJ 
this were done it will be greatly resented .by the people and, 
in many .cases, -will be a genuine ·hardship on the P.oorer classes, 
particularly on the Muslims who have t~en to education compara
tively late and who are -likely to be- hit ·hard by any such move. 
But we .do strongly feel that the educational system itself should 
be reorganized in two directions-the diversification of courses and 
.the selection of really intelligent . and promising students for the 
free places in schools. .In making these recommendations we do 
·not seek to restrict ,the number of free ,places in schools -but to 
see that a better academic and psychological selection of students 
•is made for them. 

We are anxious.1o check this ·aimless drift' of unsuitable 
students to the present type of academic schools for two reasons. 
In the first place, we are convinced-and we ,h!J.ve weighty and 
authoritative support for our opinion-that, from the psycholo· 
gical point of view, this type .ol!ed ucation is not ealculated ·to prove 
-a congenial medium cf development £or a majority of st).ldents. They 
are in a stage of development w.hen, for- most ol .them, the proper 
educative medium· is some ttype of concrete, realistic work which 
appeals ·to their interest and :challenges -their CO)lStr.uctive powerS. 
·in fact we are prepared .to go so far .as te say that, during the 
•period of adolescence, vocational education is the only right 
education i.e., it is the business .. of ·:the educator to discover the 
type of work for which the youth js psychologically -fitted and 
educate him ( or her ) through that work. In the case of a certain per
centage of students, this •·.worl{ may be ,predominantly book work, 
they might have the academic or theoretical .type of mind and 
their intellectual development may he best secured through schools 
·of the present pattern. But in the case of a majority ol students, 
it is a great waste and a cause of maladjustment and defective 
training to force. on them .this type of -.education which primarily 
appeals to the mtellect, perhaps often only to the memory, and 
does not t.~.e into ~~gnisance, or exploit, their manifold practical 
powers and .capacities. Even from the point of view of their 
general cultural and int~llec.tual developmenr, .it is best to approach 
the problem from the s1de of prattical education and when their 
in,terest has bee~ .quickened ~nd their dormant lllental ,powers 
stu~ulated to actiVIty, they Will show better results in academic 
su~)ec~s. A~ Professor Nunn, one· of the leading English Edu
cabo~Jsts ol the_ day, has remarked, practical work often unlocks 
the boer energ~es of a boy which a· mere academic approach 
would have ldt mert .. Thus, primarily in the interest of the student 
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hims~lf, we r:commend a diversification ,of secondary courses and 
the mtroductmn of more practical wo~k in them. · 

·But :this is only one reason for ,aclvocatiog this view. The 
.social reason for this proposal is . that, unless •We introduce .this 
principle of .diversification, our secondar;y schools ,will be .h0pe
[essly out of touch with our socio-econamic .situation and needs. 
The state requires the services not only of clerks and administra
.tors !but also .of ·trained and skilful artisans, ;ll!'ahsiJleQ, ;engineers, 
medical workers, .teachers, agriculturists ,and .other.s ,in ordey· te 
.impro\'e ,the existing ..standar.d of efficiency, pro.ducJivicy- and 
general prosperity of . the ,people. lt ;is necessary, .theF_efore, 
to .provide secondary ..schools of different ,types which w;ill .c.onies
,pond generally to the main lines of people's occupations ;ipd equip 
the young men ·for dillerent walks of life .where skilled -knowle<;l,ge 
:and disciplined character ate -needed. for .success. r(t .is neither 
possible nor desirable to lay down without adequate i11quiry ,and 
mithout necessary consultation with other concerned departments, 
particularly. the Development Department, ,the ex.act number or 
desctiption of the various types (!f .schools that will be .required 
·at the· .secondary stage ·lor tnee.ting ,the growing pe<!ds cof .;he 
:State, ,because such a scheme .requires as .its basis a careful an~ 
rlong range survey of .vocational' activities :and ,possibilities in .the 
·state. But, from what we have been able 'te judge of .the ,present 
occupational needs of the eState and the ..Jines .which any .reason
.able policy of development would ; follow, we .are ·of opinion that 
steps should be taken tn establish .gradually sepondary schools of 
-the following types, .giving the requisite vocational-bias; in addi
,tion to the existing schools described:in (a) below:- : 

(a) ·Schools providing Literary, , Scientific and ' Commercial 
education. :. · 

(b) . Schools proYiding education in Mechanical, .Electrical and 
-Civil engineer.ing. . 

ic) SchoQis· of :Agriculture. and Horticulture . 
. (d) ·Schools of ·:Medicine. · 

· ( e l Schools of Arts and Crafts .. 
{f)' Schools of Home Craft and Nursin,g (for girls1• 

!g) Schools .for the T rain.ing of teachers. . , 
The number of such schools of each type, the locahtles 

where ,they are .-to .be opened and other organiza~ional details 
should be determined after making a survey of ,ehe,r .needs and 
the openings available for the students trained in them. But "':e 
are convinced that these. schools will not :be successful an~ _will 
not draw students 'in s11fficient numbers unless two cond1t1ons 
are I.ullilled. firstly, the.re should be a sufficient provision of _free 
places,in them; possibly more free places may have to be prov1~ed 
than in :the present academic schools as a counter-attraction. 
Secondly, :in ;the ll)atter of recruitment, !~<; _gover?ment should 
lay down as a matter .of policy that .for _duferent kmds .of work 
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and service students trained in corresponding types of sc~ools will 
be recruited. This would counteract th7 p_reva!ent Idea t~at 
passing of the present matricula~on exammatwn 1s the essential 
requisite and passport to all kmds of w_ork and ?overnrnent 
services-an idea which has been responsible for an mcalcul":ble 
misdirection of talent and energy and lor tremendous psychological 
maladjustme~t. -

But in connection with the starting of these secondary schools 
with a vocational dias, there is one point of great importance which 
we desire to stress. We have designated all of them as schools 
of secondary eJucalion which implies that these will not be m~rely 
schools for technical and professional instruction but educational 
institutions whose intellectual and academic'status will be co-eval 
with that of good secondary schools of an academic type. Arrange
ments should be made in these schools not only for technical 
instructions in the selected profession or vocation but also for 
providing an adequate background of general knowledge and 
culture through a study of some of the important scientific and 
social studies as well as languages, which constitute the distinctively 
human, cultural and intellectual heritage. The idea underlying 
this proposal should be clearly grasped because it has significant 
implications for the future of education and culture. lt has often 
been urged-short-sightedly, we believe- that it is- a waste of 
time to devote attention and energy to "general subjects" in 
institutions which are meant to give technical or pre-vocational 
training. These students should be taught only the skills -and the 
technical knowledge required for-their special vocation or profess
ion and it is not necessary that their time should be "wasted'' on 
the study of branches of knowledge whrch are not directly related 
to it. This is a short sighted view because it envisages that all 
vocations and crafts will be practised at the lowest level where 
a mere repitition of . what has been learnt will be enough without 
the need to develop it further or to exercise intelligence in the 
ser':ice of evolving a better technique. Such a view is apt to prove 
suictdal to the development of a scientific spirit and react ad
versely on the quality of work done and the service rendered by 
practitioners of various crafts and professions. In_ the interest 
of _e;-lightened and effective citizenship, as well as the gradual 
ratsing ol ~he st.andard ol craftsmanship, skilled workers-whether 
manual, sctenttfic, educational or technical-should have the benefit 
not only of tec~nical instr~ction but of the background of a more 
general educa~ton that ~II enable them to see the significance 
and the beanngs . ol thetr work and to chalk out new lines. 
The people of tht~ State are well known lor their high standard 
of cr":fts~anshtp- m wood work, shawl making, embroidery, papier 
!liachie, silver-ware etc.· and we feel confident that if some of 
Its craf~me.n had the benefit of this kind of general-cum-technical 
edut::ation m secondary schools, the}" will be able to forge for 
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t~emselves new lines, and introduce new and attractive . molifs 
in their work. They wiH also be able to look after their civic 
and iuofes~io.nal interests morE; ~atisfactorily. , · · · 
- . ' An Important question that has to . be considered in this 
c~nn~~tion i~;how our propqsecl seven'" years: hasic education is 
to be coordmated with . this secondary educ'ation. we do not 
thip.k it is necessary that' all studehts-ln village~ as well as towHs; 
sj10uld be compelled to study in , the basic schools for the 
eno/e ~period· "of their edqcation. ··wher~\.-er facilities for secondary 
education are. provided, it is both possible and desirable' to ·transfer 
~be . students . fro:m .the basic to the sl!cS)ndary sch6ol at a lmitable 
sta.ge of thell' education '"so that they may have the· benefit of 
re~ei-0ng secondary educat\9n fqr, a reasonable period of tirrie in 
institutions specially Clesigned' for the .. purpose and utilizing the 
methods, curricula and general working atmosphere suitable for 
'such schools. We are of opinion that the most suitable ag~ at 
which such, transfer can. take. pla<;e is 12 years- i. e. after-the 
completion' of the 5th year's work: In this opinion 'we ~re supported 
by the views of many outstanding educationists, psychologists and 
educational committees including the W ardha Education Commi
ttee and the Hadow Committee which had suggested-a remove 
at the age of II + and stressed the n~ed. ·. fol' providing education 
of a distinctly secondary type after that age. _Hence we propose 
·that at 1this age of 12, a suitable method of-selection should be 
devised• to sift studentrL with_ the ~bject of determining which 
of- them , are fitted to receive -se«ondary educati<;.n of different 
types and to divert them to such schools. This will not be an 
e~sy task and w1ll require considerable psychological skill and 
organization but 'it is being done with increasing success in other 
countries 'and we' see no. other alternative unless we are prepared 
tq 'allow .the presen_l: alxriless, hapha!'!ard drift of students to an 
alley which does not lead a majority of them anywhere at all. 

•· Normally then we contemplate that boys will be diverted 
tq secondary schools after the completion of five years' work. 
But ther£ may be cases of children, particularly in rural areas, 
who may not be~ able to join the secondary schools at that stage. 
They may, for example, be "late bloomers"• who show promise 
aLa later stage cir thei( financial or other personal circumstances 
might not have permitted them to shift to secondary school after 
class V ~t· In SJlch cases-which should not be very many-we 
feel that> some , a~rangemimt ~hould be made for . t~eir spec.i,al 

:coaching if necessary in order to e~abl~ them to JOin tht; t.hud 
,year of the secondary school. Th1s will not be very · difficult 
because, w~· contemplate t,hat during ihe first t;-vo years of> our 

: secondary schools, _ work ~ill not. be very d1fferent fro~ that 
in , the , ,las~ . two y·ears _of ,basic schoo~s, and . considerable 

, time will be devoted to what may be descnbed as general educa
tion with a vocational bias. The last three years of the second-
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~- ~h~~i; w.ih ha..;~ a m~re deSiiit~ voe<atlonal bias and' objective. 
We do riot' w~nt to I~y cf~VI'!l <{~finitely. the length' and 

the, e:x!lct,)J~opc;, o( ,~a~h ,~>Ii~ ,of f!tes~ S!=~o~~ ~4t ~oUid· suggesf 
that J;he question . shou!C!- }:ie t~oro.ughly _ e~ammed later and the 
typeS. otschool~ as w,ell_ all their qetailed course_s sh&uld be worked' 
out in consultation wit~ s.P:ecialists· _ e, g. in' Ag_ricult'ure. Engineer
ii!g, Medi~ine __ etc .. Tent!itirely, apd _as a basis of discussion, vie' 
suggest that in the T eacb'ers: . .Training secondary sc~ool as welf 
the Nursing ;md H~mecrMt schQols; the course shold be ofthree· 
years' d~ration after_ the cbmp!c;tion_ of the basic _school course'; 
and in case of ot~er types cif sc;hools_'if should, _generally speaking; 
pe of five Years' duratiop. . Jhe folloW}ng diag~am gives a graphic 
representat~on of the scheme of feorganization described above. 
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.... ~. In the ·:matter~of ?ril'ltjng 'ad~issions this committee is of 
-

0 P10!0 1_1, as po~~~ed ?Ut. already, 'that 'it would be inadVisable to 
best'~~ the fa~~tlth avth. aill\ble , for. secondary education at- presen~ 
/ t 1 18 ehenb at _ ere should be a better ·selection i>f candi

. c:n~:m i t d w_ant ~0 'e_nter .. secondary 'schools of various types 

. at the e~d ~f u::- ~!:-fi?eort.. Fo,rf 'th.t pu~pose rit is. essential· that 
. at the end of the 7th . y~aJ_rsho scho~llmg ( and, In some cases 
·. - . . year t ere s ou d b · 't t ' f , 1 
mtelbgence . and literary' ability for those . s'tu'de. at :s h o .. genera 

en s w o want to 
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enter into the pre~ent _type of secondary schools as free scholars. 
Those who pass m th~s test creditaJ:Iy and cannot afford to pay 
fees should be adm!tted to the l1terary and scientilic type of 
seconda~y Schools Without the payment of any· fees. If in certain 
cases, ~h1s rule appears to affect adversely the proportion of scholars 
b.elon~ng to any community, the position should be remedied by 
grantmg an adequate number of free places to the best students 
cf ~at. particular community. Others who are unable to secure 
adrmss1on on a competitive basis will be eligible for admission 
on the parroent of fe!ls. . We do not think such an arrangement 
to be an Ideal one-m farrness secondary education should only 
be open to those who are most likely to profit from it. But 
considering the existing social and economic conditions we feei 
that this compromise formula will meet realistically the needs 
of the existing situation. When the new types of secondary 
schools have come into eltistence, thereby increasing the facilities 
for secondary education, it will be possible to sift and select the 
increasing !lumber of students more equitably for various types 
of schools on the basis of their aptitudes and capacity. 

CHAPTER VI. 
THE CONTENTS OF NEW EDUCATION. . 

The most important practical problem in connection with 
the proposed educational reorganization is the question of defining 
the contents of the new syllabus which has to be related integrally, 
on the one hand, to the psychology and the needs of the child, 
and on the other, to the society of which he is a member. This 
is a dillicult and complicated question which can be solved satis, 
factorily only after long, careful and controlled experimentation 
and research. But I~.~ckily we can make a beginning in the direc
tion of evolving a better curriculum without much difficulty because 
this problem has been recently examined carefully and at length 
by various education committees particularly the W ardha Educa
tion Committee which has published a syllabus of Basic National 
Education which we have found of great value and from which 
we have derived some very useful ideas. We have considered the 
existing syllabus, many of the proposed new syllabuses and the 
present needs of the State. We are of opinion that the present 
syllabus is too bookish and academic, too far removed from 
the realities of the socio-economic situation and unrelated to the 
child's native i~terests and psychology. Its various bra~ches ~e 
unrelated to one another and therefore likely to have a dJstracbng 
effect on the child's mind. In ,order to remove these defects, we; 
recommend that education in basic schools should be an 'integral 
progress of child development centring round the pupil's physical 
environment his social environment and some form of cl'aft work, 
which will p~ovide room for his creative self-expression and also 
have social and productive value. I~ seems ~erefore necessary, 
that the following subjects should be mduded m the scheme of 
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.studies of the basic schools :-
1. Language (Urdu) 
2. Mathematics (Practical) 
3. General Science. 
4. Social Studies. 
5. Craft Work. 

. But the mere enumeration of these subjects is not enoug~, 
for it will not convey any idea of the!r Gont~nts. <?ur subcomm_1t· 
tees have prepared syllabuses in Urau, Soc~al studies Mathematlcs 
and General science which will give an indication of how these 
are to be related to the actual needs of children, and to be enriched 
with signilicant subject matter bearing on t~eir t"nvitonine~t so as 
to make them an instrument for interpretmg present social prob
lems and eliminate from them unimportant or unnecessary material 
which has only historic or traditional value. But in the preparation 
of this syllabus we have not confined ourselves merely to the 
sifting of the subject matter, the elimination of the trivial and the 
inclusion of the significant. The most important feature of the 
new syllabus would be the introduction of craft work in schools 
as a vital, integral and basic part of the school work. In view 
of the comprehensive and detailed discussion of this proposal 
that has been going on in the press and at all educational commit
tees and conferences during· the· last twelve months it is not 
necessary for us to give any lengthy justification of the place whtch 
we propose to give to craft work in our reorganization scheme of 
education We endorse in this connection the reasons advanced 
by the Zakir Husain Committee in support of the proposal and take 
this opportunity to quote with approval. the following paragraphs 
which throw valuable light on the question :-
. "Modern educational thought is practically unanimous irt 
commending,the idea of educating children through some suitable 
form of productive work. This method is considered to be the 
:most effective approach to the problem of providina an '·integral'' 
aU-sided education. " 

- - "Psychologically it is desirable, becaUse it relieves the child 
from the tyranny of a purely academic and theoretical instruc
tion against which his active nature is always making a healthy 
prote~t.. It balances the intellectual and practical elements of 
expenl?nce .and may be. made an instrument of educating the body 
~n? tli~ mmd in .co-'?rdin.a_tion. The. child acquires not the super
ficial bterac:r which Imphes, often Without warrant, a capacity to 
re~d t~e pnnted '?age~ but the far more important capacity of 
~smg his hand and l.ntelhgence for some constructive purpose. This, 
1f we may be permitted to use the expression is "the literacy of 
the whole personality". ' . · 

. Sociallr consid~red, the introduction of such practical pro
ducbve wo~k ID e?ucatlon, to be participated in by all the children 
of the na!lon, will tend to break down the existing barrier of 
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prejudice between mat-I'Ual and ihtellectual W~rkers1 nar'!nfuf allke 
for. both. lt ~j]J :Jso cultivate, in the o~ly possible way; a true 
sense of the dignity of labour and 0f human 1totidarity-'-a'n ethical 
and moral gain ·of incalculable significance. 
. "Economically ~on~idered, carried out intelligently and efli-

ciently, the scheme w1ll mcrease the produelive capacity of our 
workers and will also enable them te> utilise their leisure advan• 
tageously''. · 

"From the strictly educational point of view, greater coticrefe~ 
ness and .reality can be given to the knowledge acquire<?! bv 
children by. making some significant craft the basis :of educa:tio~. 
Knowledge will thus become related to life, and its various asoeets 
will be correlated with one another ."t · · · 

. In· addition to these reasons, we .also took the ·opporttiifity 
to consult 'local opihion and needs, and with this purpose, availed 
eurselves of chances that came our way to discuss this question 
not only, with educationists and public men but also· people ·in 
villages and towns and with what may be called "the aver-age 
parent... All of them are convinced that the present education is 
too bookish and academic and agree that it should be su'ppletnented 
by some form of practical productive work or craft, work. Their 
main criticism is that the present education is divorce4 from the 
realities of life as lt is lived in villages and dbes not fit children 
to. participate effectively anp . usefully in the life of the community. 
Thus the, children become averse to all forms of manual work, 
lose contact with the interests and pre-occupations of their fellows, 
and hanker· aftf'r "service'' and clerical jobs. This is a criticism' 
which is quite justified and which applies m0re or less universally; 
aU over India. But in the Jammu and Kashmir- State, where many' 
classes of people are gifted with such extraordinary skill in crafts-, 
mariship, this is a particularly tragic situation. Due partly t~ eco
nomic conditions· and partly to the unsatisfactory and unsiutable 
type of education imparted, the crafts are decaying and craftsman
ship is at a discount. We have been reliably informed that many 
families, which have a long tradition. of first rate craftwork be~irid' 
them, have taken to,.; or have been compelled to take to, unskllledi 
rpanuallabour.. In so far as this is due to economic causes; it ib 
th<: business of the State to investigate the. situG<tion which· is' 
fr~ught with.grave danger to the well-being of national life, But, in' 
so far as the pr<:sent system of education ~akes s~udents av~r~e· 
to craft work and predisposes them to clencal serv1ces only; 1t Is· 
the business of educationists to give a new orientation to schr>ols. 
We, therefore, recommend, th<!t craf! work should be introduce.& 
in schools not just as an "extra:" subject but as a central or basic 
element in the syllabus, We are con;rinced' t~at the. i?troduc0'nl 
of cra:It element will not only provide practu;al traJmng-'- which 
is a~ good thing in itself-but greatly vitalise the process of general' 

t Basic National Education• Page.' 
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education for, in the words of the great Ge~man educationist, 
Kerschensteiner, ''the education of the wo~ker IS th~ door to th~ 
education of the man". But it is essent1al for th1s purpose, ~s 
the Zakir Hussain Committee report has also stress~d, t~at t~Js 
craft should be taught intelligently and in cl?se cordmahon With 
other subjects of the curriculum, not mechamcally. Hence th~ 
need for a thorough and properly organised system of teachers 
training that will enable them to exploit the full. cultural and 
practical possibilities of the new sche~e of educal!on. We .are 
of opinion that in order to achieve th1s end about half the tl~ne 
available for teaching in schools should be devoted to the teach!ng 
of crafts and the rest to other subjects. But, any oral teachmg 
or expressional work that is integrally related to the craftwork 
should be done during the time allotted to craft teaching. We 
contemplate that, if the correlated technique of teaching is adopted, 
there will be numerous opportunities of providing such oral tea
ching in the course of craftwork and thus meet the objection 
that too much time is given to the latter. 

We are anxious to clarify the point that craft teaching in 
schools has as its primary aim the coordination of manual and 
mental activity and the training of practical aptitudes and initiative. 
Therefore, the crafts that are choosen to be introduced should be 
selected and their teaching planned with an eye to the educative 
possibilities inherent in them, and not primarily with reference to 
vocational or economic considerations. It is our hope that, if it 
is rightly conductl'd, craft teaching will enrich the general education 
of children and help to remove the current prejudice against 
manual work. It will also result in bringing teaching closer to the 
real problems and situations of children's life and the occupations 
practised in the locality. 

The existing schools have failed to establish· any fruitful 
contact in their teaching and their general activities with the social 
and cultural life of the community. Barring certain activities like 
scouting or village work undertaken by some schools at their own 
initiative--and they are still far from being fully developed-the 
problem of relating the entire work of the schools integrally to 
the needs, interests and occupations of the people does not 
appe~r to have been _clearly realised. 1t is, therefore, necessary 
that m the reconstruction of the educational system as well as 
the c~rriculu~ and mel~ods o.l teaching, this significant fact should 
be g~ven pnmary consideration and pupils should be trained in 
pr~ctical work and habits of social service. Hence the proposal 
to mtroduce "social studies" in the syllabus which should be uti
lized to give the ~i~ht orient~tion to children's minds and place 
proper stress on CIVIC and soc1al attitudes. 
, . In the previous chapters mention has been made of the 
~liferent . types of secondary schools which must be opened 
m due course in the State in vi~w of its existing needs. We 
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indicate below, generally the nature of work to be done in each 
type of school and suggest that the detailed syllabus should be 
worked out after the general principle underlying the proposal is 
agreed upon and eltpert opinion consulted where necessary. 

. As already pointed out, we do not desire that these schools 
should be merely technical or trade schools with a narrowly 
specialised curriculum but anticipate that they will also provide 
for the teaching of certain subjects of fundamental human signifi
cance. irrespective of their immediate economic value-subjects 
like languages, social studies and general science. Against this 
common background which represents the identity of human 
interests amongst students with varying vocational bias, we should 
build up our different types of secondary schools. 

I. The Literary, Scientific and Commercial schools. These 
will lead to the present Matriculatio~ Examination of the University 
and their curriculum will therefore be largely determined by the 
requirements of the University. But it will be necessary to provide 
more optional subjects in the curriculum of such schools. 

2. The Technical secondary schools. In these schools 
training will be given in mechanical engineering, electric engineer
mg. civil engineering and carpentry ( fumiture and house building ). 
The object of these schools will be to train skilled artisans who 
would be able to take up intelligently all the mechanical, electrical 
and civil engineering and carpentry work which is required for 
every day purposes and for which highly skilled scientihc workers 
are not needed. The present standard of work and efficiency in 
these lines is far from satisfactory and needs to be improved, 
and we do not see- why properly trained workers should not be 
employed in such work. 

3. Agricultural and Horticultural schools. This type will 
give training in upto.date operations of agriculture and fruit culture 
built on a basic foundation of general science,-both physical and 
biological. 

4. Medical schools :- These will impart knowledge and 
training in the Unani and Ayurvedic system of medicine with upto 
date knowledge of human physiology and anatomy. Students 
trained in thest. schools will be qualified to take up health work 
in rural areas which is an urgently needed service and at present 
inadequately available. · 

5 Teachers' Training secondary schools which we have 
discussed elsewhere. 

6. Schools of Arts and Crafts :- From these schools teachers 
of Arts and Crafts will be recruited for Basic schools. These schools 
will also train boys of the artisan class and thus help to improve 
their technical efficiency. 

7. Schools of Home-craft and Nursing which will provide 
a course of education specially designed for girls to equip them to 
become intelligent householders and citizens. 
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. _ _ As V:l<; have alr,eady pointe~ out it is n,ot pos::;i?le fo( ~ 
to work pu,t .~he qe~ailed f1_yllabuse!l of these sc~qols whic~ wtll. m 
'm11ny cases require the caqperation ol ~xperts m connectwn With 
th~ syllabuses 0 £ M,eslicFll, AJts.<u~p ~gr,~ultural Sh<;~ods. 

1
_ Btld 

are anxio~ to ~tress opce aga,m ~!l po1nt t,hat t · e1r. wor~. s _ ou 
-~e· so p)~!lneq that it fulfil~ the re<!-uirements and _at.tru~ the stand
ar~ of ~e.condary educat\0~ wh1ch h]!_~, . til,_e du;,\lnctlve- ~uty a£ 
providing social, civic and intellec.tual t:ammg bY: appr.o~chmg the 
student _throu_gh !;lis ( o,r ~er) vo~;a,t)OI)alln,terests m the w1de( sense 
of the word. That is why we have recommend~d tqat t_h:-re s~ould 
J;,e a certain common background of intellectual trammg m all 
these sch,ools by Providing for ~!! teacpin?' of. su~jects of general 
cultural value like Literature, Languages, Soc1al, studies, and ~enera! 
science p<!,rticl)larly in ~e first two ~las?es. But t~e pom.ts ol 
emphasis ;;lnc;l the selechon of ll).atenal m these subJects will ?f 
course be determined by the natpre of the secondary school m 
~rder · tq correlate them with the !SPecialized work to be done 
by the students. 

CHAPTER Vll. 
· AouLT EoucATIC>N. 

The scheme of mass education for an educationally ba~k
~ard cou~try can neither be complete nor effective unless it gives 
due attention to the pressing problem of adult_ education._ If we 
attend merely to t4e question of childr-en's education, the campaign. 
of literacy will not only be a very long one but it will _have a. 
chequereq <;areer. for, it will be diffiqult to enlist the interest and 
cooper?tion, of the parents in the programme of children's education 
unless they are educated themselves to realise the individual civic, 
significa.l)ce of edqcation an.d look upon s~hooling as. a normal 
featurt; of civilised llfe. O.ther wise the entire education department 
has an uphill t11s!c in persuading parents to send their children 
to schools. But this is, after all, an indirect justification for making 
adult_ education an. iQtegral part of. our scheme. A more direct 
reaspq for it lies in th!! fact that we cannot raise the civic standard 
or general efficiency of the people or train them for better living 
unle~s we provide f,o~ them facilities. for adult education in the 
wider sense of the term. In this sense adult education does not 
~ean the ~ere imparting of literacy, tho11gh the acquisition of 
hteracy by Itself wdl be no small achievem~nt. It in_cludes also 
!he spread of useful knowledge and better habits of living, for literacy· 
IS after all only a means to the acquisition of knowledge. There
fore, our scheme of adult education must press into its service all 
~ethod,s of visual an!=I aural instruction_ also. Illiterates oc semi~ 
hterates can learn a gre.at deal through the eye and ear. Talks. 
~ho~ld th!lrefore ?e o_rgaruzed •. supplemented, by; pictures and illus
tJ:at~o)ls on, _topics like health, food, exercise, problems of. agricul~ 
ture and ammal husbandry, loca,l diseases, epidemics, better ways 
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?l liv~g in other !~nds ~tc. T~e organisation of village games, 
rnter-v11lage com~et1hons, 1mprovtsing and staP,ing of popular 
dramas and magtc lantern shows should also be utilised as 
means towards this end< The conservation of literacy and 
~rom?tio~ of the reading habit should be attempted by providing 
l1branes tn rural areas. · 

We would have liked to sugfl'est the immediate provision 
of facilities for adult education in both urban and rural areas, 
hut taking into account the magnitude of rhe problem as well 
as existing conditions, we suggest that in the programme of 
adult education, priority should be given to rural areas, where 
cultural and educational facilities are conspicuously lacking at 
present. The people in towns and cities are more alive to 
~e value of education and have ereater opportunities of acqui
nng useful knowledge, even in the absence of specific provisions 
for the purpose. The villager, on the other hand, is in a 
depressing backwater and he has to be made conscious of 
the value of education and be provided ·with effective and 
easily available means of obtaining it 
. We, therefore, recommend that adult schools be opened 
Ill rural areas, for imparting litera~y and useful knowledge. 
For those who are either mentally unfit or unwilling to acquire 
knowledge through the laborious process of learning to read 
and write, lectures, talks, reading and magic lantern shows 
should be arranged for imparting useful information 'on problems 
of every-day life. · 
. For promoting literacr, village libraries should be, opened 
In suitable centres so that hterate villagers may have ah oppor
tunity of reading easy, useful and interestir;g boo_ks a.nd thus 
the habit of indepc.-ndent reading may be mculca~ed ~n them. 
The village teachers should, as .a rule, work as· hbranans on 
a small allowance. They should not only issu~ · ~nd recover 
~ooks but will also organize reading groups; assist. ~embers 
In the selection of books and :occasionally grve · readmgs from 
books to illiterate• as . well as literate \'illagers. They ~hou!d 
also give the villagers short and simple 'talks on topiCS m 
which thtly ale naturally interested, basing t!Jese talks on the 
reading material available in the library -or' on lecture no~s 
Which should ,be supplied to them by the .. Dep~:~~t~ent fo\t e 
purpose The aeneral supervision of the workmg of t ese 
libraries as wei( as adult education centres shoul? . ~e dbe 
by the Inspecting Officers in the , .c?urse ~ of th~1r -l:~~~s, ~~ 
·the detailed 'organization. and supervlston w1U. be the. Clutr_ 
the who!e time Adult Education Office~, .who should be appom~~d 
lor the proper co-ordinario!l a~d sup~rV1s1_on of all adult educa~;:. 
activities. He should .be assiSted m th1s -work by one Ass 
tant in e·ach province .. · . · · · · . · ' ·1· ~ ·: : . t 

We have also considered the question of UtllSing pnva e 
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, ff . I organizations . foi thiS work . ~ecause: ~~ 
effort and non-o ic~a. should not be just an ofhc1al ac!Iv1t.y 
feel that adult educab.on h illing and enthusiastic 
but a movement whll:-? secures t blicw workers for onlv then 
cooperation of. the publ~c ant all )1.1 W mak; the foilowing 
can it .strike. hrm h~oot blhtlf t fo:o~~curm~ public cooperation 
suggeslions m t IS e a . · d k t be 
without which this tremendous, natlon-w~ e tas canna 

sl;ccessfully tackled. 1·nterest of general~ enlighten-! It is essential in the 
· ment as well as the spread of e~ucation amonb! 

children that a wide spread cam~a1gn should 
organized to remove illiteracy withm a .reasonable 
period of time and for this purpose; effective propa
ganda should be undertaken not only by the 
Education Department but by other Departments 
of the State as well. A spectacula;r beginnin_g should 
be made as in Bihar or the Umted ProVInces by 
the high~st officials of the State joining ~he mov~
ment and showing their keen personal mterest m 
the work. I 

2. In this work of adult education, various classdes o 
people should be invited to cooperate, e .. g. stu ents 
and teachers of schools and colleges, d1fferent orgad 
nizations working for the good of the people, · an II 
voluntary workers who might be paid a . sma 
maintenance allowance for the spread of hteracy 
among the masses. , 

3. Various measures should be adopted to commend 
and suitably reward teachers and others who do 
specially creditable work in this direction, e. ~· 
public recognition of their services, award of certi
ficates of merit, preference in matters of employment 
and promotion. 

4. It is necessary for this purpose to . work out a 
syllabus as well as a technique of teaching suited 
to the needs and capacities of adult learners, and 
workers in this field should be given necessary and 
helpful instructions. The Department should also 
undertake to prepare reading and illustrative material 
which may be· utilised by all workers to make their 
w~rk effective and attractive. . . 

• We have already pointed out that adult education should 
be mterpreted in a liberal sense and should include not only 
a programme of literacv but also visual and aural instruction. 
Further, in order to p~pularise it, provision should also be 
made for the amusement and healthy recreation of the villa
gers. It will, therefore, be desirable lor such workers to encourage 
village games, lairs, folk.songs and dramas. The other 'Oepartments 
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of. -:th~ \ Sfa~e can coo_prrate in such a programme by preparing 
sl!des·.relatmg .to the1r .o.wn work and making these ~vailable 
to the E:d•Jcation Department which will exhibit them through 
the agency to be set up under the Adult Education Officer . 

. As an effective inducement to voluntary Workers, the 
Committee suggests that the Government might frame rules to 
the effe~t · that-other things being equal - in givi~g employment 
to matnculates, under-graduates and graduates in various depart
ments, preference will be ·given to tho.se who have put in _at least 
six ~months~. satisfactory work· in the. 'c.ause of adult education . 
.The Department may, so far as funds p~rmit, give such voluntary 
workers a ·subsistence allowance say of Rs. ~/-p.m. during their 
period of service in villages.. Jhis will not only place a , body 
of worket,s at the service -of the cause of Adult Education, but 
b" of considerable advantage to the.- edu~<!-ted youngrpen them: 
selves, beGause they will, come ii)tQ,_ educative contact with 
actua~. village conditions .and; 'problems from which , educa~ion 
isc' apt to alienate 'them .at presept ... , '~-, . - , , . 
· · ·· We have elsewhere suggested the extension of compulsion 
to some urban areas from the age of 7 ·to 14. In the beginning, 
it may not be possible to ge~ all the boys of such a wide -age: 
range .into schoqls. . During the fir_st three ye~rs of compulsion, 
therefore, we sugges,t that. the older children, those bet..,een 12 and 
lll,. 'may not be' ~rawq \nto .the ordinary, schools but they, should 
be compelled ,tp attend the adult schools, just as. the younger 
children are compelled to attencl the compulsory schools. · In this 
way we shall,,provide, as_.it 'were, twp. catc;hing; stages, onct 'at 
the commencement of the !age of !!chooling and the ot4e~ towar9,s 
the end, in. O(der tb .ensure. th;it' th'~ )argeet possible number. of 
children r.e~eiv.e ~ome -minimum of ~ducati9n du~i11g the ,period . :9! 
tr!lnsitwn bt:fote the systel!l· pecomes,effectively. ~stablished. : 

· Since these recommendations_ wen; .made,. we ·are 1a:W!lre 
that i the Educatio11 Department .hils made,,. a· vigorous. beginnjt;~g 
with the:ro.ovement of adulL!!ducat.ion and the Governr:n<mt h~v~ 
sanctioned. -the. opening of 5Q libraries and, 5,0 adult educatl~~ 
centres in e.ach province to· be. con.ducte.d by . teach;rs who. 'W!il 
he paid a sm.<llLallowance fpr ~he purpose". ·~e..hearttly comm~r~ 
this m~ve but wot~ld like to point. 6ut that, ,if the move~ent. ~~ 
to grow in strength quickly, it i~ desir.abl7 ~o open ! QO h~ranes 
and I 00 adult .edqcation ce'n,tres m. ~ach,-provmce annually ttl~ the 
State is graduallv covered with" a n.et ~or~ of such educatlorll-1 
facilities. If vigilant supetvision is e)J:-ercis~d. and the workers. are 
imbued with. the right !;pirit, these can become cultural centres of 
great importance in the life of the people_ .. 
'·' . · ', . MEDIUM OF' INSTRUCTION. . . • • 

Accordi;g :to t4e. ~;ensus of 1931 .the tollowmg prmctpal 
dialects are •spokeQ in various, pa~ts ·of the State :-

1
. 
413 166 ' I: . Kashmiri and 'its· sl!b-dmlects .. . • . .• . 
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2. Balti and its sub-dialects · ... 137,914 

3. Ladakhi s!J·~:~ 
4. Dogri 

4
•
460 5. Lahnde 

3
7
9
,
433 6. Punjabi .. .. . 2 , 

7. Shina {Gilgit induding trans-Indus area) 63,918 
8. Pahari ... 595,783 
9, Gojari ... ... ... 317,762 
Thus it will be seen that Kashmiri is ~he· spoken language 

of about 2/5tbs of the population of the State. In order of impor
tance, co~es next the group of Dogri, Lahnde and Punjabi which 
are- aU allied languages and are spoken by about 9 lacs of people. 
Pahari and Gojari are also somewhat akin to this group and are 
spoken by about 9 lacs of people. Balti· and Ladakhi· between 
themselves account for nearly 2 lacs of people. Shina is the .lang
uage of only 50,000 people if. the trans-Indus area recently .ceded 
to the British Government is excluded. These various gwups. of 
peoi?le do not as a rule understand one another's language and the 
only language which, for historical and educational reasons, is the 
common language of the State and is understood and spoken l:oy: 
people in various parts of the State, is Urdu which is. the medium 
of instruction in all the boys' s~hools in the State from the first class 
upw'!rds. Now Urdu is not, strictly speaking, the mother tongue 
of a large section of the people residing in the State. But it is 
fairly closely allied to Dogri, Lahnde and Punjabi and, to a some
wha~ lesser extent, Pahari and Gojari. In schools attended by boys 
speaking these languages, the use of Urdu medium does not present 
any great difficulty to the students. Therefore, so far as education 
in these areas i~ . concerned then:• is no other practicable or 
educationally \:lound medium of -instr-uction except Urdu, which is 
a rich and· highly developed language and possesses the recep• 
tivity which is so essential for a living and' progressive language. 
Moreover, it is the only language which can be said to· be a 
possible medium of common intercourse amongst various linguis· 
tic· groups. If the State adopted a multiplicity of media, it is 
likely I{) encourage disintegrating tendencies and prevent that cui~ 
tural and political fusion among the various sections of His 
Highness's subjects which it should be one of the most important 
·aims of education to promote. · 
. The cas~ of Kashmiri, Balti and Ladakhi speaking groups 
IS somewhat d!lferent. There is not the same closeness of affinity 
between these languages and the medium of instruction adopted, 
and children, particularly in rural areas, who are not conversant 
en~ugh wit~ Urdu find it difficult to follow lessons given in it 
durmg the flfst few years of· their schooling, and their attention 
is apt to be divided between the subject matter and the difficulty 
of follo.wing t~e w'?rds in· ~hich it is conveyed. This. naturally 
results, sometimes, m learnmg of words- by rote without the forma 
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tion of clear concepts. In the larger cities and towns where there is 
greater admixture of people speaking different languages and large 
n~~bers ~~ visitors speaking Urdu pour in every year, this 
difficulty IS not so pressing. In the rural areas, however where 
there are less irequent contacts with outside_rs, and the l~nguage 
of . the people has not been equally enriched by considerable 
intermixture with Urdu, Persian and Hindi words, the question 
of the medium of instruction presents certain difficulties which 
must be courageously faced and solved. In the case of the 
Balti and Ladakhi ( or Bodhi ) languages the situation may 
be taken to be the same, eltcept that the latter i. e. Bodhi 
has an entireiy different script and there are few common 
words between it and the other languages. 

We shall first deal with the question of Kashmiri. We 
have given very carelul and anxious thought to this problem 
and the opinions which have been advanced from various 
sides about it. On the one hand, there is the psyehologically 
sound demand that education, particularly in the primary stages, 
should be given through the mother tongue which is, obviously, 
the easiest medium through which children can acquire knowledge 
and we sympathise with the aspirations of some of Kashmiri 
speaking people that primary education should be imparted to 
their children through the Kashmiri Language. But we have 
also to consider certain other relevant factors- firstly, the openly 
expressed attachment of the vast majority of Kashmiris to the 
Urdu language;· secondly the far· reaching social and political 
significance ol maintaining a common medium of speech for 
the various linguistic groups living in the two provinces of the 
State; thirdly, the feasibility, or otherwise, of changing the 
medium of instruction in schools from Urdu to Kashmiri or 
any other language. So far as the first consideration is concerned, 
we are satisfied that a large majority of the people in the 
State would not welcome any measures which may adversely 
affect the position of Urdu in the State, although many thoughtful 
people, who have given their attention to the problem are 
anxious that the ·linguistic handicaps from which children in 
rural areas suffer when they are taught from the very begin
ning through Urdu, should be removed. With reference to the 
second point, we cannot stress too much the importance of 
checking all disruptive tendencies which mig~t result in dividing 
dilferent groups from one another and checkmg _the ~ro~th of 
a sense of national solidarity. Even now there 1s, wtthm the 

, State, an inter-provincial jealou:<y which has struck . us unplea-
santly and which sometimes threatens . to assume disagreeable 
forms. We consider it absolutely essential for the good of the 
State and the peaceful evolution_ of its cult~ral life that noth~ng 
should be done which would accentuate th1s tendency wh1ch 
is- not unconnected with the language problem. We are strongly 
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convinced that, ·even when one or more of - the la-nguag:s 
within the State become dev~lo~ed e~ough to st;r_ve as med1a 
of instruction in schools ·and It IS dec1ded to utJhse them for 
the purpose, it .will be necessary to teach the Urdu language 
ellectively to all .children, for th~t alon.e ca.n _serve as a .means 
of intercourse · amongst the varw_us linguistic groups m the 
Jammu and Kashmir provinces. and between. the people . of 
the State and the· rest··of lnd1a. Then there IS the question 
of the practicability of introducing Kashniiri a~ the medium 
of instruction in Kashmir schools. ln'this connection, we should 
like to make it clear at the outset that, in our opinion ulti
mately not only Kashmiri but other undeveloped languages also 
have the capacity to become effective media of instruction for 
schools. For, -the development of a language is, alter all, deter
mined by the standard of intellectual and cultural development
attained by the people speaking it and we have no doubt 
that, as education becomes more wide-spread in the State 
and the intellectual _·status of . the people as a whole is 
consequently raised, their languages would become more 
enriched and in· due :course, -be :.capable of expressing literary,.· 
academic and scientific ideas. In making our proposals in this 
behalf,- therefore, we are fully conscious 'of the place and the 
possibilities of this language. But .our concrete proposals ·-must· 
take into- account ·the existing conditions and the literature· 
available in the language for the purpose of ·schooling. T akiog' 
these into account, we do not think it is in -the interest' of 
the people to recommend ·the general adoption of Kashmiri as. 
the medium of instruction in all primary schools. .for it is 
not only a question _of -the provision of a. few text . books, one· 
or two ·in each -subject for each class, but of providing 
supplementary reading material and library. books which will' 
be· all the more necessary, ·under ·the new scheme of education. 
Th:n ther~ is _the f~rther difficulty of dovetailing the medium
of mstruct10n m pnmary classes with that in the secondary 
schools where ·Urdu must be retained. If two dillerent media 
ar_e used in -the two stages of education, the transition stage 
w1ll be a~tended with great -difficulties, and prove to be a 
set-back m the ·process of· children's education. -

. We :are, however, keenly conscious of the need for 
m~kmg ~he acquisition of knowledge an easy process for 
childref! m the . lower classes and therefore, making the following 
sugg:stion~ :-vh1~h, we hope will go' a long· way to ease their 
genume d1fl!culhes :-

1. Teachers s?ould !>e directed, particularly in rural 
<1:reas, to g1ve the1r _ oral lessons in Kashmiri in the 
f1rst three -classes in order to ensure that children 
foll?w clear~y whatever ·they are being taught. Thus 
then lessons 1n Geography, Arithmetic, Hygiene etc 
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will be given in Kashmiri and children will also be 
encouraged to express themselves -freely and easily 
in it. Technical terms should however, be the same 
as in Urdu and care should be taken to ensure that 
this permission does not prejudice the educational 
progress of the non-Kashmiri speaking children 
of whom there is a large number in cities and towns. 
Explanation in Urdu also should be given for their 
benefit. In order to ensure that children in class IV 
are able to follow lessons in Urdu, conversational lessons 
should be included in Urdu teaching and Urdu books 
of . the lower classes. 

-1 I. In order to overcome the difficulty which young children 
experience when they are struggling through the stage 
of learning to read and are requrired simultaneously 
to learn the meaning of the new words, we suggest 
that the children's primer and Reader taught in class I 
should only contain Kashmiri -words of .every day 
use or words which are common to Urdu and· Kashmiri, 
of which we understand ·there is a very large number. 
This will considerably facilitate the children's progress 
in the early stages of learning to read. · 

Ill Moreover, in the .. Urdu readers prescribed for the first 
three or four classes, great care should be taken to 
make the language as .simple:as possible and to utilise 
fully those Urdu· words which have been adopted in 
the Kashmiri language. The present Urdu text book 
in use in Primary schools have struck us as being linguis
tically · too difficult for children, particularly those 
reading in village schools. Incidentally, their subject 
m,;ttet also appears to-be too difficuiL for them and 
it ·is neeessary to get Urdu readers prepared with 
great care. · 

IV. We also hope that all those who are generally in
terested in the development of the Kashmiri language 
will devote themselves to the production of educational 
literature of good quality in the Kashmiri language
both for children and adults-and that the Education 
Department will encourage this cultural service by utiiis· 
ing these books-if they are good enough- for school 

. .libraries and for purposes of -adult education 
The question of- script ·has- also been raised ~n this. conn~c

tion and some witnesses have suggested the adoption of a pohcy 
of two scripts- Persian and Devnag~i .instead of the.one script 
now in vogue. We have given anxious thot~;ght to th1~ P!oblem 
-also-and individually discussed it, not on!~ w1th ed~cat10msts but 
with other public men of various commumt1es, ~elongmg ~o Ja~mu 
and Kashmir. Taking all the relevant factors mto consideration, 
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we are definitely of , opinion that any measure :which tends to 
divide the people of this State into two water-hg?t groups, ~ne 
conversant with the Devnagri script and the other w1_th. the !' ers1an 
script is not only likely to be attended by !Dany ad~mistratJve ~nd 
financial difficulties but also prove a great ~mdz:ance m the evoluh<?~ 
of a common nationhood and the ennchment ~~ the Kashmm 
language and _literature. · For, it wo';lld tend to . est:ange people 
acquainted with one script from the hterary contnbuuons made by 
people who use the other script and such a division will have .the 
unfortunate effect of tenciing to divide tne Hindus and Mushms 
into two groups and stand. in the way of their fullest ~ultural 
intercourse which is desirable from all points of view. If thiS State 
-like the U. P. or C P.-had actually two scripts in general use, 
we should have accepted the existing situation and recommen
ded the compulsory teaching of both scripts to all the students 
in schools. But now that there is only one script in use in the 
State and a great majority of people are attached to it, the 
introduction of the controversy o! a second script will be a dis
tinct disservice to the cause of natiopal solidarity. We are so 
strongly convinced of the need for teaching a common script 
to all the citizens of the State that, if all the people could agree 
to the adoption of any other script-say Hindi or Roman-and 
such a measure were feasible,. we should consider that preferable 
to the alternative of educating the new gener11tion in such a 
way·that some of them· would be unable to read the thoughts 
and writing& of others .. And, of course, the administrative and 
other difficulties involved in introd.ucing two scripts in schools
when there is one court language and script which is in use in the 
ollices, the law courts and everywhere else-are too patent to 
require elucidafjon. : . . , · 

. There· is, however, another allied question which is often
wrongly, we think-confused with_ this matter of the script. 
There is a demand on the part of certain sections of the Hindu 
community that Hindu boys should have facilities for the study 
of Hindi as it is closely related to their reliaious literature 
and culture. We consider the demand to be quit~ justified and 
recom'!'end that wherever pa,ssible, facilities should .be pro,•ided 
for H1~~u studen~s who desire !o learn .the Hindi language as 
an add1t1onal sub;ect from the .nd class upwards. But side 
by side with the learning o~ this additional language, it ~ill be 
compulsory for ~ll students m schools to take up Urdu in order 
to be able to d1.scharge effectively their duties ol common 
citizenship in ·a common state. -

What we .have said about the Kashmiri language applies 
also to the Balh language and. the same facilities should be 
given to children of prim?~Y cl.asses in Balti speaking area as w~ 
have proposed for Kashrmn ch1ldren. In the case of Bodhi speak~ 
ing people-they number a little over 40,000-who have an 
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education should be conducted in the. Bodhi language and 
script, Urdu being taught as a compulsory. seconcl language from 
class I I I upwards. Any consequential changes· which may be 
necessary in the standard of their Urdu <Zourses in the light of 
this recommendation should be made by the Department. 

EDUCATION OF GIRLS. 
The Committee considered very carefully the position and 

problems of the education of girls in the State in· con!lultation 
with Miss S. W. Shaw, Officiating Chief lnspectress of: Girls Schools 
who had been specially coopted on .the· committee, for this 
purpose: The Committee examined the figure!! of.thr.c total number 
of schools the enrolment of students, the. expenditure and the 
number and qualifications of teachers in· service. It also consi
dered the existing facilities for the training of, teachers and the 
implications of this situation for the quality of teaching imparted 
in schools. The position as revealed in consequence of this survey 
of existing conditions appears to the committee to be.extreme-ly 
unsatisfactory and depressing, and requires the adoption of imme
diate and drastic measures to quicken the pace o£ educational 
expansion and improve the quality of instruction provided in 
schools. The .committee heartily endorses the view expre-ssed by 
the Hartog Committee that in all schemes of future expansion, 
priority must be given to the question of girls' education and 
this recommendation appears to be particularly applicable to 
this. State where unfortunately 99.5.•/. of the women are.illiterate, 
It is obvious that no educational scheme for the betterment . and 
expansion of childre-n's education can be· effective or successful, 
so. long as practically all the .mothers continu.e to be illiterate 
and . consequently unappreciative of the advantages of education. 
Nor l:an we expect education to become an il'\l>trumem lor rais
ing . the cultural status of the homes and permeating into the life 
of the people, so long as it continues to ignore the problem of 
the education of girls. 

·EXPANSION OF TRAINING fACILITIES:-
We, therefore, recommend that as a first step. in . this direc

tiOn, increased facilities should be provided for the training of 
women teachers. At present only a bout. 16 teachers are trained 
every. year in the J. V. class in both the provinces. This number 
is entirely inadequate to meet the needs of the situation, particularly 
because a. majority of the teachers in service have very poor 
a'cademic qualifications and it has been represented to us that 
in. the case of, some of them it is doubtful if they· possess even 
the bart minimum of literacy. In order to persuade a large 
number of teachers in service and outside candidates to take ad· 
vantaoe of the · extra facilities proposed and to make training 
effecti~e, it,wilt be necessary to fulfi): t~e following condi,!:iops :-

. . _1. , , Additional' staff, pr0perly ·qualified!. should immediate!,¥ 
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be given to each of the two.Training, D~part~~-nts_ ,in 
Jammu and Srimigar in ord~r to make It posStbl~ .for 

- teachers to derivtl. some ad vaptage from the !r~1nmg 
· received. In the opinion of the ~ommittee, the mml~?m 
qualific~tio~ for the teachers on ~he staff of the .Tram~n~ 
·Dep!lrtment should be the passm? :of. the: Matnculatlon 
or one of~_fhe -Proficienc:l" :..exammattons followed by 

d '··. th SV I· l r a equate tr~mmg -m .- e" • . c ass... . - , _ ' , 
: I I. Arrangements should be made for trammg i2::. :cteabh~rf! 

in'-each pr0 vinc<il ann_llally, ·in or~er to meet the needs 
, of educational expa.DsiQn that we l;!.ave,recOiilmended 
,obelow. The-teachers oLaided schools should be eligjblc; 

------ -,to-. .join :without payment of tuition ·Jees.• .. ' - i :. : . ·. 
_, II L, l'he provision' for scholarships. ·shoUld be Jiherally m-. 

J' creased' and, in this . .connection.c we-' -suggest ' fha~ ,15, 
:. scholarships .of -Rs:. J 0/-- 4Jer ·month should· be prov14ed 

1 for :.each pro:vince.c: ~ n , -o , ,, · · ! . " . ' - -, .• 
. IV. .A Hostehshould be attached _to each Training. Depart~ 
· , , ment.•.an&: aU·:girls .under traini_ng. shc::mld: be,required 

, to residt~ in:-1.it. The' Hostel:should be -provided with 
.. _necessary. iurnitur~,and other ,reql,lisites-:and- no f~es 
:·should· be:!chargeddor residenll.et in. it. _ The . Hostel 
· should :be -In. the 'charge .of, a:cresident-warden J who 

- ... .. should'-,Q_e :paid an.allowance•of ·Rs.-·15/- per l,l!Pnth 
. .-.c.The: Committee, also examined .t~~: position with, .. regdrd 

to the S.V. training, .as it exists at(~resent. · .. During the,last four 
years, -9 girls have be'en .deputed_ to. the F etoipore ll.aining 
School. lor the. S.V ~training .and the total.cost o£ their two yean;', 
training to the State, works ·out at about Rs. 13 7,Q per stu<lent. 
We.are of opiniop. that 'without incurririg·a .. P.report'i.t>na\ely greater 
total expenditure, .. it would _he ,possible' to train a ,much larger 
number •of, teachers, .. jh.the S. V .~ class, is opendd.in', the State. 
We. give. .the details of expenditure which will have to. be!incurrC!d 
lor opening the S. V. class in Append1x G which shows that the 
cost of two y-ears' trainina, .per teachero would in this case, be 
!!-bout Rs. - 1,500/- instead~ of Rs. 1,400~- as at present. ·· 
- · ;; .. ln.the opinion of Cqmmittee,.the. min.imum qualific<1tion 
fo~: admission. to, the< J. V. cla~s shoulcLqe the ,passing of.. :the 
mu:idle school .examinationi1 and 'for the·S. Vi. Class, the1passing of 
the :matcic!llation .examination,. provided . iL shall-be, .open. to' the 
depa~t~ent, .in spe~ial cases, ·to admit experienced middle passed 
J V. s m, the serv1ce of the department to S. V. class. •In their 
case also ·-the condition. of. passing· in the :vernacular should. be 
enforced as. reco!Jlmended in the ca!le ;of men •. ,,,, 

1
, , .,, 

- ExPA,NSION {?F EDUCAt\ONJ\~ FACI:~Iiiit~ ':.:.:::: ' ! ' " 
v •• ~ ...t 1 • rJ 1 

, -. The C~mmittee is of opinion that the--present rate oi expan" 
son, namely, the opening of·: 2 -middle schools 'and· 6 .primary 
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schools, in each province, is entirely inadequate to meet the 
pressing needs of the existing situation. We, therefore, recommend 
that 20 primary schools and 4 middle schools should be opened 
every year in each province. We are aware that even this 
provision is far too meagre to cope with the immense problem 
of the illiteracy of women in the State. But we have made 
a reasonable and somewhat conservative recommendation because_ 
we are of opinion that the provision of educational facilities in 
the case of women should not out-pace the demand for it. 
We have also been informed that, in some cases, attendance in 
existing schools is very thin and that people in certain areas have 
not shown sufficient keenness to avail themselves of the' facilities 
provided. This is a problem which must be seriously tackled by the 
Girls' Education Department, both by its own efforts and by
securing the cooperation of other departments, like the Revenue, 
the Cooperative and the Rural Development Departments. 
We would suggest that the Government should, for this purpose,
adopt measures, similar to those which are being successfully 
tried by the- Punjab Government which has appointed local 
committees · consisting of local Revenue officials and other 
village functionaries, for the purpose of carrying 'out educational 
propaganda to increase the number of students ( boys and 
girls) reading in schools. We expect that if the higher officials 
of these departments take keen personal interest in the matter, 
and suitably commend or censure their subordinate officials, 
according as they do· or do not· take part in this propaganda
work, it will be possible to give a great stimulus fo ·the 
movement for the extension of primary education in backward 
areas, both amongst girls and boys. .· · 

As a further method of attracting a larger . number of 
girls to schools, -who are often reluctant or unable to join 
them without scholarships, we are of opinion that it is neces
sary to increase the provision made for the award of. scholar
ships to girl students. The actual amoun.t to be sanct10ne~ !or
schol,.rships should, however be determmed after exammmg 
in detail the requirements of each province. It shoul~ also be 
permissible for the department to transfer scholarships from 
one school to another and from one class to another, in order 
to e:~ttend the benefit of these scholarships as much as possible, 
and to avoid the lapse of funds which occurs at present, ~n 
account of the inadmissibility of such transfers. Moreover, m 
certain cases it should be open to the Headmistresses with 
the permissi~n of the Inspectress, to split up the san~tioned 
scholarships in order to enable a larger number ·of girls to 
avail themselves of monetary help. F':'rther, we reco~m~nd 
that in the award of these scholarships, It should be permissible_ 
for the Inspectress in the case of primary an~ middle schools, 
and the Headmistress in the case of htgh schools, to 
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waive aside the presenf restriction ~f awarding ~chol~rships 
OJlly to those girls ~ho have pa~ed ui all the sub]ec~ m the 
annual examination, 1f, by so domg, ~ome poorer g1rls are 
able ·to- benefit from ~ese s~holarsh1p~- It has also be_en 
brought to our · notice, m this connection, that sch_olarsh1ps 
awarded on merit are. often !l-nnexed by well-todo !p~ls who 
pass the. ex;l.mination creditably .. I? view of -~e co11~ht1~ns ~at 
prevail in· the State, we are delin~tely of opm1on that m J>Uch

cases "Certificates of Merit:· should be awarded · to th~se 
girls .. <:~nd their scholarships sh?uld be ~an~fer~ed t'? poorer g~ls 
who have done well enough m the exammatlons, even. though 
they- may not have secured .higher marks than their more 
well-to-do class-fellows. __ This ·re~ommendation is also worth 
considering in the case of the boys' schools. 

The work . of ed_ucational propaganda~ as well . as that 
of_ supervision, suffers badly at present because the inspecting 
staff available for the_ purpose is very inadeq!late and on the 
whole, not well qualified. The entire inspection staff_ on the· 
side of the girls' education consists of. the Ch~ef lnspectre5s: 
and two- provincial lnspectresses whose jurisdiction is so large 
that, although the number of schools is not very h1rge, it is 
very difficult for them to inspect annually all the .schools under 
them, We are of opinion that it is urgently necessary to 
increase the number of Inspecting officers and to begin with, 
¥ a measure of immediate, relief, o_ne more lnsp!':ctress should 
be appointed for ea~h province. It 'should be their duty .. not 
only to visit the schools more' frequently but also to adopt 
all possib}e steps to · increase the · general efficiency of the 
teachers working under theJtl. As we have pointed out aboy_e, 
in. the case of many teachers, their _academic_ knowledge as 
well as professional efficiency is extremely unsatisfactory and, 
inadequate; and it is necessary that the· lnspectress, who should 
be adequately qualified, be charged with, the duty of conducting 
Refresher - courses for their benefit and in other ways helping 
t?em: to. improve their professional efficienc:y. Another sugges· 
tlon which may be tried in this connection, is the establishment' 
of a central library which should be attached to the office of 
the Chie_f lnspectress and from ~hich books of educational and 
general interest might be sent out to the teachers working in 
mo!ussil_ schools, all over the State. -

WASTAGE IN SCHOOLS. ·. · 
We have been greatly concerned to note- that there is 

a great deal of wastage in_ girls' educational · ~~hools due · to, 
the fa~t that a large majority of girls dq not carry ·on their 
education to the 5th class by which tirp_e they may be reason
a~!>:" ~xpect~d to achieve permanent literacy. In order to 
minimise thiS wastage and check the present laps~ into illiteracy, 
we r!!commend that financial provision should be made for 
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the distribution of free-books in i:he 4th and 5th classes of 
the Primary schools and we are inclined to think -that this 
attraction will result in retaining a much larger number of 
girls in the upper classes of the schools. We expect . that the• 
total cost of this proposal will not exceed Rs. I 0,000/- par: 
a~num. we: have also been informed that there is no provision· 
for the supply of free books to the genuinely poor girls reading> 
in primary or secondary schools. It will be necessary to· make 
some provision for these girls also, similar to the provision
that has already been sanctioned for boys reading in compulsory 
schools. ' ' -

.SYLLABUS. 

We recommend that the Department should undertake· 
a careful scrutiny of the existing syllabus and courses for girls 
schools and overhaul them. with the object of making them 
more suitable and congenial for the present interests and the 
future occupations and responsibility of the girls. There is no 
reason whatever why the education of girls should be, made 
unreal, mechanical and stultified under the domination of. the, 
examination system. We have much greater latitude in' theil' 
case and. the external circumstances are not. so· pressing _or
forbidding as_ they have been in· the case of boys. We there
fore suggest that a representative and. well informed committee 
should _ be appointed for -reorganizing the contents of._ the· 
s;yllabus :of girls' education. :, - ·' ,, · 

ScHOOL BUILDINGS:• -· . -<~ · [ 

The Committee. was. informed that the accommodation: 
available for:· the girls' schools, particularly in the -rll'ral: areas is• 
generally very unsatisfactory,. the schools being: mostly housed· 
in. unsuitable rented buildings. Trhe· 'committee .. .is cof. -·opinion• 
that the _Government should underta!fe a scheme for the gradual 
construction of buildings for girls'' schools· whi:cK should• provide' 
accemmodation for the· classes a'S well as suitable' accc!>mmo-· 
dation for the residence of the·teacher-in-charge. W·e· recommend• 
that ·the Government shauld, c;:oristruc115 school buildings .e_very 
yeaF at a moderate cost _,and _we' antieipate that i~ · this: 
recommendation is carried out, it will be possible, in the course· 
of the next I 0 years,. to. _provide -Government" buildings for 
the existing primary, schools which number abo?t 150. This• 
recommendation is made: with a view to secunng ~easonable· 
conditions of work for the, students and the teachers, the latter 
being greatly Handicapped' on -acco1lnt · of tih~ir inability· to 
find_ suitable accommodation- in· the !'W'al areas. 

PARENTAL COOPERATION. - '-
lrt· the opinion of. tho:; Committe-: ~t is desirable that 

opportunities should be- pr<.>VJded for bnngmg - t~e ~others- of. 
the. giri $tiudt>nts: and. othe!> w0IDen of- th~ .locahty mto• .touch 
with- _the: work .of the schools.- The com!Illttee, therefore;. suggest> 
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that occasional functions should be . ar~anged- in school time if 
necessary-to which they may be mv1ted,. and <?n such occa
sions talks should be given on useful subJects hkely to be of 
interest to the visitors and an exhibition of the work d~:me by 
girls should be organised. T~is will give the ladies ~ommg fr~m 
outside a better understandmg of, and greater mterest 1p, 
the work of the school and it would incidently form a modest 
beginning lor the inauguration of adult education work amongst 
women. 

MEDICAL HELP. 
The Commiette recommends that wherever lady doctors 

are available in cities or towns or touring lady doctors are avail
able in rural areas, it should be their duty to conduct medical 
examination of the girls reading in schools within their jurisdic
tion and to deal with cases that require "medical attention. 

CHAPTER VIII. 
DIRECTION AND INSPECTION OFFICES. 

There is a general, and perhaps inevitable tendency, 
in all government departments under present conditions, for the 
clerical and "File" work to increase rapidly with the result that 
responsible officials are over- burdend with clerical work and 
unable to attend as much to their real work as they should. The 
Department of Education is no-exception to this rule and on inquiry 
we found that work in the Direction office as well as Inspection 
offices has been suffering on this account. The present estab
lishment of the Direction office was sanctioned in 1989 when the 
scope of its activities was comparatively limited and there were 
only 1096 schools under it against 1246 today. Now that its 
work has greately expanded and further developments are under 
contemplation which will throw increased responsibility on the 
Director of Education as well as Inspecting officers, it is necessary 
that their establishments should be adequately strengthened. In 
order to relieve the Director from the purely routine work and 
enable him to devote greater attention to the work of guidance 
and supervision we consider it absolutely necessary that he 
should be given a competent Personal Assistant who should be 
a . Gaze~ted ofl~cer and should be duly qualified, not only to deal 
with olhce routme but also to help the Director in workino out 
d_etails of educational schemes and proposals. Secondly we"' con
Sider the present strength of the clerical stall in the Direction 
office to be very inadequate and we find that Directors have 
b~en pressin~ this point in the past also. ln Appendix H we 
giVe our deta1\ed recommendations in this behalf showing their 
financial implications. ' 
. In our sur_v~y we have pointed out how the work of inspec

tiOn and superv1s1on suffers because of various geograohical and 
personnel difficulties. , While the former are, on the wh~le, beyond 
our control, measures should be taken without delay to strengthen 
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the Inspection staff and give them adequate clerical assistance 
with a view to releasing them from the excessive attention 
to details of office routine, which takes up too much of their 
time and energy, and enabling them to devote more of their 
time and attention to the work of guidance and superv1s1on. 
As a result of the recommendations made in our Interim Report 
we were glad to find that the Government has accepted our 
view in the matter and made some provision for the strengthen
ing of the Direction and Inspection offices in this year's budget. 
We warmly welcome this move but we feel that the relief 
given to the offices of the Inspectors of Schools is not adequate 
and we hope that this question will be sympathetically consi
dered by the Government, when these proposals are scrutinised. 
We consider this all the more necessary because at present 
,;orne of the Inspecting officers are unable to carry on the 
prescribed amount of touring and inspection work for want of 
time. We give in Appendix 6 our detailed recommendations 
for the increase in the establishment of . the Inspecting officers. 

In order to lay down a reasonable policy for the fu
ture in this connection, we recommend that every year, with 
the opening of 1 00 new schools, the post of an Assistant 
Inspector of Schools should be created and. whenever the 
number of schools in the jurisdiction of an As~istant Inspector 
exceeds I 00, an Asstt. District Inspector should be given to him 
who should be an experienced and otherwise suitable trained 
graduate. The latter suggestion would require the provision of 
the posts of Asstt. Distt. Inspectors in all the Divisions. 

We also wish to emphasise the fact that the Inspecting 
officers should at this crucial point in the history of educational 
development in the State, learn to take a new and · more help
ful and responsible view of their work and duties. In educa
tionally advanced countries, the Inspector is no longer looked 
upon as merely a critic or a fault-finder but as a friend, coun
sellor and guide of the teachers working under him. He is 
generally a better educated and more experienced person who 
goes from school to school, collecting impressions· and exper
iences and helping to transmit the most significant and useful 
of them from one school to another. We expect our inspecting 
officers to approach their work in this spirit and to address 
themselves to the task of improving not only the teachers' 
professional efficiency but also their social status and thei~ se.n~e 
of self-respect in so far as it lies in their power. Thetr VISits 
to schools sh~uld not be looked upon as annual ''visitations" 
the safe termination of which is a matter for thankfulness, but 
as welcome opportunities which honest and sincere ~eac~ers may 
utilise to add to their knowledge, and learn .what t.s bern~ done 
elsewhere by their colleagues. The lnspectmg officers Will also 
have to keep themselves more. upto date in their knowledge 
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ot educational methods arid technique, if they are to guide 
successfully the work. of teachers on the new lines and to 
conduct properly the Refre~her courses which it will be a regular 
and important part of theu duty to d~ •. We expect them an_d 
appeal to them to pi~ their part efftctently. and earnestly m 
the educational programme to be worked out 1n the near future. 

. We also suggest that it would. be extremely helpful 
and stimulating if the Director of Education calls an Annual 
conference of all Inspecting officer_s-province - wise or for the 
whole State at which the work of the preceding year may be 
reviewed. and plans drawn· up for the comi~g year. Sue~ 
personal ~rontacts and discussions can be of .1m~ense ~eneftt 
to all 'concerned. and they will .enable the Drrect10n offtce to 
keep in dose touch with. the progress of educational schemes. 

fiNANCIIIL IMPLICATIONS OF BASIC EDUCATION. 
The programme of future expansion of. basic education 

that we have drawn up in our report envisages a ten years' 
scheme, beginning with Baisakh 1997, and provides for the 
opening of one hundred new schools every year. This will 
provide at the end of the period o£ ten years, a school for 
every . village having a . population of over 500 persons. This. 
will be followed. by the next lS. years' programme desig~ed 
to bring similar facilities within reach of all villages with a 
population of ZOO or more. As this iS the biggest and the 
most expensive part of our programme, it seems necessary 
to work out its approximate financial implications which will, 
of course, b" spread over a number of years as proposed. 
· The basic schools of seven classes when fully developed 

should have a staff of at least five. teachers including craft 
~eachers. This will include. a headmaster (a trained graduate) 
m the grade of Rs. 55.2-7·5, twa teachers in the grade. of 
35-2 55 and. two, othen teachers in the. grade of 20-1 !-35. This 
sc~l~ of salaries is by no means extravagant in view of the 
efftctency. . en the part of teachers, demanded by the new type· 
of. ~ducaho~, and th~ fact that lh:ese schools will give education 
wh1ch, barnngo Enghsh. and· ClassiCal. languages, will not be 
much, ~elow . the standard of the present high schools in 
<tcad.emtc subjects and superior to it in others 

The schools will n<?t, however, spring dp. full - fledged 
but gradually. grow to therr full status, and will not require,. at 
!he <n~~et, the full complement of the staff shown above. It 
t.s antictpated t~at the schools will start with the two lowest 
classes m the ftrs~ year, and go on ·adding a class in each! 
subsequet_tt year. till il:t the. end of six years full fledged seven 
class baste sch<?ols Will. come into being. 

llil the first year when there are only two. classes in 
the ~chool one teacher in the grade of 20-11-35 will be 
provtded. In the second yea!', i. e. for tkee .classes another· 
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teacher' in the grade _ok?S-2-55 will be :added. In :the _ _third 
year i. e. ~or 4 classes, a third te-acher in the grade of: 
20-1 t-35 Will be necessary, No addition in ·staff will be' 
necessary in the fourth year_ when the. school will have five
classes. In the fifth year the school will start the 6th clas; 
and it will then require_ the services of the headrhaster i~ th~ 
grade of Rs. 55-2-75. Jn the 6th year _the school ~ll develqp
to' its full size i. e. have seyen classes and it _is suggested 
that_ another teacher. in_ .the grade of Rs. 35-2-55 should then 
be added, -__ ,, . _ _ ~ _ -
· ,. , On·. this ;basi~; the mi_nimum. salary budget of a full 

basic school in the 6th year following the inauguration of the 
scheme_· works_ out as follows :-: . . . 
One post at Rs. '5~/- in the grade of 55- 2-75 
Two post at Rs. 35/-· .. .. .· 35- 2-55 
Two posts lilt ,Rs~ 201- ,.. ,. _- ' 20- lt-35 

Total 

.660. 
840 
480 

1980 P:er an~um.: 
_ ··- , {3qt as _all the· ~ost1; :will _be: prr- a time-s~al~ it is

necessary to -calculate ,the. acver~ge. ~xpense which is ~:~uch cases; 
is ·usually calculated· at the minimum phis 2/3 of the difference 
between maximum and minimum . scales. _ O,n_ this basis the
average cost on the stall of each_ basic school will- . be - as: 
follows :-

One post at Rs 69/- in the grade of 51- 2-75 . 828 
- Two oosts at Rs. 49/- ,, - 35- 2-55 1-176 
TwopostsatRs. 30/- ., 20-1!-35 720 

Total ... _" 2724 P.A. 

It is also proposed to convert gradually~ ·rh~- .present 
primary schools into- schools of the new ba~IC- type. Such 
conversion implies the aeldit10n of two more · classes to the 
usual five class primary schools ~xisting at present and <lJ 
strengthening of the staff in- confor~ity with the _scale p~oposed. 
above. The -'.present s_taff of the pnmary school_ IS confmed to. 
one and occasionally to two teachers in the _gra,de of 20-1·-25 
or 20-1!-35. The average cost of. converting each primary 
schools into a basic school by addmg three or four teachers. 
will be as folio ws :- -

One post. at Rs. ·691- in the grade 55_- 2-75 
Two posts at Rs. 49/- in the grade of 35- 2-55 -
9ne post at Rs. 30/-. iri ~h~ grade of 20- H-35 

,. Total"' ... 

'828 
1176 
360-

2364 Per annum. 

As in some cases, the schoots will- have two' or· ,mor~ 
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teachers the average increase in" salaries. may be. taken as about 
2,000/- p. a. In the building programme mentm~ed elsewhez:e 
in the report, it has been estimated that ea~h bas1c s~hool bUil
ding will cost Rs. 1,000. Of this Rs. 500/- Will be requ1red when 
the school is started and the balance after two years ~hen two· 
more classes have been added and the number of students mcreased. 
In estimating the cost at this low figure, it has been assume_d 
that facilities will be afforded by the For est Department m 
the form of free- timber and that the villagers can be pur· 
suaded to provide free or cheap labour and other facilities in: 
order to show their keenness for the opening of a Govenment 
school in their villages. . 

In these basic schools it is contemplated that education 
will be imparted generally through three basic crafts-agricul
ture, spinning and weaving, and woodwork._ It will, therefore, be 
necessary to provide craft requisites for the schools-

In regard to the' first wift-agriculture-each school will 
require about 5 acres ·of arable land. This will have to be 
acquired by the Government and suitable compensation awarded 
to the owners. It will not be right to acquire waste land, where 
available, for the purpose, for such land is presumably unfit 
for agriculture and school boys cannot make it cultivable. The. 
cost of land will, of course, vary from place to place. 
In addition to this,- agricultural implements, plough animals, seeds 
and manure will cost about Rs. 450. Later contingencies and 
replacements will be met out of the proceeds of the farm. 

Spinning and weaving will require taklies, carding instru
ments, looms and other requisites as also the initial, outlay lor 
raw material. This is calculated at Rs. 200 per school. 

Wood work will- also similarly require tools and imple
ments as well as timber. The approximate cost of these 
may be put down at Rs. 900. 

These crafts are not intended to be taught on a rigidly 
commercial basis. Their primary raison d' etre is the ricli possi
bilities inherent in them for imparting effective and real educa-· 
tion and adjusting children to their actual environment. We· 
do not therefore, propose to emphasize remunerative aspect of 
craft· work and it would be premature to say · how much it, 
will yield when the basic schools have begun to function· proper
ly and effectively. But it is equally true that if craft "teachina 
is properly organised, not looked upon as an idle relaxation~ 
and the boys acquire the real discipline of work it must result 
in the production of useful articles which are ~arketable and, 
must yield some income.· We are of -opinion that this should 
b; spent either on the ?evelop~ent of crafts or the general eq
Uipment o( schools, or 1~ the Interests of the boys reading in 
th~. sch'!ol .. !he produce from farms may, lor example, be 
utlbsed m gtvmg the underfed children their midday meal, the 
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cloth _w:oven may partly be used for purchaslngT implements aid 
raw. materials and partly. for. clothing the lar<>e numbers of 
'.children in· schools who are·· neither adequately~oclothed nor ca'n 
.afford' to keep clean because they have no clothes to change; 
·the wood work section· will·· prepare all kinds· of furniture. and 
other ·implements required in the schools', ahd attend t6 minor 
'repairs· of the schoool building. In additibn to this, the- -craft 
learnt in the school can ·be , utilised for comriu1nity i service
repairs of village buildings, helping the farmers, and constructing 
,objects of common utility -for the village. Ultimately; ·the work 
.of' each school ·will be assessed in terms of the . welfare work 
.done·· by it in an organised way, acc;,rding to~ the .conditions and 
requirements of- the locality in which. the school is functioning. 
:We are thinking in this connection of the first few_ years of the 
experiment but we, anticipate that, whet! full seven year 
schools have come into. being,. and they are staffed with pro
perJy ·trained teachers, craft- _work in schools will become more 
remunerative and, it'. may be possible r to. meet part of • the 
-incre;'lsipg expenses on education from. this· source. _ 

Another item of expenditure - in these .sch~e>ls would be 
-.the provision of the furniture; general equipment, .scienc~ appa· 
ratus ao.d books. , Now the provision of .these articles: is, a\:>sa
lutely necessary if the schools are to function at all satisfactorily and 
-mos_t of the existing schools_ are. hopelessly backward in this res-
-pect. , If these requisites were purchased from the market in 
!the ordiqary way, they will -involve very con13iderable expendi
.i;ure. __ , In or.der _ to economise e:~Cpt;nditury and to: organize work 
-ration~lly,, we are o{ opinion that our technical school,s imd later 
the other schools also· should vigorously cooperate,,in: a move
:ment of self :help. and articles like benches, chairs, . tables, black
boards, chalk, .ink_etc. could be_ made according~ to. carefully 
sta{ldardised specimens .by .them. Likewise . simple : 'science 
.app<~.ratus, agriculture and weaving apparatus could all?o au due 
course_ be prepared, _by them under expert guidance.. . In i the 
·matt_er of the .preparation i:>l books. and supplementary reading 
materi101l which is neede.d f9r all scho.ols, the .Department . shoul~ 

-u~dertake , to, get .suitabler. material prepared by teache~s. inspect
:ing officers and others', and the Government ~hould url~ertake 
·!o ptint _it -!ot\ the use of the sc?ool~ at cost pn~e.;. In th1~ way 
.1! the~e1 ~~ 1a .concerted ,attempt, 1t. w1ll be. poss1ble to .equ1p .the 
/schools without i,ncurrihg prohibitive expenditure. 

: ' I I ' ' ., CbNTRACT BUDGET.. ' 

' . . '' 'fh~ ~o~~ittee has noted, the f~ct that. consider a hi~ lap~~s 
:of educatio~al -grants: o~cur: ever.y year .which, !f available_, c;:~uld 
be ~sed fo{ initiating new measures of educatiOnal. orgamsatJon. 

:The fo}lqwing_ table giveJ! . an idea . of the .lapses :that have 
occurred during the last five years. ' · 
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year. Estimates. Actuals. Lapses. 

1989-90 Rs. 17,53,000 Rs. 16,09,970 Rs. I ,43,030 
1990-91 Rs. 17,68,000 Rs. 15,81,839 Rs. 1,86,161 
1991-92 Rs. 16,70,000 Rs. 15,86,316 Rs. 83,664 
1992-93 Rs. 17,93,000 Rs. 16,67,229 Rs. 1,25,771 
1993-94 Rs. 18,93,000 Rs. 17,53,284 Rs. 1,39,716 

The Committee therefore, recommends that . the budget 
for education may be placed on a contract basts so as ~o 
enable the department to utilise the savings of one year . m 
the next year. In this way if the total grant for the education 
budget, say for the next ten ye?rs, is determined beforeha~d, 
the Department can plan out tts programme of expansion 
and development in a systematic manner and make the best 
use of the money placed at its disposal. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
ln this chapter, we propose to formulate our recommen

dations about certain important topics, which have not found 
place in the preceding chapters. We have included them in 
this final chapter, not because they are less significant than 
-the topics we have already discussed, but because they do not 
require full and separate chapters to be asigned to them. 

I. MEDICAL. EXAMINATION. 
In connection with the problem of the health we have 

been reliably informed that there has been, duril!g the 
last few decades, a deterioration in the health of school 
cltildren and consequently, in that of the older genera
tions also, and we consider it absolutely essential for the 
general welfare of the people and for the effective success of 
our educational programme that measures should be devised 
to improve children's health in schools. We are of opinion 
that this deterioration must be ascribed primarily to the lack 
of adequate nourishment and want of proper medical super
vision and treatment. In some cases, absence of the facilities 
for physical training is also responsible for the poorly developed 
physique of school children. It is, therefore, necessary that 
suitable preventive and remedial measures should be adopted, 
as early as possible, to safeguard the health of the students. 
We welcome the move that has been recently made of 
appointing doctors and establishing dispensaries in the two 
colleges. But we would like to stress the point that medical 
supervision · ~ ev~n more important in the case of younger 
children readmg. m schools. We are of opinion that ultimately 
!lrrang~ments will have to be made for the periodical· medical 
Inspection and treatment of _all children but as an immediate 
b~inning, we ~ggest th~ adoption of the following measures, 
whtch we consider practtcable from the financial and adminis
trative point of view: 
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L· Wherever Refresher course for teachers, suggested in 
our Report, are organized;· the ·cooperation of the loc~l 
medical · auth~rities should be · obtained · invariably, 
in order to train· school teachers to record systema

. tically the various physical measurements which; give 
an indication of <the general health of the students. 
They should also be taught how to detect ordinary 

. physical defects and common diseases and· to adopt 
··simple precautions· in connection with them. · It would 

be: advisable for the Medical Department to consider 
'this. problem as a whole and lay. down the general 

-·lines to be followed by local medical officers' in· givi~g 
the requisite ·training. · . ·· ·· ·. . 

. II.• 'In bigger cities wilere the number of· studei:lts j_iistifies 
this measure, sp~ci'al dispensaries 'should be · opened 
for school children,. in order· to' rdeal 'with all such 
cases as art; either dete~ted by.the_,medica:l officer& 

· • · or are reported :to them by the schopL authoriti¥s:, ~ 
·III. Special' instruction~.:sliould be issued"to'the''Touring 
.. Dispensaries situated ·in. the rural areas 'to. lo'ok after 

: . the health of school children ~nd conduct thefr'rriedical 
examination, so far 'as po'ssibl.e :with ' .their· 'preseht 
re-sources... · · : ·. · · , · ' .. · . · · · · :1 

IV. In the 'towns where aaequat~ medical arrimgement~ 
are in existence; it should be the. duty~ of the inedi:. 

' . cal officers to arrange foi ·the medical inspeCtion qf 
school children within their, jurisdiction. · ' · · · · 

V. The Medical · Qepartment 'sho11ld . be :inst~ucted to in
. elude in their admial Report ·,a· special' section show
ing what has been done i~. the way 'of' _medical 
exa:mination ·and 'treatment 'c:if,school children;· durirg 

' he year· under :review. ·, · ' ~- .· · ... · · : . ·: 
'VI. .¢phe Government should consider_ pnl.etjcable ways 

~. and means. of providing some rrii.?day' refreshment for 
: . poorer: children· :wlio may n~e~ · 'it1 because w_e are 
·. ' aware.' that the ed'ucational ptogies8 · o.f many :poor 
· ' ' children-in,' ~his. as in other countfies:;:..is 'greatly handi~ 

capped, because of the lack· of · suitable ·;md .. sufli~ 
·. · ·, cient diet., We would also·reconi.mend'~hat later; when 

1 • • I 0Uf Scheme Of OOSiC educatiqn is in full WOrking order o 

' . ', part of' ·the' proceeds oi chil.~ren's ,wor~ :shou~d be 
· specifically ,devoted to the opJ~Ct qf~provtdmg mtdday 

. · meal for children. . . . . , 
.I. : · W ~ ~re ~of ?pinion that t~e se~vice of colle~e .. doctors, 
whose apP,omtment has be,en sanctl?ned, rh~>Uldc-~e '~~thse_d du
ririci ·the ·long vocation for conductmg medtcal ex~mmattqn of 
~s "'many schools · as possible.. T~is ~o~ld be ~as1ly arra~ge~ 
,by the. Srinagar_ doctor w~rktng ~~ Jam~u dunng_, the. wmter 
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-~acation and· the Jammu doctor working in Kashmir during 
the summer vacation. We further suggest that our p~oposals 
contained in this section should be referred to the Medical De
-partment with the request that it shou~d work out their financial 
implications and other necessary details, and take the requisite 
steps to- implement these proposals. _ 

ll. - PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
Closely allied with the 'question of medical inspection is 

that of. physical education which is a vital condition for hea~t~. 
We are glad to find that mass drill and outdoor scout activi
ties team games and ·competitive sports are fairly common in 
sch~ols- and in some places they are quite effectively organised. 
We feel, however, that these should be supplemented by regular 
physical education, supervised so far as possible by qualified men. 
We therefore, recommend that while teachers actually working 
in schools should be made responsible for the general physical 
health and development of children in their charge, provision 
should be made for trained and qualified physical instructors 
to give expert advice and guidance to teachers in this work 
which really requires an intelligent understanding of the Ia ws 
of children's physical growth. For this purpose we recommend 
the appointment of one qualified physical instructor for each of 
the ten divisions into which the State is divided for educational 
administraton. They will supervise, coordinate, and try· to im
·prove the work of the general teachers in this direction and 
also help in scouting, excursions and other physical activities. 

Ill. MANUAL WoRK WEEK. 
It is a well known fact that in the State, as is the rest 

of the country, educated youngmen are apt to develop an 
aversion to manual work and to hanker only after the clerical 
·or other "white -collar" professions. Socially, morally, economi
cally. -in fact, from all points of view-we consider this to be 
a vicious and reprehensible mentality and are anxious that it 
should be completely eradicated. The emphasis which our new 
scheme of education lays on crafts and practical work is intended, 
amongst other things, to foster tbe right attitude towards manual 
wor~. In order to str:ss the idea of the dignity of labour and 
to giVe manual work 1ts proper status in the social structure, 
we recommend further the celebration every year of a manual 
work or labour Week in all schook During this period which 
may extend to a fortnight in the secondary schools, all the t~achers 
and students should devote themselves to some kind of manual 
work required in tho: s~hool, or in the form of rendering service 
to the local commumty m accordance with a carefully considered 
plan drawn up before-hand. A record of all the constructive 
work. done ouring this period should be neatly maintained ar.d 
~u~m1tted at an annual function to which the public may be 
mv1ted. The schools may be given a small contingency grant 
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·at the start in order 'to meet the initial cost o'f organising 
the work, but it should be the aim of every school to make 
it not only educationally useful but also remunerative. This 
is easily possible if, for example, the students carry out much 
of the annual repairs of the school building and the furniture 
themselves and the amount sanctioned for· the purpose is made 
over to them. We are convinced that, if stich "Labour Week" 
are rightly organized, they can vitalise the entire work of the 
school and give the students a new social and intellectual 
orientation. 

IV. ScHOOL OF ORIENTAL LEARNING. 
The Government at present maintains two pathshalas, 

one in each province, which are attached to Government 
High schools and where students are prepared for the variou·s 
Sanskrit Examinations of the Punjab University. But there is 
no corresponding Government Institution in the State, in order 
to prepare etudents for Arabic and Persian Examinations. In 
view of the large number of Muslims in the Kashmir province, 
and their attachment to and demand for oriental learning, we 
recommend that a well equipped school of oriental learning 
should be established in Srinagat where students would be 
·prepared for Proficiency examinations in Arabic and Persian. 
This school will in course of time, become the recruiting ground 
for teachers of Arabic and Persain in the Middle and High 
schools and possibly also for the teachers of theology. 

V. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. 
It was brought to the notice of the Committee, in the 

course of evidence given by certain witnesses, that there is an in
sistent demand for the prevision of religious education in schools, 
particularly among the Muslims, and that if adequate arrangements 
were made for this purpose, the enrolment of students, both boys 
and girls, would increase considerably. This position is understand
able, because religion has always played a dominant role in the life 
of the Indian people and education has always been closely allied to 
it. The various committees and commissi0ns that have, from time 
to time, considered the problem of Indian education have also 
recognised the force ol this demand. The present position is 
that a number of Urdu teachers ( formerly designated Arabic 
teachers ) are appointed every year with the object of teaching 
Urdu and providing religious instruction to Muslim students, 
and a number of Hindi, Gurmukhi and Bodhi teachers are 
similarly appointed for the teaching of Hindi, Gurmukhi and 
Bodh1 to Hindus, Sikhs, and Bodhs. But it was represented 
to us and we have no reason to disagree with the' view, that, 
the r~ligious education actually imparted in schools is very 
ineffective. The committee, therefore, feels that steps. should be 
taken to provide religious education of a ~ore effectJye nature 
for all· those who make -a demand for 1t. As a fu"st step, 
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therefore, the Cqmmittee r~commends that· the· Government 
should appoint committees consisting of members' of .the differ
ent communities " both educationists and people well-versed 
in religion - for revising the existing curricula of · religious 'ins
truction or drawing up new curricula as the case . may be, 
with the object of improving the present system of religious 
instruction. When these · curriculas have been preprrep, book~ 
should :be invited according to ·the criteria. drawn· up. 'The 
committee may also be requested to suggest other ways· an·q 
means for making ·religious education more effective and better 
suited to the Qeeds of the times,. and. for equipping· teachers 
incharge of this work for the efficient discharge' of their duties. 
: It shciuld be the duty of Urdu, Hindi , and -Bodhi 
teachers, wher.ever ·they are app'oinf¢d, to impart religious 
education: if it i~ desired bv the community concerned. But 
wh~te such teachers are 'not ·available, one of the g~neral 
;teachers, ~ho is considered to· be personally qualified for this 
work';~should be entrusted with the task. 'of giving this instruc
'tion to his own co-religionists, on the oasis of books prescribecl 
for 'the purpose. Th~ demand for religious education is parti
cularly strong in the :case of. girls' schools mainly . 1'-ttended by 
Muslim girls .. We, therefo.re suggest that in their case a special 
provision would be made {or, appointing teachers who may· be 
qualified to teach the Holy Koran 'and impart necessary religious 
'instructiOn. · 

we should like; 'in this. connection,. to. stress the fact 
~hat a proper religious 'eaiicatiori i!t . not merely· a function of 
academic instruction·' given in schools,~ but ciepends far more 
'on the spirit and the' attitude of the teachers, and on the way 
'in which the entire programme. and social. relationships of teachers 
and pupils are organised. We wo\lld,· t~erdore commend , this 
point to the attention . of'. all those' 'who .. are interested: 'in the 
~rovision of proper education for children, ;md suggest to· them 
that the values and ideals implicit, .in religious ~ducation 
should be tr!inslated i_nto concrete ter!i\~ iri the everyda~, lif,e 
.and activity of children 'who' are being c educated in'. 'schoofs. ' . 

· -vt SELECTION oF TExT BooKs. : 
· At present there"is a Text-Book Committee which's~lects 

books. for being prescribed in schools. The printing and publish~ 
ing of these is the concern of ·the authors or the publi~ers 
and the .Text-book. Committee· orily fixes the pric~~ in ac"or
dance With a sanctioned schedule. But we are not convin'ced 
that this is the best · method and we are ' afraid that here ·as 
eiSjVher~, it leaves considerable loophole$ for corru~tion· at:~d 
convassmg on the part of the publishers which takes devious 
forms. Moreover, since the new·· cscheme of educatiob . would 
.require books written on new lines; not only as to ·subject 
matter but also as "to the method of presentation it is necess~;try . ._ . : - . - .. -.: :_ . --. , - -
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-that a more suitable technique for the- preparation :of bo~ks 
should be adopted. We have considered various aspects of 
this problem and we suggest that the new syllabus and 
detailed criteria should be published, giving all necessary ins
tructions as to lines on which bocks are to be written, and 
authors should be invited to submit manuscripts. These 
manuscripts should be carefully reviewed by competent and 
independent reviewers whose names need not be made public, 
and after these reviews have :been considered by the Text-Book 
Committee, the authors of the accepted manuscripts should be 
paid a lumpsum together with -some suitable royalty, and publi
cation arranged on suitable terms either through approved 
publishers or directly -by the Government. The amount paid 
to the authors will be ultimately recovered from the publishers 
or the sales and the. method suggested will eliminate consider
ably the unhealthy rivalry of publishers which often makes 
proper selection difficult. - · 

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND CRAFTS. 
- The committee is of opinion that the Government 

should consider the desirability of establishing a school of Arts 
and Crafts in each province which may not only provide 
higher training in these subjects for teachers working in the 
Basic schools, but also serve as a centre of inspiration for 
the people of the State and help to raise their standard of 
work and craftsmanship. It would be desirable also to have 
a Museum of Arts and Crafts attached to the school, where 
the best specimens of work -done, whether in the -schools or 
.outside, as well as the best available specimens of old arts 
and crafts, should be exhibited ·for the inspiration and guidance 
of teachers, students and craft men. The Government -might 
cor;sider the possibility of remodelling _the present institutes at 
Jammu and Srinagar with this object in view. ' 

VIII. EDUCATIONAL JouRNAL. _ 
The Committee is of ooinion that in order to keep the 

teachers and Inspecting -officer; in the Department, as well as 
the public, in tC!)uch with the progress and develop~ent of 
the work of educational reorganisation, as also - to -Improve 
the professional elficiency of the teachers working in primary 
and secondary schools, it is extremely desirable that a monthly 
educational jo~rnal should be publishe~ under the auspices . of 
the Department. This Journal should mclude all the i;>ulletms 
and instructions . published by the Department from time . to 
time in connection with school education and adult education 
and contain accounts of educdtional experiments carried '\out 
in the State or outside, and articles on subjt;cts of general and 
·Jirofessional interest to teachers. Such a Journal would be 
·Y,~~orticularly useful for teachers in rural areas where th~re are 
·at present hardly any means of coming into contact w1th new 
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educational ideas and developments. We expect that with a rec
urring grant of Rs. 500/- per .annum: it will be possible to ?ring out 
this journal and to make 1t an mstrument for the lmprove
ment of the teachers' professional efficiency and a clearing-
house of educational idea!!. . 

IX CENTRAL LIBRARY Of? EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE. ' 
· ·- The Committee recommends that a central Library of 

Educational Literature for teachers and inspecting officers should 
'he established in ~ach of the two provinces from which teachers 
all over the _province. should be eligible to borrow books. At 
present there are two public Libraries in _the State, · but they 
contain neither enough books nor the right kind of _books for 
the use_ of teachers, and the Assistant Inspectors' libraries which 
we have recommended elsewhere, would not serve the pUI:
pose of these ce_ntral-libraries, b~cause they i. e. the former 
would mainly include .books_'likely to be helpful in conducting 
short Refresher courses, for teachers. . 

X. TECHNICAL 'EOUCA'flON. ' 
· . The subject of Technical Education ~as not specifically in

cluded in our terms of reference, nor did we get sufficient oppor~ 
tunity to examine the working of the technical schools. But, .in view 
of the close connection which we have postulated. between: general 
and technical education, it seems necessary to -~efer~ to this subject 
in passing alth~ugh. we. speak ·with_ a_ certai_n measure of hesita
tion for lack of sufficiel!t first hand kJ;~owledge. We think it will 
be ne_cessary for the State later . to appoint . a small competent 
comiruttee to examin~ .. the entire. 'guestion and. -make · recommen· 
elations lor the .impro:veniel).Lof.. the work of these schools. 
We can .only l]la~e. a brief, survey of the_; existing position and 
oller certam suggellt!ol;J!l 1 that . ~ppear to us to be useful:_ ... 

: As we have a)reajly pointed 'out there is no. teaching 
of crafts or any form pf p~oductive _work .. in the__ ordiDary school:; 
anywhere .. There .~.:however,. eight technical schools in the 
~tate-twq m . .the Cl~es pf Jammu and Srinagar and_ th~ others 
m . :Saramul4_ C\n~ Ar:ta_nt!lag. in the Kashmir Province and Samb~. 
Mlfpur, · Bl!adarwa_h_ a.ncl:Xishtwar_ in the Jammu Pcovioce. _ ;; 
: : The- following tf).ble; shqws t\te total number. ~£ stilde_nfs 
1n each technical .school t -- . · ' - • • 

- I - ' J 

Srlpaga~. 1 .' 142 · 

hh~d~~-~ah .... ' ~-- ::: ... : ~ 1~ -:~~<~'~ 
Kishtwar. 3 7 · ' 

-'Sambq. _ _ : ,;·.~:: . ._::;· ·
1
3! , _ '--::.: 

' - ·-- Mirpur. .:· ...<'•· ••• ,47; ... _. ~-'' 
~Bar_ii!Jlulla. ..•. ~. :..,,, .. -. 51;~ , -': .. ; 

1 
· Ananf!iag. · .•n · .. , • ___ ... -. 23 _- _ .. _ 

· · Each o{ th~ ~~h9~k . cond~cts a· ~J;~~;:~f c:~ses ~hich 
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are usually ol three y.{!ars' duration and to which literate 
students,: are, as a rule,;admissible. Illiterates are, as a rule, taken 
i!l ~he preparatory class and have to put in a year longer . 
. " , " Tl:ie following table' shows the courses and the number 
of• -students in the different classes of each course m these 
institutions •. 

BHAbARWAH. 
I. Carpentry 

Preparatory. 
3 

2. Dyeing & Weaving 
3. Smithy 

KISHTWAR •. 
1. Carpentry 
2. Dyeing & Weaving 

SAMBA. 
I. Calico Printing 
2. Dyeing & Weaving 

:. A NANfl'tAc:' • 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 
4 

L ·Willow' Woi-ks' · · 
2. 'Weaving, Dyeing & Calico ·:~~ 

' MIRPUR. 
I. Carpentry 
2. Weaving 
3. Utensil making 

jAMMU. 
I. Drawing & Paintitig .. '' · 
2. Cl:lri:>entry ' ,. · ::. ·· 
-'· Weaviri:g r \ ~ " I ,II 

4. Toy making 
5. · Pottdiy 
6. Smithy ... 

. BARAMULLA:· " ' 
I . Carpentry 
2. E~broidery 

'SRINAGAR. 
I. P~nti;.g & Decorating 

' · C Boys' Section ) ... 
2. Painting & Decorating 

( Girls' Section ) 
3. Basket making 
4. Carpentry 
5. Smithy 
6. byeing 
7. Building 
8. Special students 

8 ' 
2 
3 

15 
I I 

I st. 
2 
3 

6 
5 

5 
7 

6 
5 

II 
3 
7 

7 
s 
3 
I 
3 
5 

6 
5 

18 

25 
9 
6 

13 
2 

2nd. 
2 
2 

5 
4 

3-
4 

3 
2 

6 
2 
2 

4 
2 
I 
I 
I 
2 

4 
4 

15 
5 
2 
3 
2 
I 

3rd. 
I 
3 
I 

5 
3 

2 

3 
4 

2 

5 
I 
4 
I 
I 
2 

J 
3 

5 

I 
3 
4 
8 
3 

Total. 
8 

10 
4 

20 
17 

14 
17 

12 
II 

27 
7 

-I} 

16 
8 
s 
3 
5 
9 

28 
23 

28 

40 
IS 
II 
20 
12 
4 

12 

The emolument of students, the record of old students 
who received training in these schools as well ~s the impression 
that we gathered by discussing the matter w1th many people 
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show that the schools are neither popular nor have they 
played their expected role in the ~evelopm.ent of crafts and 
cottage industries in the S!ate. Theu _alumm too have been 
either hankering after services or suHermg from unemployment. 
Very few of them have shown the capa~ity_ to se~ up _succes~ful 
independent business of their own. Th1s 1~ a s1tuat!~n whtch 
requires careful consideration. We are anx10~s to utlbse these 
institutions to better purpose and suggest that most of these; 
institutions may, in course of time, be r~'modelled ~nd reorgani
sed so as to fit into our scheme of educatiOn as vocational second
ary schools of different' kinds. As at present cir~umstanced, 
it cannot be said they have succeeded to any apprectable extent 
in diverting youngmen to the pursuit of independent occupations 
or crafts. We are of opinion that when the detailed scheme 
of diversified types of secondary schools is worked out, these 
institutions should be dovetailed into the genera! scheme, so that 
the 'existing grants earmarked for technical education may be 
utilised in imparting education of a secondary standard in arts 
and crafts, which will not only bias youngmen towards various 
pr~ctical occupations but also help to raise the standard of work
manship, and enable them to carve out new lines of work for 
themselves. It is true that the craftsmiuiship of Kashmiri work 
is superb but, being generally illiterate· and uneducated, they 
cannot take any advantage of modern scientific facilities or work 
out new designs, new motifs or new techniques, and get into 
touch with what is being done ·in other provinces or countries, 
and thereby increase the appeal of their products and extend 
their markets. They also lack the capacity to market their goods 
properly ~nd to guard their economic interests. It is, therefore 
essential that they should have a better cultural background, and 
that they should receive primary education of a type which 
does not kill their artistic capacity or prejudice them against 
manual and craft work. The "basic education" which we have 
recommended in our Report is, in our opinion, an excellent prelude 
to craft training, and when young men, who have received their 
education in the new basic schools, join the technical schools, 
they will show a much better standard of work and much better 
appreciation of its possibilities than the haphazard collection of 
students now being taught in them. Moreover since these schools 
will give them a better general background 'and also train them 
on the business or commercial side under more realistic condi
tions, they will be able to play the-ir part in the rebuilding of 
the crafts and industries in the State. 

Sd. K. G~ Saiyidain Chairman. 
5d. Zakir Hussain Member. 
Sd. . Moh'd lshaq Member. 
Sd. R. C. Mehdiratta Member. 
Sd. N. L. Kitroo Secretary. 
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APPENDIX A. 
( List of ladies and gentlemen who submitted their memo

randa to the Committee. ) 
I. Mr. E. D. Tyndale Biscoe-Copy of note submitted to Un-

employment Commission and Memorandum. 
2. Mr. Nurud-Din, M.A., of ·Praja Sabha Secretariate. 
3. Mr. G. A. Mukhtar, M.A. B. T. Asstt. Inspector of Schools. 
4. Mr. B. K. Madan, M. A. Professor of History, S. P. College. 
5. Rev. A. Andrews, St. Joseph's College, Baramulla. 
6. Mrs. Z. A. Begum, Headmisstress, Govt. Girls High School, 

Srinagar. 
7. Mr. Girdhari La! Anand, Banker, Jammu. 
8. Mr. Frederic Jacob, M.A., C. M.S. High School, Srinagar. 
9. Mr. j. L. Kaul, M. A , LL. B. Lecturer in English, S. P. 

College, Srinagar. 
10. Mr. Fazli Haque, M. Sc .• B. T., S. P. College, Srinagar. 
II. Mr. lshwar Das, B. A. B. T. Headmaster, H. S. High 

school, Akhnur. 
12. Mr. Mehdiratta, Inspector of Schools, Jammu. 
13. Dr. H. L. Tikku, Retired Chief Medical Officer. 
(4. K. S Mirza Ghulam Mustafa, Retired W azir W azarat, 

Srinagar. 
15. Mr. K. N. Tikku of the Peripatetic Party, Sopore. 
16. Dr. E. F. Neve, F. R. C. S., Etc., Srinagar. 
17. Miss. M. Gomery, Anantnag. 
18. Canon C. E. Tyndale Biscoe, Srinagar. 
19. Mr. Das Ram Malik, M.A., B. T. Headmaster, Normal 

School, Udhampur. 
20. Mr. Kashi Nath Koul, Headmaster, Middle School, Hattian 

Dopatta. 
21. Mr. Q. Mohammad lshaq, M. A., M. 0. L. Inspector of 

Schools, Srinagar. 
22. Mr. Kanth Koul, M.A., Librarian, S. P. College. Srinagar. 
23. Dr. Sri Ram, Scout Organizer, Srinagar. 
24. Mr. Dina Nath Fotedar, Headmaster, Government I-ligh 

School, Bhadarwah. 
25. Mr. Balwant Singh, Inspector of Schools ( Retired ). 
26. Mr. S. L. Raina, Headmaster, Sri H. S. National Higli 

school, Baramulla. 
27. Mr. R. K. Bhan, Professor of Economics, S. P. College, 

Srinagar. 
28. Dr. Sodarshan, Asstt. Surgeon, Srinagar. . · 
26. Mr. Gopi Nath Vishen, Headmaster, H. S. H1gh school, 

Rainawari, 
30. Mr. Mulk Raj Gupta, Headmaster, Government High 

school, Udhampur. . 
31. Mr. La! Khan, Headmaster, Govt. High sch'?ol, K1shtwar. 
32. Mr. Prem Nath Masroor, Sopore, Kashmir. 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 

33. Mr. · Ghulam Rasul, Headmaster, Government High School, 
Srinagar. 

34. Mr. A. K. Kichlu, Professor of Philosophy, S. P. College, 
Srinagar. _ 

35. Mr. Damodar D.as Kachru, Headmaster, Babapore Middle 
- School; Srinagar: · . · . · 

36. Mr. Ram Lal Basur, M.A., LL.B. Mohaila Gupan, Jammu. 
37. Mr. Habib Ullah, Rangteng Middle School. · -
38. Miss. M. P. Mallinson, Principal, C. M. s~ Girls' School, 

Srinagar. ·. 
39. Mr. J. L. Pandita; S. P. High School, Srinagar. 
4o. Mr. Prithvi Nath Koul, Malapora, Srin&gar. 
41, Mr. R. K. Sapru, Office of the Dire<;tqr of Education, 

Jammu. _ . 
42.- Mr. B. D. S. Chopra, Sri Ranbir Ganj, Srinagar. 
43. ·Mr. Q. Qamar-ud-Din, S. R. High School, jammu. 
44. Mr. Ghulam Mustafa, 1st. teacher, Daulerpora, Sopor~. 
4j, Mr. Radhakishen Koul, H. S. High School Rainawari, 

Srinagar. 
46. Mr. Shridar Koul, Headmaster, Govt. High School. 'Sopore. 
47. Mr. Mohamm.ad Hu!\sain, teacher Akl;>ar lslamia High 

·school,- Jammu. ·. · 
48. Mr. Jagan · Nath Raina, Normal School,· Udhampur. 
49. Mr. Nand La! Dhar, 1st t~acher, Kalashpora, Srinagar. 
50. Mr. Noor-uil-Din, Rangteng School,- Srinagar. · ' 
51. Mr. Dina Nath Dhar, S. P. High· School, Srinagar. · 
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APPENDIX B. 
The Educational .. Re;;rganisation Committee was appointed 

by His Highness' Government of Jammu and Kashmir under 
Government order No. E .. D. B. 517/38 dated 27th June .1938 for 
the reorganisation of the , ~xisting educational system in the State. 
The Director of Education, Mr .. K. G. Saiyidain was appointed 
the Chairman .of the .CoJ;lllnittee and the following gentlemen 
as members:- 1 • • ,):._. '\ •· 

I. Dr. Zakir Husain, Principal, Jamia Millia, Delhi. 
2. Mr. Eric Tynd{l)e Biscoe, Principal, C. M. S. School, 

·Srinagar. " ., 
3. Q ... Mohamll)ad lshaq:,lnspector of Schools, Kashmir. 
4. Mr. R. C .. Mehdjratta, Inspector of Schools, Jammu. 
:5. Pt. Nand La! Kitroo, Headmast_er, S. P.· High School 

Srinagar, Secretary. , , 
The following are the terms. of reference under which 

the Committee was appointed. 
In view ~f the. urgent. t:\e~d for a new orientation of 

educational poli.cy and. ,a ,reorganisation. of the existing educational 
system in the st;.te, the Governm,•m~ have appointed an Educa
tional Reorganisation Committee consisting of the Director of 
Education as Chairman, and the above. noted gentlemen as 
members, to .examine the suitabilitY..and, o<\Qequacy of the present 
system of primary and secondary, education and to make re
commendations for bringing it into mpr~ _vital to,uch with the 
needs., of the people of the State ·and, the i(ieals of the good 
life, an4 to , a)N'aken a keener and healthier· civic and social 
sense The. following were the terll'js of reference to the 
Committee:- . , ·. 

1. To make a brief but cpmprehe11sive survey, of the 
present position of. primary and secondary education 
in the . St~te . with· special referenc_e, ;to the following 
points i:- · , .. 
(aJ the. adequacy qf the existing facilities for \he educa
tional needs of the people, . . : 
(b) the method ol recruitment, qualifications and status 
of teachers, , . · · · 
(c) the 'facilities available for . \h'" training of 
teachers and the maintenance and improvement of their 
professional efficiency during their period of service, 
(d) the .existing curricula and method~ in schools,· 
(e) the; relation of the school to the soctal and cultu~al 
life of the , community as a whole and the pursUits 
and occupations of, the people, · ' . 
(/J the facilities ·available for games, physical educ?'tion, 
scouting and other extra-mural. and extra-curncular 
activities, 
(g) existing machinery for ''continuation .education" of 
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students when they pass out of the schools, 
(h) does the State get full value for the money spent 
on education ? 

2. T 0 recommend to the Governm
1 

ent wayshand . mheahns 
for bringing educati?n into.~ oser touc Wit t ~ 
existing socio-economic conditions ~o as to. make. 1t 
more useful and practical as well as Improve Its quality 
and in this connection, to consider the following points :
(a) ihe length of the primary and secondary school 
courses and of the period of schooling, 
(b) the overhauling of the courses of instruction in 
accordance with the objects laid down in the preamble, 
(c) the medium of instruction, . 
(d) the introduction of compulsory primary educatiOn, 
(el the correlation of the present academic education 
with the teaching of cralts, and ways and means 
of doing it, 
(fl the diversification of courses at the secondary stage 
so as to provide for different types of students, to 
reduce the pressure on clerical services, and help to 
place national economy on a more rational basis, 
(g) the improvement of the professional efficiency of 
teachers, both trained and untrained, and provision 
of craft courses for them, 
(hl the feasibility of utilising private effort and non
official agencies in the development of education, 
particularly with regard to Adult Education, 
(i) ways and mo:ans of making the school a living 
centre of social work and service. 

By order of His Hrghness' Government. 
As the terms of reference indicate, the Committee was 

appointed to consider the existing situation with regard to 
Primary and Secondary education, and to make recommenda
tions for its re-organisation, so as to bring it into more vital 
touch with the needs of the people of the State, awaken a 
keener civic and social consciousness in them, and strengthen 
the ideals of the good life. What the Committee has therefore 
attempted to do, is not merely to suggest small formal changes 
in the curriculum and methods of teaching, but to work out 
a scheme of education inspired by a new educational ideology 
which wiil, on the one hand, be in harmony with the needs 
and requirements of the present age, and on the other, 
be effectively correlated with the ideals of the people of the State. 

The Committee met from· 7th to 25th of july 1938 
and considered in detail the various questions arising out of 
the terms of reference. A large number of memoranda had been 
received in response to the appeal published in the papers by 
the Chairman of the Committee, and these memoranda, which 
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gave evidence of the keen interest taken by the public in 
problems of educational policy, were carefully examined by the 
members of the Committee.-- They also considered statistical 
data, relating to educational conditions in the State, which had 
been prepared by the Secretary with great care and diligence. 
In connection with certain specific questions on which the 
Committee wanted to have the benefit of the opinion of public 
men and certain officials of relevant Departments, the following 
ladies and gentlemen were invited to give evidence before the 
Committee, which they kindly consented to do :-
. I. K. B. Thakur Aga Syed Hussain, ex-Minister and 

State Counsellor. 
2. Mr. Kotibhaskar, Director of Industries. 
3. Mr. M. R. Fotadar, Director of Agriculture. 
4. Miss Shaw, officiating Chief lnspectress of Schools. 
5. Miss Mallinson, Principal, C. M. S. Girls'· School, 

Srinagar. 
6. P. Shive Narayan Fotadar, M. L. A. 
7. Mirza Mohamed Afzal Beg, M. L. A. 
8. Mian Ahmad Yar Khan, M. L. A. 
9. P. Amar Nath Kak, M. L. A. 
The Committee adjourned on the 25th, and decided to 

meet again some time in September, in order to consider the 
draft report to be prepared by the Chairman and the Secretary. 
There· are certain questions which required more detailed exa
mination and these also will be considered when the Committee 
meets again for the final consideration of its recommendations. 

The Director of Industries, the Director of Agriculture and 
the officiating Chief lnspectress of Schools have been requested 
to prepare notes on certain questions with which they are spe
cially concerned in regard to the scheme of education which 
was discussed with them. The Chairman of the Committee 
has also appointed the three following sub-committees, in order 
to prep'lre the syllabus of studies for the basic schools and 
the Teachers' Training School. 

I. The Social Studies and Mother tongue Sub-Committee, 
consisting of ;-

{t) Mr. L D. Suri ... Lecturer. P. W. College, Jammu. 
( ii) Mr. G. A. Mukhtar ... Assistant Inspecto;, S. Division. 
(iii) Mr. Veshnath Dar ... Teacher, S. P. H1gh School. 
{tv} Pir Zada Ghulam Rasul .. Assi~tant Inspector, Western 

Division. (Convener) 
2. Mathematics General Science Sub-Committee, con-

sisting of:-
/i) Mr. R. C. Pandita ... Professor, P. W. College, Jammu. 
(iiJ Mr. F azle Haq ... Lecturer, S. P. College, Srinagar: 
(iii) Mr. Nand Lal Kitroo ... Head IV!aster, S. · P. H1gh 

School, Snnagar. (Convener) 
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Teachers' Training Syllabus Sub-Committee, .consisting 
of :
( i) Mr. L. D. Suri ...... L~ct~r~r. P. W. c~&ie, 

• Jammu. 
( i/) Mr. G. A. Mukhtar ... Assislant Inspector, 

. Southern Division, 
(iii) , Mr. Fazle Haq .. , ... Lecturer, S. P. College, 
(to) Mr. Nand La! Kitroo ... Head Master, S. P. High 

School, (Convener) 
( o) Mr. Das Ram MaliL.Head Master. Normal 

School, Udhampur. 
The committees have been given powers to co-opt more 

members, if necessary, and it is expected that_ they wi~ submit 
their draft syllabus to the General Committee in SeP.tember . 

. ln the Interim Report, which l have the ·honour to 
submit, on behalf of_ the Committee, I have includd only 
those recommendations, about which the Committ~e has com'3 
to final decision and have not includ~ thqse points about 
which further consultation and discussion-'-is to be held next 
month. These proposals should not,. therefore, be regarded as 
exhaustive, but merely as giving a general idea of the lines, 
along which it is proposed to reorganise the educational system. 
In this connection, a brief report giving the financial implications 
of such of the sdiemes as are proposed to be introduced with 
effect from the beginning of the next financial year, has 
already been submitted to the Goverqment, to enable the 
Council to consider the financial side of the proposals at the 
time of the formulabon of the Budget for the coming year, and 
I understand, that the Government has viewed the proposals 
favourably, and a certain amount of money has been provided 
for making a beginning in connection with the proposed 
educational scheme. . 

After making a comprehensive survey of the educational' 
conditions in the State, and examining the immediate, as W<"ll 

as the future needs of educational «xpansion, the .Committee 
has come to the following conclusions :- : -

I. The new scheme of education should 'aim at 
the establishment, in due course, o( a system of 
free, compulsory and universal bru;_ic' education for 
all the children in the State, : beiween the ages 
of 7 and 14. - - -· 

2. For this purpose, it is necessary to draw up a 
25 years' plan, so that, d,uring .this period, education 
shou!~ be ma.d_e universal an~ c~mpl>J~pry, l;md the 
reqUISite proviSion of !!Choohrlg facilities_• be made 
throughout the Stat<:~. · ' 

3. The Committee is of ·opinion, that in order to 
achieve this , end, it is necessary to accelerate the 
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pace of educational expansion very considerably, so 
as to ensure that, in the first ten years, all the 
villages having a population of over 500 should be 
provided with schools. This is not an ambitious but 
a modest proposal. As far back as 1916, Mr. Sharp 
had recommended in his report that during the next 
I 0 years, schools should be established in all villa
ges, having a population of over 500. This proposal 
thus requires, that, at least, I 00 Primary schools 
should be opened every year, so that, during the 
next I 0 years it should be possible to open schools 
in all such villages ( which number about I 000 ) 
and thus the first p>lrt of the 25 years' plan should 
be completed. In the subsequent 15 years, it should 
be the effort of the Government to provide suitable 
schooling facilities for the villages having smaller 
population. 

4. The Committee is of opinion that, side by side with 
the accelerating of the pace of educational expansion, 
an attempt should be made to thoroughly overhaul 
and -improve the quality of education imparted, and 
for this purpose, they suggest, that a scheme of basic 
education should be drawn up, 1n which craft tea
ching and book teaching should be imparted simul
taneously, in integral relationship with each other. 

This coordination of theoretical and practical education 
is absolutely essential for academic, _ psychological and vocational 
reasons. In the Jammu and Kashmir State, where people are 
gifted with unusual skill in craftsmanship, the introduction of 
the craft element in educ~tion is particularly urgent and desirable. 
For this purpose, the committee has given detailed suggestions 
to its sub-committees as to how the new syllabus of primary 
education is to be drafted. 

5. The introduction of the new scheme of education 
and the opening of basic schools requires that adequate arrange· 
ments should be made for the proper training of teachers in 
the light of the new requirements. The Committee strongly 
feels that no educational reform is possible, unless the system 
ol teachers' training is thoroughly reorganised. They have there
fore, recommended that two Training Schools, properly staffed 
and equipped, should be opened, one in Jam~u and the ~ther 
in Srinagar, where one hundred teachers m1ght be tramed 
every year. This period of one year however, is merely proposed 
as an emergency measure, because in the opinion of the 
Committee, one year . is too short a period for provid!ng 
adequate professional training to teachers. The recommendation 
is that ultimately the teachers' training course should last 3 
years after the c~mpletion of the basic school education. The 
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Committee further recommends that one basic school of the 
new type should be established in as~ociation . with .e~ch 
Training School, where teachers may rece1ve practl«::~l t~am~ng 
in the art of teaching, and which may serve as an msp1rahon 
and a model to other- schools- in the province. If these schools 
are properly stafied ·and organised, they would not only serve 
·as model schools but may also assume a position of All-India 
importance because in many provinces and states, experimental 
attempts _ ~re being made to organise schools -on- these l!~es. 

_ 6 The Committee also recommends that proVISion 
should be ,made for the construction of I DO buildings for basic 
-Primary schools every year, bec·ause such schools which are 
't;, provide craft education, side by side with academic instruc
tion, must be .housed in buildings specially constructed for the 
purpose.'-The Department -of Education should get plans 
prepared of simple and ine:.:pensive buildings for such schools. 
The co-operation of the villagers can be -obtained in this work 
'and the- cost of construction, can be considerably minimised 
if they are constructed; not . through -the Public Works Depart
ment but under the general supervision_ of- the Education 
Department itself. 

7. With regard to Secondary education, it is the opinion 
of the Committee that in comparison with the facilities for 
Primary education, the facilities available for Secondary educa
tion are fairly satisfactory and that, in future, the resources of 
the State should be primarily concentrated on the expansion 
and consolidation of Primary education. But, in order to make 
the existing Secondary schools really effective, and educationally 
satisfactory, it is essential to remove the congestion, which at 
present characterises practically all-of them, and makes effective 
education almost impossible, - and which -is having a most 
detrimental effect on the physical health and mental peace 
of students, as well as teachers. It is therefore, necessary to 
set a reasonable limit to the size of each section of a class 
and although the ideal number should be 30 pupils in each 
section, the Committee realises that this may be very difficult 
immediately and therefore suggests that the number of students 
in -a:: section -should - under no circumstances exceed 40. 1.1 
order tO. giVe · efiFCt tQ' this recommendation, it Will be neCeS• 
sary to mcrease the accommodation in existing schools and to 
provide extra staff, _wherever it may be necessary. 
. . 8. The Committee is also of opinion, thai . the grant
In-aid rules should be so modified that private effort on behalf 
of - Secondary . education may be forthcoming in a larger 
measure than IS the case at present. H this can be done, and 
the responsibility for Secondary education is· taken over by 
private agencies to a greater extent, it would be possible for 
the- Government to spend a larger amount of money on the 
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expansiOn of Primary ~ducation. 
9. The Committee has under contemplation a scheme 

for the re-organisation ·of Secondary education, whereby the 
present unhealthy and exaggerated emphasis on one type ol 
schools only, namely the academic type, may be diminished 
and the principles of diversification be introduced in the interest, 
both of individual students, and the needs and demands ol 
community life. The details of this scheme will be given in 
the full report of the Committee, to be submitted later. But it 
may be pointed out that the object of the Committee is not 
to limit the facilities for Secondary education now available. 
Their desire, rather, is to see that Secondary schools of 
different types, some of them with a bais in technical, commer
cial and agricultural directions, may be established and students 
may be selected on the basis of their natural aptitude for 
admission to these schools. But the Committee strongly feels. 
that free Secondary education of the academic type should 
be mainly provided for those who, on the basis of their 
intelligence and aptitudes, are fitted to receive it. If such 
facilities are thrown open indiscriminately and the Secondary 
schools are crowded with students who are unable to pro/it 
from them, it is neither in the interest of the individual students 
nor in the interest of national progress and advancement. 

I 0. The Committee strongly feels that the educational 
problem facing the State, as well as the public, will not be 
solved merely by the multiplication of facilities lor Primary or 
Secondary education. It is necessary to attack the existing 
illiteracy and ignorance from the other end also, namely, by 
organising a scheme of Adult Education and of a free library 
service in rural areas. The Committee, therefore, recommends 
that the State should provide adequate funds . for carrying on 
the work of Adult Edu.cation, partly through teachers working 
in rural schools, partly by helping voluntary effort in this direction, 
dnd partly by encouraging outside agencies, particularly the 
students of secondary institutions and colleges, to take up this 
work of national service as a labour of love Detailed suggestions 
lor this purpose will be found in the final report of the Committee. 

I I. As a necessary complement to this scheme, the 
Committee recommends the establishing of libraries in rural 
areas, which will be placed in charge of some competent 
teachers of the village schools who would not only work as 
librarians, but also give readings from. books and .newsp.apers 
and generally help the literate population of the vtllage m the 
selection of their readings. These libraries are necessary, not 
only to raise the general standard of knowledge and cul!ure 
among the rural population, but also to arrest the lapse mto 
illiteracy, which is such a common and de~lorab~e featur.e. of 
the present educational system. The Commtttee ts of opm10n, 
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that the work of Adult Education, which is to be pl~ced in 
charge of an Adult. Education _Officer, should consist not 
merely in the teachmg of readmg and wntmg, but .also 
include the imparting of ust;ful knowledge. about s_ubJe.cts 
of everyday interest to t~e ~nllagers, and aii_l"l at w1demng 
their knowledge and their mterests. In_ this work, the co
operation ·of various other Departments will be necessary, for 
which detailed suggestions will be made in the final Report: The 
Committee is of opinion, that if various departments, wJ_llch are 
concerned with different aspects of national reconstruction can 
co-operate in this endeavour, it will, within a short time, have 
a very healthy reaction on the life of the people of the State. 

12. The training of new teachers by itself, _will not be 
sufficient for the work of educational reconstruction that has 
to be carried out, because it would leave a large number of 
teachers,· at· present' in service, without any idea of the methods 
and principles of the new education. In· order to add to their 
knowledge and efficiency, and to give them new enthusiasm for 
their work, it is essential to organise Refresher courses for these 
teachers, so that they may acquire a new orientation and out
look towards their professional duties. The Committee has drawn 
up a scheme which will be incorporated in the final Report 
for providing these Refresher courses at a comparatively small 
cost. The Committee is of opinion that such Refresher courses, 
if properly conducted, will be of. the greatest value in giving 
a stimulus to the cause of better education. Another problem 
which has been considered by the Committee, is that of providing 
the right kind of text books, supplementary reading books, 
charts, diagrams and illustrative material that would be needed 
for the new basic schools, as soon as they are established. As 
these schools will organise their work according to the coordi
nated technique of teaching, which aimfl at relating the various 
branches of knowledge to one another and to the child's life 
and environments, it is necessary to have books especially 
prepared by competent educationists who are conversant with 
this idea. The Committe has therefore proposed, that an adequate 
sum of money should be sanctioned for this purpose in order 
to get manuscripts of such books prepared which may later on 
be either published by the Government or given over to approved 
publishers, on reasonable terms. The Committee expects that 
by adopting this method, the amount sanctioned and spent on 
remun('ration to authors will be recovered and good books will 
be provided without the State having ultimately to incur any 
expenditure. 

13, The Committee is of opinion that the Direction 
office and the offices of Inspecting officers are greatly under:
stalfed ·and it is impossible to carry on the work of educational 
directioh and supervision unless the establishment is strengthened 
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and the officers are thereby rel~ased from some of the me
chanical routine work which at present takes up a good deal 
of their time. Since these officers were appointed and their 
office establishments were sanctioned, the number of schools 
has greately increased and the work done by each officer 
has become much heavier. The. Committee has therefore pro
posed certain additions being made to these offices, so . that 
the work may be carried on . more efficiently and the officers 
may be able to devote a greater part of their .time to their 
real duties. . 

14. The Committee has noted the fact that· during the 
last. few years there has been a considerable lapse of education~ 
al grants every year, which could have been utilised for work
ing out financial measures of educational reorganisation and 
expansion. In view of this fact and also for various other 
reasons, the Committee is of. the opinion that the budget of 
the Educatio):l Department should , be placed on a contract 
basis, in order to enable the Department to utilise the savings 
of one .year in the following years. The suggestion is, that 
for the present the budget may be drawn up on a three years' 
basis. This is specially necessary, because some of the schemes 
recommended by the Committee, for example the construction 
of new school buildings, cannot be definitely expected to be 
completed within any particular calendar year. In some other 
States also, for example in the Hyderabad State, certain de
partmental budgets, like that of the Usmania University, have 
been drafted on this basis. 

15. The Committee has also examined very carefully 
the grades and salaries of the teachers in the various cadres 
of the Education Department, and it has been struck forcibly 
by two facts, firstly, that in comparison with other Departments 
and even in comparison with some clerical services. the teachers' 
salaries are low; secondly with the exception of a few grades, 
all other salaries are ungraded, and teachers, as a rule, have 
no regular increments and can look up to promotions only 
when there are some vacancies in the higher posts. 

It is essential, in the opinion of the Committee, that 
this anomalous position should be remedied, and the Govern
ment should try to secure a reasonably contented persl!lnnel of 
teachers so that they may work with devotion and enthusiasm, 
without 'constant anxiety about their financial position. The 
Committee has therefore drawn up a scheme for regradation of 
teachers' salaries and to place them in the time scale, and it 
is hoped that if these recommendations ar.e acc:pted, which 
do not imply any large increase of expendtture, 1t. ~ou!d have 
a very healthy reaction on the work and the sp1nt o, most 
of the teaching profession. 

There are many other matters, for example, girls' education, 
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medical inspection of school children, physical education and 
medium of instruction etc., about which the recommendations 
of the Committee have not been included in the present pages. 
The reason for this omission is, that on some of these points, 
the Committee has still to form its definite conclusions while 
the rest are points of detail, though extremely important in 
themselves, which need not be included in this interim report. 
But in the final report of the Committee, due attention will 
be paid to all these points and the Committee's recommenda
tions clearly formulat.,d. 

In submitting the above interim report, on behalf of 
the Committee, I make bold to hope that the State with its 
keenness and deep interest in the problems of education, and 
the ?raja Sabha with its pronounced policy of aiding and 
developing the educational facilities available in the State, will 
look upon our proposal with favour, and that the necessary 
funds will be provided for this great work of educational and 
national reconstruction. The Committee is hopeful that if the 
scheme is worked under favourable auspices and with the 
cooperation of all concerned, it will react most favourablv on 
the life and character of the people, and the State of Ja:'mmu 
and Kashmir will, in due course, become educationally one 
of the most advanced and progressive States in this great 
country. 

K. G. SAIYIDAIN, 

(Chairman, Educational Reorganisation Committee.) 
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APPENDIX C 
TEACHERS' TRAINING INSTITUTION. 

I. Head Master. 100-10-200 

2. Science and Math. teacher. 
3. Social studies teacher. 
4. Teacher of Method. 
'i. Arts teacher. 
6. Agriculture teacher. 
7. Vernacular teacher. 
8. Supervisor of teaching 

practice ... 
9. Clerk' & Librarian. 

I 0. Physical Instructor. 
II. Teacher of spinning and 

' . - ~ 

weaVIng 
12. Teacher of Woodwork 
13. Allowance to Hostel 

75-5-125 
75-5-125 
75-5-125 
55-5-100 
55-5-100 
55-5-100 

55-5-100 
60-4- 80 
50/-

50{-
5 0/-

Superintendent 20/-
14. Two peons @ Rs. 14/- each 
15. 4 coolis @ Rs. 12/- each 
16. 2 Kitchen servants @ Rs. 8/- each 
17. 2 Farm hands @ Rs. 12/- each 
18. 2 Sweepers @ Rs. 12/- each 

19bf-plus 50/
D. A. 

75/-
75/-

.• 75/-
55/-
55/-
55/-

55/-
60/-
50/-

50/-
50/-

20/-
28/-
48/-
16/-
24/-
24/-

Total Rs. 1055/- p.m. 
or Rs. 12660/- p. a. 

- CoNTINGENCIES. , 
I. Furniture. , .. 30<) 
2. Science apparatus 2cl0 
3. Implements for Crafts & Agricul-

ture. 300 · 
4. Animals for ploughing ... 100 
5. Library 300 
6. Newspapers- and Magazines. 100 
7. Maps and Charts 200 
8. Hostel Furniture 100 
9. Contingencies 20(1 

I 0. Service Stamps I 00 
I I. Stationery 200 
12. Uniforms to menials 75 
13. Games material ... I 00 
·4. Travelling allowance 600 
5. Scholarships at 15/- for 75 

students, 25 will join on 
their own expenses 13300 

1400 N. R. 
300 N. R. 

1400 N. R. 
100 N. R. 
600 N. K 

., i3oo N. R. 
900 N. R. 

- ' 

16,475 plus 5,000 N. R. 
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APPENDIX C. 

Total Establishment 
Contingencies 

(Continued) 

12,660{-
16,375/- 5,000 N. R. 

Total 29,035/- 5,000 N. R. 
Note :- Cost of 20 acres of land not included. 

Cost of School and Hostel building not included. 

one teacher @ 
three teachers @ 
three teachers @ 
one Peon @ 

BASIC SCHOOL SRINAGAR. 

5S;5-IOO 
35-2- 55 
20-Jt-Jj 
14/-

Total 

200/-
60/-
40/-

660/-
2260/-

720/-
168/-

3808/-
Furniture 
Sweeping 
Firewood 
Books 
Maps charts 
Games material 
Contingencies 

200/- N. R. 50(
IOOJ- N. R. 50/-
50/-

100/-

650/-Total 

Craft equipment 500/- N. R. 100/-

1150/- N. R. 
Total ... Rs. 4958/-

BASIC SCHOOL jAMMU. 

I. Head teacher at 75-5- I 25 Rs. 900{-
The rest same as for Srinagar. 

Total .. . Rs. 5 198/-
Grand total for two schools 101 56{-
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APPENDIX D. 

Estimate expenditure . for I 0 :Refresher Courses for Primary 
school Teachers in ·both the Circles. 

Each course shall provide for teachers. 
Number of teachers undergoing the course:- 350 per year. 

( i ; Actual Mileage to 250 teachers ( 1 00 being 
within a radius of 15 miles) at Rs. 6/- per ·head Rs. 1500/-. 

( ii I Food allowance to 300 teachers ( 50 being 
local ) at -/8/- per head for 30 days Rs. 4500/-. 

Allowance to I 5 temporary teachers in the 
MuzaHarabad District where the course is to 
be held in Maghar at Rs. 20/- per teacher Rs. 300/-. 

Allowance to 120 temporary teachers for 15 days 
(in Jammu Circle) at Rs. 20/- p. m. each Rs. 1200/-. 

Contingencies e. g. Stationery, carriage of 
furniture and library books, maps and charts 
printing of pamphlets on educational topics, 
etc, at Rs. 50f- per course Rs. 500/-. 

Total Rs. 8000/-. 
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APPENDIX E 

One month's Refresher Course for 

Graduate teachers 20 teachers in each course. 

T. A. both ways at 20/- each 

Food Allowance at I 5/- each per month ... 

Books, Maps and Charts, Stationery etc, at Rs. 200(-

T'i'tal 

400-0-0 

300-0-0 

200-0-0 

9oo-o.o 

For two such courses, one at each Training School 900X2= 1800 
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APPENDIX F 

Scheme of a Post Graduate Training Coli a e,e. 

In order·ro open a post graduate Training class ( B.T.) 
in the State where about 30 teachers including aided school 
teachers and private candidates may receive training every year, 
the fol!Qwing expenses will have to be incurred. 

I. STAFF Grade. 

II. 

111. 

I. Principal Rs. 200- 400/-. 
( He should be a trained and experienced teacher 
with outstanding academic qualifications and some 
knowledge of training technique. ) 

. 2. Lecturer Rs. I 00 - 200/·. 
( Trained and experienced teacher with adequate 
knowledge of Modern methods of teaching prefer
ably an M. A. in some school subject.) 

3. Supervisor of Teaching Practice. Rs. 75 - 125/-. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

(Trained and experienced teacher 

Teacher of Science & Mathematics 
(B Sc. B. T. or M. S10. B. T.) 
Clerk & Typist 
Peon two 

B.A.,B.T. or 
M.A.,B.T.) 

Rs. 75-125/-. 

Rs. 25-2-55/-. 
Rs. 12/- X 2/-. 

EQUIPMENT. Non-recurring. Recurring. 
250/-
300/-
300/-
100/-
150/-
300/-

Library grant. 
Apparatus & equipment 
Furniture 
Contingencies 
Stationery (inCluding postage) 
T. A. 

1000/-
2000/-

700/-

Type-writer 300/
Allowance to Superintendent Hostel 360/-
M agazines I 00/-
Duplicator 300/· 
Science equipment 200/-
Firewood or fans I 00/-
Hostel furniture & utensils 500/-
Sweeper at 12/-

0THER EXPENSES 

100/-
250/-
100/-
144/-

I. Pay of 20 stubstitute teachers at 
Rs. 35/- p m. for lO months 7000/- . . 

2. It is presumed that the Government Will prodv1de 
building lor the college and arrange to accomo ate 
students in the hostel of the colleg<" or elsewhere; 
No rent has therefore been included. 
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APPENDIX F. -Continued 

IV. Some other relevant points :-

1. The teachers deputed by aided schools and private 
candidates should pay a tuition fee of Rs. 6/- p.m. 
but no proportionate cost. 

2. The teachers in State service should be paid their 
full salary during the period of training and should 
not be charged any tuition fees. 

3. A practising and demonstration secondary school 
should be attached to the Training college and it 
should be directly under the Principal of the Training 
College. This arrangement might also make possible 
some economy so far as the staff is concerned, 
which can however, be worked out only when the 
scheme is put into practical shape. 
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S. V. class for Girls. 

I 0 students every year. 

Students under Training draw their own pay. Substitutes 
will be engaged on Rs. 25(- p.m. ' 

One Graduate trained on Rs. 

One Graduate trained on Rs. 

I 0 substitute teachers at Rs. 

Travelling Allowance. 

Hostel rent at Rs. 

Allowance to Superintendent 

Servant at Rs. · 

Sweeper 

Library 

Contingencies 

at Rs. 

I 00(-
100(-

25/- each 

25(- p. m 

20(- p. m. 

I 4/-
8/-

Furniture for School and Hostel 

Educational apparatus and appliances 

1200(-. 

1200/-. 

3000(-. 

300(-. 

300/-. 

240(~. 

168/-. 
96(-. 

300) -( I 50!-N .R.) 

150/-. 

400/-(200/-N.R.J 

350/-(200/-N.R.) 

Total Rs. . .• 7654/-(550/-N.R.) 
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DIRECTION OFFICE. 

Statement of Increase and decrease. 

Add one Personal Assistant to the Director at 240/- p. m. 

Add two Head Assistants in the grade of 65-5-100 at 65/-
and Rs. 75/- p. m. each. - . 

Add two clerks in the grade of 25-2-55 at 25/- p. m. each. 

Add two clerks in the grade of 25-2-55 at 25}- p. m. each. 

Add two peons at Rs. 14/- p.m. each. 

- Total increase per mensem· Rs. 458/- p.m. 

Increase per annum Rs. 5496/

Reduce one clerk in the grade of 
30-3-75 at 72/- p.m. Rs. 864/- per annum 

Net increase. Rs. 4632/-
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APPENDIX I. 

Create. 

2. Head clerks 65-5-100 I. Head clerk 60-4-80 at 
80/-+2 82 at 85/- each... I 7 0 

2. Head clerks 60-4-80 at 
80/- 80 

5. Relieving teachers 20-11-35 
at 27! & 29/- p.m. each I 41 

I. Relieving teacher at 24! & 
26/- 25 

I. -do- 20-1-25 @23 & 24 ... 24 

Total 352/-

Note:-

2. clerks 30-3-75 at 
30/- each 

5. clerks in 25-2-j5 at 
29/- each 

7. clerks 25-2-55 at 
25/- p.m. each 

60 

175 

175 

Total 550/-

Increase 198/-
or 2376/- for the year. 

The relieving teachers are provided for on pages 
99 and 113 of the current budget. 

Add one clerk to each Asstt. Inspector of Schools' office 
at Rs. 25-2-55. I 0 such clerks will cost Rs 250/- a month. 


